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Libra Live is designed for versatile 

operation in a broadcast production 

environment. 

It provides all the advantages of digital 

control and a digital signal path 

with the ease of use of a corventional 

analogue console. 

Full processing on all channels 

Soft configurations for user /application 

Built -in I/O router 

12-48 faders, 12 -96 inputs 

Mix -minus /IFB output, including talkback 

and AFL on every fader 

Full surround sound capability 

Snapshot reset 

Up to 16 mono or stereo auxes 

Up to 8 mono or stereo sub -groups 

Up to 4 mono or stereo main outputs 

Redundant PSU5 

Libra Live users include: 

ABC, All Mobile, Astro, CBS, Central 

TV, Cinetel, France 2, King TV, 

Korean Broadcasting System, MSNBC, 

Nickelodeon, Nihon TV, NTV, 

Radio & TV Hong Kong, YTV 
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HOLLYWCOD - Tel: (818) 753 8789 Fax: 318) 623 4839 TORONTO - Tel: (416) 365 

e-mail: enai.iryCams-neve.com - http://www.ams-neve.com 
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Recording and Mixing Consoles. Best known for: 

Superior Sound Quality Precision Surround 
Panning 

Total Automation Instant SnapShot Recall 

Hi- performance Dynamics High Reliability 

Powerful Machine Control Modular Expandability 

Headquarters (Palo Alto, West US) Tel:(650)855 0400 Los Angeles (West US & Int'l) Tel:(818)766 1666 New York (East US) Tel:(212)889 6869 

Nashville (Central US) Tel:(615)327 2933 London (Europe) Tel:(171)602 4575 Tokyo (Japan) Tel:(03)3288 4423 
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MULTITRACK 
RECORDER 

wtth large- format recording 

consoles: 

SSL Neve 

J 

2r,1»11:J»i 

:J-1lS JY 

Quality 

verters, 

r 

Reel Feel Solid Reliability 

Familiar tape -style remote and 

transport feel 
Rugged construction, Fremium 

conponents, fault tolerant design 

Recording and Editing 

24 -track punch in /punch out, f1 . 

need to transfer to an dítor 
basic edits 

1.1111/ 21.0!..1 L:p:11' 

Open arc' > SSJJ3 :24;4/15. üture 

1/0 options, s 
machine control, track expansion, 

editing and networking 

Non -Destructive Recording 

No fear of erasing tracks, multiple 
takes per track, records hundreds 

of tracks, plays any combination of 

24 tracks 

Non- Degrading Storage 

No head wear or media 

desradation during repeatec use, 

long shelf -life media 

Random Act 

No waiting fr' 
looping 

Web site: http: / /www.euphonix.com Euian r 
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Investment value 
.MANY FALSE CLAIMS ARE SPREAD about the relative merits of investing in one tech- 
nology as opposed to another. Indeed if you do the rounds then you will hear some 
preposterous claims made about ludicrous depreciation values of high -end gear gen- 
erally by lower -end manufacturers who would dearly like to see themselves as com- 
petitors. One thing is certain though, buy in the early stages of any technology, and 
unless you are exceedingly lucky; then you will he penalised harshly if you look 
upon that purchase from the perspective of investment. For example. does anybody 
out there want to buy my old 14.4 modem? Think about that and get back to me. On 
the other hand, I'd feel fairly confident that I could get an acceptable proportion 
back on the purchase price of certain large -frame analogue consoles after a year or 
two of making money using them or I could buy particular bits of new outboard that 
I know will hold their prices if I ever wanted to sell them. 

When you buy into quality you buy into something that lasts and if you use it to 
make money rather than leave it covered in a dust sheet then it is even better. Qual- 
ity was never the issue with that 14.4 modem because at the time it was state- of -the- 
art, it was about price. It seemed expensive, but now something else does the same 
thing a few times faster for much the same money and now I would probably only just 

be able to give it away to someone who knows even less about modems than I do. 
The trick is to invest in quality and in something that is proven to be a good idea 

in the first place. Quality lasts and if you can use it in your business and it makes 
your life easier and a little more pleasurable then what ever it costs it is worth it. 

You may have noticed that this is Studio Sounds 40th anniversary issue. No other 
professional audio magazine has lasted 40 years. That tells you that it has proved 
to be a good idea, that readers use it in their business, and that it brings them enough 
little pleasure each month for them to continue reading it. You have to take the 
quality as read. Zenon Schoepe, executive editor 

Code red 
I LIKE TO READ. I read all sorts of stuff -you never know where you might find some- 
thing interesting or useful, or both. I know it is unfashionable, but I even read equip- 
ment manuals. Read what you want into that. 

Reading about other people reading manuals puzzles me. It happens almost every 
time I read an equipment review. As far as I can make out, people want manuals but 
they don't want to read them. The implication is that an ideal piece of kit -whether it 

is being judged from a review or usage point of view -is self -explanatory. It is either 
so straightforward that it needs no explanation or its operating system is capable of guid- 
ing you through its use at whatever level is appropriate to your needs -with the reser- 
vation that the manual covers all aspects of operation and hacks this up with specifi- 
cations and diagrams in a multitude of languages. Obviously. 

So what do you want of an equipment manual? Should it be a big, thick paper vol- 

ume that covers everything from plugging in and switching on through block schemat- 
ics to component listings, complete with a comprehensive table of contents and an 
index (as demanded by most reviewers)? Or should a single sheet of A4 littered with 
bullet points and signed off with a help -line number suffice? 

Even the concept of an equipment manual is up for discussion. Should it be a con- 
ventional paper affair, its floppy electronic sister or a distant cousin with an email 
address? The paper option is reassuringly tactile and useful in a remarkable number of 
situations, but electronic media are more readily updated; manual downloads from a 

Web site being second only to software downloads in terms of currency. 
But what makes our current situation unique is not just the intervention of electronic 

means of disseminating a set of operating practices and parameters, it is the hard fact 
that there has never been so many pieces of equipment and systems to learn about. 
And the healthier and more diverse their respective development curves, the greater 
the necessity for reading about them. 

So you tell me (or you might prefer to write), what do we need from a 21st Century 
equipment manual: reference, guidance or a set of contact numbers? 

Tim Goodyer, editor 
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 Seoul's Rodeo Sound recording 

and mastering studios has installed ar 

SSL SL4048 G+ console. Part of the 

region's largest record company. 

Korea's Rock Records, Rodeo Sound 

responsible for helping break local 

artists such as Juju Club and Clon to 
the wider SE Asian audience. Also in 

Seoul. Korea's Motion Picture Promo - 

tion Corporation (MPPC) has installed 

a 40 -fader Euphonix CS3000 console 

to parts, an existing 2 -1 fader 

Euphc ,nsole. 

SSL, UK. Tel: +44 
1 865 842300. 

Euphonix, Europe. 
Tel: +44 171 602 4575. 

Manchester_ ...c.. p, t facility. 

e Sound House. has opened with 

its 24 -fader Amek DMS centre stage 

in Studio 1 and a 56 -input digitally 

controlled analogue Amek Big in 

Studio 2.The facility has Avid 

AudioVision nonlinear machines in 

both studios with AudioFile and DAR 

Sigma systems if 

The Sound House, UK. 
Tel: +44 161 832 7299. 

Amek, UK.Te1: +44 161 834 6747. 

Avid Europe, UK. 
Tel: +44 1753 655999. 

New York t evrde Gershwin 
Theatre on Broadway has purchased an 

Otan LW I O Lightwinder Concert 
Series fibre optic system. The system 

was first used on a production of On 
the Town at the request of sound 

designers Jon Weston and Andrew 
Keister due to the length of the cable 

runs and interference from the lighting 

system. 

Otari, Europe.Tel: +49 2159 50861. 

Switzerland's ana lee.,s,on 
Society has opted exclusively to use 

Junger d05 digital transmission pro- 

cessors after a two -year evaluation 

period. German broadcaster SZM 

studios has also committed to eight 

d05 processors. Dutch public broad- 

caster Omroep Gelderland has taken 

four Orban Optimod FM8200 (v4) 

and four Optimod 8200ST studio 

chassis as part of an initiative to 
counter competing commercial 

stations. Based in Amhem and 

addressing the eastern province of 
Gelderland. Omroep Gelderland 

provides television and text services 

as well as radio news, sport. 

,tion and music broadcasts. 

Junger Audio, Germany. 
Tel: +49 30 6777210 
Orban, US.Tel: +I 510 351 3500. 

French orse racing spe- 

G I HP has installed a pair of SSL Aysis 

Air digital broadcast consoles in a new 

mobile truck scheduled for completion 
next year. The mobile will have a 

48- channel Aysis Air and a 16- channel 

stereo Aysis Air will occupy each of 
two production rooms linked by an 

SSL Hub Router. Meanwhile, French 

console manufacturer LaFont Audio 
has taken a 36- channel Uptown 990 

automation system for installation on .: 

8 

^ew Pina -.tma ronsoln 

SSL, UK.TeI: +44 1 865 842300. 
Lafont Audio Labs, France. 
Tel: +33 

1 3473 6539. 

Uptown, US.Tek :+I 410 381 7970. 

London post facility Molinaire has 

taken six Micron MDS2 modular 

diversity systems complete with a 

custom antenna allowing the MDS2 

receivers to be shared between the 

facility's studios.The British National 

Film and Television School, meanwhile, 

is to be equipped with eight Audio Ltd 

RMS2020 radio mics and an additional 

HX2000U transmitter as part of a 

National Lottery funded upgrade 
'hi more £6m. 

Molinaire, UK. 
Tel: +44 171 439 2244. 

NFTS, UK.TeI: +44 
1 494 67 1 234. 

Audio Engineering, UK. 
Tel: +44 181 341 3500. 

Audio Limited, UK. 
Tel: +44 1494 51 171 I . 

American name Lieek Video has 

placed an order for a 60- channel Calrec 

Q2 analogue console to be installed in 

a new OB truck.The 53 -foot vehicle will 

be based in New Hampshire and will 

provide remote facilities for Game 

Creek's regular customers including 

ESPN. ABC. CBS and NBC. 

Game Creek Video, US. 

Tel: +1 603 882 5222. 

Calrec, UK.Tel: +44 1422 842159. 
The Netherlands i;och MM Music 

and Studio Alfrec r sassen are both 
installing new Euphonix consoles. 

Amhem's Koch MM Music is having a 

64 -fader CS3000D with dynamics and 

48 x 8 Cube installed in Studio One to 
further its recording of light classical and 

pop music. Amsterdam's Studio Alfred 

Klaassen, meanwhile, is to install a 

second Euphonix desk for Studio 3, 

where it will handle audio post work for 
leading agencies and television 
commercials, including PPGH and JWT 

and Saatchi & Saatchi. 

Koch MM Music,The Netherlands. 
Tel: +31 26 384 0500. 

Studio Alfred Klaassen, 
The Netherlands. 
Tel: +31 20 627 4530. 

Euphonix, Europe. 
Tel: +44 171 602 4575. 

UK hire company Toc, .ech has 

bought six TL Audio Ivory 5021 com- 

pressors for use with its Midas XL200- 

L- Acoustics ARCS rig. Already blooded 

on Julia Fordham's Bloomsbury Theatre 

dates. the rig is busy with Runrig. the 

Lighthouse Family, and the Levellers. 

The New York Sound Company has 

also adopted 5021s for Radio I's 

Sound City festival in Newcastle. 

Meanwhile Northern Light Hire has 

taken a 'large quantity' of Sony 

Freedom UHF radio mics recently. 

TourTech, UK.Tel:+44 1604 30322. 
The NewYork Sound Company, 
UK.Tel:+44 191 521 1469. 

TL Audio, UK. 
Tel: +44 1462 680888. 

UK: At the end of last year, the Liverpool Institute for 
Performing Arts renamed its studio theatre,'the Sennheiser 
Studio Theatre' in recognition of the German -based 
microphone, headphone and wireless communication 
company's sponsorship activities in support of the institute's 
Sound Technology BA (Hons) degree course. 

Principal among these is the Sennheiser LIPA Student 
Scholarship Scheme, so it was appropriate that during the 
ceremony hosted by LIPA CEO, Mark Featherstone -Witty, Stefan 
Exner, President Marketing & Finance Sennheiser electronic and 
Paul Whiting, Managing Director Sennheiser UK, should present 
the latest two scholarship awards.These were to Chandra Fleig, a 

first year student from Cologne and Canadian Adam Fulton, who 
has already obtained a Honours Graduate Diploma in Recorded 
Music Production from theTrebas Institute in Toronto, which this 
year has become affiliated with LIPA. 

LIPA came to the attention of Sennheiser's management due 
to the unique multidisciplinary approach to performing arts 
and sound technology training.The Sound Technology 
curriculum covers studio recording, audio post for film and 
video, broadcast sound, concert and theatre sound design and 
production.The Sennheiser Scholarship Scheme is designed 
to reflect the international aspect of the institute, providing 
assistance at any one time to a student from the UK, mainland 
Europe and the rest of the world. 

The award provides for the payment of tuition fees and 
provides assistance with living and travel expenses. Candidates 
are not selected on a means tested basis, though in two cases 
so far, students of particular promise have been able to take up 
or continue with the places they have gained at the institute as 
a result of the Scholarship. 

Sennheiser has also supplied a 16- channel theatre RF system 
for use in teaching workshops and student production activities 
(these are publicly performed in both the main McCartney 
Auditorium and the Sennheiser Studio Theatre), and a DAS 
Audio PA rig to enable students to design sound systems for 
everything from theatre reinforcement and conferencing to 
full -blown rock concerts.The company also arranges work 
placements for the scholarship students; last year Chris Beech, 
the first Sennheiser Scholar (and local Merseyside lad) 
graduated with First Class Honours and went out on the road 
with Autograph Sound Recording, on touring productions of 
Madam Butterfly and Martin Guerre.A programme of 
sponsored lectures and workshops arranged by the company, is 

continuing this year with visits from former BBC OB personnel, 
theatre sound designers and some of the company's own in- 
house expertise having already taken place. 

Bob Auger 
memorial 
UK: There (yill IX' a memorial 
celehration titr lit h Auger. the 
celebrated recording engineer. on 
30th April. A service will Ix held at 

St George the \I:utyr. ( htetn Square 
Lund( \C(: I at 21)111 featuring Ixr- 
sunal anti musical tributes from 
some ut those \yho worked with 
Bob during his 12 years of music 

recording. Although Ixst known 
the hundreds ofclassical recctrclings 
he macle liar leading record labels. 
Beth was also inyc thrcl in rock. jazz. 
brass. lite :utcl film .111(1 'll re- 
cordings. trclings. 11e died sucklenl last 

I )ecenilxr \\stile in the mitkile of 
recording tiir Opera Rara with 
\shunt he had enjoyed a relation- 
ship with fi )r notre than 2(1 years. 
Bob \ya. -(1 .111(1 is :un iyed by 
Ilk vire :uul t\Vo chi1(Iren 
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DVD -Audio 
specifications 
Tokyo: Although details are still 
sr :ur C. the I)VD Forum has 

announced the approval of v1.0 
of the DVD -Audio disc following 
some three years' discussion 
and last June's v0.9 spec. The 
announcement makes DVD -Audio 
the fifth DVD format to be ratified 
following DM-Video. D \'D -ROM, 
DVD -RAM and DVD -R. 

Briefly. sampling frequencies 
cover 4-4.1 kl lz. 48kHz, t*i.2khz. 
96kllz. I- 6.4kHz and 192kHz: 
16 -hit, 20 -hit and 24-bit rates are 
supported: up to six channels may 
he used to a capacity of 9.6Mbps 
transfer rate: compatibility will 
exist between D \'D- Audio and 
video and ROM formats: multi- 
channel recordings will be 'folded 
down' to provide stereo compat- 
ibility. Copies of the DVD- Audio 
Format Book detailing the full 
specification shoulcl he available 
in the spring. Victor Company of 
Japan. Tel: +81 45 _t;u I tt#i. I)VD 
Forum. Tel: +81 3 s',4 t t 9580. 

White House, 
White Paper 
US: The AES has presented a 

White Paper entitled Networking 
Audio and .11usic I 'sing Iuterru12 
mid Next-Generation Internet 
Capabilities totbeArrrericuu ü'hite 
House. The presentation was 
made to represcntat h es of the 
National Economic Council, the 
Office of Science and Technology 
Policy. and the Office of the Vice 
President to highlight the techni- 
cal and policy steps the AES 

regards as necessary to assure 
improved audio quality over 
advanced networks. It is the first 
time the AES has presented a for- 
mal White Paper. 

The history of leaving scraps 
of bandwidth fur audio should not 
he repeated,' said Elizabeth Cohen 
of the AES . The AES belie\ cs than 

preserving and creating pathways 
for high -quality audio experiences 
should he an essential part of all 

Japan: Disney has shifted its attention to Tokyo's Shiki Spring Theatre for the next production 
of its Lion King. Staged by one of Japan's leading theatre companies, the Shiki Theatrical 
Company, and with sound design adapted from Tony Meola's earlier work by Shiki's Mr Kanamori, 
the production uses a 98 -input Cadac J -type FOH console with I06 motorised faders and eight 
programmable dual -input channels. Next stop for is Osaka's MBS theatre and another Cadac 
console. Cadac, UK.Tel: +44 1582 404202. 

next -generation Internet initia- 
tives. We are committed to help- 
ing establish full compatibility 
between the pro -audio world and 
Internet technology.' 

The presentation involved John 
Strawn introducing the AES Inter - 
net2 White Paper and focused on 
improving the practicability and 
technicalities of audio and music 
applications. Our meeting was 
very encouraging,' Strawn com- 
mented. We are in a position 
today to expedite the move to 
improve audio over the Internet2 
and other NGI systems and the 
administration is eager to move 
forward with this work.' 

The National Economic Coun- 
cil subsequently enlisted the AES 

Committee to prepare a compre- 
hensive list of university -based 
K \U- orientated music and audio 
departments that the White House 
then intends to mandate to ad\ se 

it of music and audio research over 
Internet2. Net: www.aes.org 
www.internet2.edu 

The Netherlands: 
NOB has commissioned a 

new 16- channel OB radio 
production vehicle.The 
van, christened DI 6 and 
equipped with a Dalet hard - 
disk recorder, DAT and MD 
recorders is capable of linking, 
with the studio over ISDN, 
Scoop and GSM telephones 
and will accommodate a 

satellite trailer. It was designed 
by NOB in collaboration with 
NOB subsidiary Broadcast 
Technical Projects and will 
be used for news and current 

affairs programmes, sport, conferences and small musical 
productions. NOB,The Netherlands.Tel: +3I 35 677 5I I5. 

Studio Sound March 1999 

UK:Abbey Road found Studios I, 2, 3 and its Penthouse 
involved in making the music for Richard Curtis' romantic 
comedy, Notting Hill recently. Produced by Duncan Kenworthy 
(who was responsible for Four Weddings and a Funeral with 
Curtis), the music for Notting Hill was composed by Trevor 
Jones, performed by the LSO. It was recorded by Simon Rhodes 
on Sony PCM -3348 and mixed on the Penthouse Capricorn by 
Gareth Cousins to Genex and Pro Tools systems.Abbey Road, 
UK.Tel: +44 171 266 7000. 

Grammy 
US: Neumann has been :nyanled 
a Technical Gramm at the f 1st 

Grammy Awards hosted at the 
Shrine Auditorium in Los Ange- 
les. The award is presented to an 

individual and -or company for 
contributions of outstanding tech- 
nical significance in the field 
of recording as recommended 
by the Recording Academy's 
Technical Committee. The first 
Technical Grammy was awarded 
in 1994: past winners include Ray 

Dolby and Kuper \eve. 

Swedish TV 
Sweden: =,-rear agreement has 

been signed between the leading 
provider of Swedish television 
operating systems. Open TV. and 
the country's digital terrestrial 
network operator. Senda, to 

provide interactive television in 
tiweden starting in April this year. 

There will he ten national services 
and two regional services for each 
of the country's five regions. 

The moves marks the first 
application of the American 
OpenTV technology and software 
which will he made available 
under licence to broadcasters. 
receiver manufacturers. network 
operators, service providers and 

application developers. OpenTV 
is an end -to -end digital technol- 
ogy for the development of 
interactive services capable of 
being supported by digital satel- 

lite. cable and terrestrial distri- 
bution. It is presently available to 
6m UK BskyB subscribers and 
2m US Echostar subscribers. 
Net: www. senda.se www. 
opentv.com 
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1999 
SSAI RA 
V O T I N G 

TIII \Il \1(:I I AES Convention in 
,,..,v c ill he the setting for the 
second SSAIRAs -llte Studio 

Sound Audio Industry Recognition 
Awards. Following our call for nonti- 
nationS in the last couple of months 
there follows :I list of products that have 
been put forward in the various cate- 
gories at the time of going to press. 

\x hile the voting process is novv ettee- 
tivelc open. produrts can still be nom- 
inated and indeed will he should our 
readers choose I( ) vote for products that 
are not currently listed. The only con- 
dition is that the product has to have 
been released onto the Ina r et since last 
dear's European AES Convention in 
Amsterdam. Nominations will he 
updated on the Studio Sound vveh -site 
w w w .prostudiu.rom stud iosound. 

While any( me can nominate a product 
for a c atci4(>ry . t ink qualified readers of 

Fax your vote to: 
+44 407 7102 

N O M I N A T I O N S 
1. Large scale console 

Amptec Stone -D001: D &R Octagon; 
Innova Son Sentury : SSLAxiom -MT 

2. Medium to small scale console 
Allen & Heath GS3000: Panasonic 
WR -DA7: Soundcraft B400; Spirit 328: 
Tascam TM -D 1000:Yamaha DSP Factory; 
Yamaha 01V 

3. Outboard dynamics 
DBX DDP; Purple Audio MC76; 
TC Electronic Finalizer Express; 
Thermionic Culture Phoenix;TL Audio 
Ivory C -5021; SPLTransient Designer 

4. Outboard preamp 
CLM Dynamics DB200S; DBX 786: 

Grace Design Lunatec V2: Neotek 
MicMax; PreSonus M80; 
TC Electronic Gold Channel; 

5. Outboard equaliser 
BSS Opal DPR944; CLM DB500 
Expounder; LA Audio DigEQ; 
Manley Massive Passive stereo tube EQ; 
Millennia Media NSEQ -2: SPL Qure 

6. Outboard reverb 
Eventide DSP4500; Lexicon PCM91: 
TC Electronic M3000: 

Neumann TLM I03: Rode Broadcaster; 
Rode NN; Shure KSM32 

10. Convertors 
Lucid Technology AD9624/DA9624; 
Waves L2 

I I . Audio editor 
Merging Technology Pyramix 2.0: Roland 
VS 1 680; SAV SADiE 24 -96; Sek -d 24 -96 

12. Audio recorder 
Akai DD8 PIus:Alesis M20:Alesis XT20; 
DAR SAM; HHB CDR850; Marantz 
CDR630; Marantz CDR640; Otani PD20; 
Otani RADAR II; Sonosax Stelladat 11; 

Tascam DA- 45HR :Tascam CDRW5000 

3. Desktop duplication 
Mediaform 5900; Mediaform CD2CD; 
Otani CDP50;TraxDataTraxCopier 

4. Location portable equipment 
Denon DMP -R70; Filmtech LSP4; 

Micron 570 SDR; Sonosax Stelladat 11; 

TerrasondeToolbox 

I S. Comms 
No nominations received 

7. Combined outboard device 
Alesis Q20;AntaresATR- I; Eventide 
DSP4500; Focusrite Platinum Voicemaster; I 

Lexicon PCM8 I ;Thermionic Culture 
Vulture :Tube Tech MECIA 

8. Monitors 
Acoustic Energy AE2 Pro; B&W Nautilus 
801; HaflerTRM6; Harbeth Monitor 30 pro 
active; Genelec 1030: KRK V8; Miller & 
Kreisel MPS -2510; Miller & Kreisel 
MPS -5410; Spendor SA300; Studer AS 

9. Microphone 
AKG C4000B :Alesis GTAM62;Audio 
Technica AT4060;Audix CI I I; Brauner 
Valvet: CAD VX2: Neumann M147: 

6. Plug -ins 
Sonic Foundry Soft Encode:TC Electronic 
MasterX;TC Electronic Unity; 
Waves Renaissance EQ 

7. Special category 
Adgil Director (monitor controller):Akai 
56000 (sampler); CB Electronics SR -3 

(synchroniser);DeltronAIRPatch Recall 
(patchbay); Digidesign ProControl 
(hardware controller); Dolby DP569 
(encoder); LA Audio SPX2 (source 
selector); Magtrax MusicBox (monitor 
controller): Martech MultiMax 9 

(monitor controller); Miller & Kreisel 
LFE -4 (monitor); Sonorus Studl /O( PCI 

interface card): Studio Technology 
StudioComm 68/69 (surround 
controller); Zonal 999 (mag tape) 

,Shrdiu .Sown/ are eligible to VC. and 
this \v ill he verified by the requirement 
for readers to quote their unique reader 
identification number. 

The unique reader identification 
number is the 9 -digit number starting 
with a zen> that is located in the mid- 
dle of the top roes of your Studio Sound 
address label. In all instances the inclu- 
sion of the unique reader identification 
number is essential. 

Ways to vote 
Reader, c;tn pute lue one product in 
each category in tì tir vv a\ s. 

I. liv tilling in the tuent and posting it to: 
SS: \lltAs. Studio Sound \lagazine 
\tiller Freeman Entertainment 
S NI( ntague Cluse. London Bridge 
London Sh :I t)tR. I'K. 

?. liv taxing the littm to: 
I t l -I ill 'i ? 

i. By einailing their unique reader 
identification number. the category 
numbers and their voles to: 
SS; \I RAs (t unnttcont 

tilling in the interactive voting 
turrn on the Studio Sound web -site: 
www.prostuclio.com studiosound 

Readers will only be allowed to vote 
once. Readers may only vote for one 
product in each category. 

The objective is t(> identity e(nipnwnt 
that genuinely warrants recognition for 
being special in s(nte vv :n. 

Readers are not obliged to> vote in all 
categories and their anenticni is drawn 
to Special Category 1- which serves as 
a 'catch all for any products not cov- 
erect in the other categories. 

Any questions ralt be directed to 
le tit ni Sc hoepc and Tint (g000d ver at 
Studio Sound. i cl: + + t I 19 111 SS 13. 

SSAIRA Voting Starts Now 
I0 March 1999 Studio Sound 
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SSAIRA FAX VOTE 
Your reader identification number 

The reader identification number is the nine -digit number 
starting with a zero that is located In the middle of the top 
row of your studio sound address label In all instances the 
inclusion of the reader identification number is essential 

I Large scale console 

2 Medium to small scale console 

3.Outboard dynamics 

4 Outboard preamp 

S Outboard equaliser 

6 Outboard reverb 

7 Combined outboard device 

8 Monitors 

9. Microphone 

IO Convertors 

I I Audio editor 

12 Audio recorder 

13 Desktop duplication 

14 Location portable equipment 

15. Comms 

16 Plug -ins 

17 Special category 

S S A I R A F A X : + 4 4 4 0 7 76 1 02 
Studio Sound March 1999 
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March 
3 -7 
MusikMesse 
Pro light & Sound 
Frankfurt, Germany 
Contact: Messe Frankfurt. 
Tel: +49 69 7575 6130 
Net: www.messefrankfurt.de 

4 -7 
CMW 99 
Canadian Music Week 

Cor Centre, 
Toronto, Ontario. Canada. 
Contact: Ron Michael Scott. 
Tel: + 

1 416 695 9236. 
Email: cmw@can.net 
Net: www.cmw.net 

6 -9 
Middle East 
Broadcast 99 
Bahrain International 
Exhibition Centre 
Contact: Overseas 
Exhibition Services. 
Tel: +44 171 862 2043. 
Fax: +44 171 862 2049. 
Email: idroberts@montnet.com 

19 -21 
Conference: 
Student Radio in 
the next Millennium 
University of Sussex, 
Brighton, UK. 

Contact: Chris Wright 
Tel: +44 1273 877 358. 

April 
10-12 
16th International AES 
Conference 'Spacial 
Sound Reproduction' 
Arktikum, Rova ,nd. 

Contact:Juha Backman, Nokia. 
Tel: +358 10505 9140. 
Email: aes 16@acoustics.hut.fi 
Net: www.aes.org 

13 -15 
PLASA Light and 
Sound Shanghai 
Intex Shanghai. 88 
Loushanguan Road. 
Shanghai. China. 
Contact: Marcus Bernie, 
P &O Events. 

Tel: +44 171 370 8231. 
Fax: +44 171 370 8143. 

17 -22 
NAB 99 
Las Vegas. Nevada, USA. 
Tel: + 

1 202 429 4149. 
Net: www.nab.org /conventions 

21-22 
ABTT's 
21st Trade Show 
Royal Horticultural Halls, 

London SW I . 

Contact:Association of British 
Theatre Technicians, 

47 Bermondsey Street, 
London SE 13XT. 
Tel: +44 171 403 3778. 
Email: office@avtt.org.uk 

May 
8 -11 
1 06th AES Convention 
MOC Centre, Munich, 
Germany. 

Contact: Martin Woehr, 
Bayerischer Rundfunk 

Studioproduktion. 
Tel: +49 89 59002434. 
Email: 1 06th- chairman@aes.org 
Net: www.aes.org 

15 -16 
Conference: 
Smart Business- 
Smart Technologies 

: and Hotel, Chicago, USA. 
Contact: SPARS. 

Tel: + 
1 561 641 6648. 

Email: spars@spars.com 

I7 -I9 
Cable & Satellite 
Mediacast 99 
Earls Court 2. London, UK 
Contact: Reed Exhibitions. 
Tel: +44 181 910 7717. 
Net: www.cabsat.co.uk 

I9 -22 
CEDIA UK 
Novatel, Hammersmith, 
London, UK. 

Contact: CEDIA UK. 

Tel: +44 1462 627377. 
Fax: +44 1462 620429. 
Email: cedia_uk@ 
compuserve.com 

24 -25 
DVD Production 
Europe 99 
The Conference Forum, 
London, UK. 
Contact: CCW. 
UK Freephone: 
+0800 917 3596 
Tel: +44 1306 501 530. 

25 -30 
Expo Light & Sound 99 
Romexpo Exhibitions Centre, 
Bucharest, Romania. 
Contact: Romexpo. 
Tel: +40 

1 222 43 56. 

Email: romexpo@ccirro 
Net: www.ccirro /romexpo 

June 
-3 

Showtech 99 
Berlin, Germany. 
Contact: OTSA. 
Tel: +44 171 886 3106. 
Fax: +44 171 886 3101. 

6 -II 
Sound,Vision and 
Home Appliances 99 
f eddah International Exhibition 
Centre, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. 
Contact: Al- Harithy 
Tel: +44 171 223 3431. 
Fax: +44 171 228 4229. 
Email: ACExpo@aol.com 
Net: www.members.aol.com 
/ACExpos 

10-15 
Montreux 
International Television 
Symposium and 
Exhibition 
Montreux, Switzerland. 
Contact:WHD PR 
Tel: +44 171 799 3100. 
Email: news@whdpr.com 
Net: www.montreux.ch 
/symposia 

22 -25 
CommunicAsia 99 
Singapore Expo, Singapore. 
Contact: Overseas 
Exhibition Services. 
Tel: +44 171 862 2080. 
Fax: +44 171 862 2088. 
Email: singapore.oes@ 
dail.pipex.com 
Net: www.montnet 
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tsfCa 

INTERNATIONAL HEAD OFFIC 
SINDALSVE) 34, 

8240 RISSKOV, DENMARK 
PHONE:( +45) 86 21 75 99 

FAx:( +45) 86 21 75 98 
E -MAIL: INFO @TCELECTRONIC.COM 

HTTP: / /WWW.TCELECTRONIC.COM 

GERMANY 
TC ELECTRONIC GMBH, 5310 8399 

U.S.A. 
TC ELECTRONIC INC., (805) 373 1828 

ASIA 
TC ELECTRONIC ASIA, ( +813) 5456 4071 

AUSTRALIA: 
BELGIUM: 

BRAZIL: 
BULGARIA: 

CANADA: 
CHINA: 

CYPRUS: 
CZECH REPUBLIC: 

ESTONIA: 
FINLAND: 
FRANCE: 
GREECE: 

HOLLAND: 
HONG KONG: 

HUNGARY: 
ICELAND: 

INDIA: 
INDONESIA: 

ISRAEL: 
ITALY: 

JAPAN: 
KUWAIT: 

LATVIA: 
LITHUANIA: 

LEBANON: 
MALTA: 

MEXICO: 
NEW ZEALAND: 

NORWAY: 
PHILIPPINES: 

POLAND: 
PORTUGAL: 

RUSSIA: 
SINGAPORE: 

SLOVAKIA: 
SOUTH AFRICA: 
SOUTH KOREA: 

SPAIN: 
SWEDEN: 
TAIWAN: 

THAILAND: 

TURKEY: 
U.A.E: 

UK: 

2 9975 1211 
11 28 1458 
11 3104 8339 
52 600 172 
(805) 373 1828 
02 191 3660 
5 36 7985 
455 622 877 
6418 006 
09 5123 530 
1 4863 2211 
1 8837 629/30 
302 414 500 
02 191 3660 
22 328 990 
5512555 
22 633 5450 
21 829 2202 
3 562 2361 
51 766 648 
(03) 5456 -4071 
2645 636 
2 296828 
722 3288 
1 581188 
554195 
605 95 55 
09 279 7206 
22 710 710 
8191243 
58 5104 70 
1 4754 348 
503 956 1826 
748 9333 
7 214 051 
11 482 4470 
02 565 3565 
335 177 62 
46 320 370 
2 719 2388 
2 2369 5119 
2 373 2722 
940 9700 
212 224 3201 
4 626683 
181 800 8288 
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Gold 
Channel 

DIGITALLY ENHANCED MIC PRE -AMP 
The TC Electronic Gold Channel is a Digitally 
Enhanced Microphone pre -amplifier and a 

DSP signal refinement toolbox. Plug in your 
microphone, connect the Gold Channel's 
outputs to any analogue or digital recorder. 
and safely capture your signal in the best 
possible recording quality. 

MULTI EFFECTS PROCESSOR 
Want to breathe some fire into your music? 
Get ready for FireworX! An explosive Multi 
Effects Processor. The FireworX' broad 
palette of effects includes: Vocoder - Ring 
Modulation - Synth Generator - Formant Filter 
- Resonance Filter - Multitap Delay - Reverse 
Delay - Reverb - Dynamics - Chorus - Flange 
- Phase - Pitch Shift - Fractal Noise and more ... 

TC ELECTRONIC 

M2000 

STUDIO EFFECTS PROCESSOR 
The Engineering Group at TC Electronic was 
given carte blanche to create the optimal 
studio effects processor. Being musicians 
and studio engineers themselves. they have 
a feel for what is needed in modern high - 
grade processors. The library of effects 
includes: Reverb. Pitch Shift. Delay, Chorus. 
Ambience, Equalization. De- essing, Phasing, 
Compression, Gates. Expansion, Limiting. 
and Stereo Enhancement. 

Finalizer EXPRESS 

. 

STUDIO MASTERING PROCESSOR 
The Finalizer Express is the fast and efficient 
way to turn your mix into a professional 
master! Based upon the TC Electronic 
Multi -Award winning Finalizer Mastering 
Technology, it delivers the finishing touches 
of clarity. warmth and punch to your mixes 
putting the world of professional mastering 
within your reach. 

i 

Lc. eledronit 
A /S, SINDALSVEJ 34. DK -8240 RISSKOV. DENMARK PHONE 

M3000 
__- 

STUDIO REVERE PROCESSOR 
Sett ng the new industry standard with the 
VSS3 technology the M3000 is the best 
sounding, most versatile and easiest to use 
professional reverb today and well into the 
future. Combining the ultimate control of 
directivity in the early reflections with a 

transparent and harmonically magnificent 
tale, the art of reverberation is brought to at 
new and higher level. 

l 

Finalizer IMO 
_ - IFW4-- 
STUDIO MASTERING PROCESSOR 
The Finalizer Plus gives you the extensive and 
comple:e range of controls you need to add 
the finishing touches to your mix. Compared 
to the Finalizer Express the Finalizer 
Plus offers an even wider range controls 
allowing you to fine -tune every aspect of the 
mastering process. 

+ 45 8621 7599 FAX:+ 45 8621 7598 
E-MAIL: INFO@TCELECTRONIC.COM HTTP://WWW.TCELECTRONIC.COM 

TC ELECTRONIC GMBH FLUGHAFENSTRABE 52B 22335 HAMBURG TEL:1040) 5310 8399 FAX:(040) 5310 8398 
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Budgeting for failure I YOUR 'ECONMIIES OF FAIL' 
editorial ( Studio Sound. January 
1999) you have latched on to a trend 
which, I may say, I saw coming 
nearly three years ago. 

I enclose a copy of an article 
which was simultaneously pub- 
lished in the Stage, Screen and Radio 
journal of BECTU and the newslet- 
ter of The Association of Motion Pic- 
ture Sound (AMPS). i was angry 
when i wrote it. and still am. 

i do not think that your hearing is 
at fault. Rather, the problem seems 
to he one of physical deformation: 
a mysterious shortening of the 
upper limbs of producers and 
accountants, such that they can no 
longer reach the bottom of the 
pocket containing the production 
budget. Mind you, when there were 
working agreements in place 
between production companies and 
the industry trade unions. proper 
crewing on all types of production 
was assured. 

Should you wish to refer to any 
of the points made. in print. I have 
no objection, but if you wished to 
reproduce the complete article, 
i should appreciate a call first. since 
Fm not sure that the original publi- 
cation did nie any favours. I needed 
to say what I felt. 
Patrick Heigham,Technitrack, UK 

Rounding on DTS 
YEAR IN REVIEW' (Studio Sound, 

January 1999) made interesting 
reading since most of the contribu- 
tors referred to 5.1 music. A couple 
of then also referred to DTS and 
we are always glad of the mention 
though it is always a pity when Barry 
Fox takes the side of the juggernaut. 

Barry has championed many 
Davids over the years but in this 
case. there seems to be some reluc- 
tance. However. notwithstanding 
any past problems that he may have 
had with obtaining the information 
he desired from DTS. I can assure 
him that there is software available 
and most of it is playable in Region 2 
as well as Region 1. This is in addi- 
tion to the 120 Laserdiscs and 
110 CDs already produced. The 
hardware is selling in numbers that 
have consistently surpassed the 
manufacturers' expectations in vir- 
tually every country and we are very 
confident that 1999 will he a year 
that sees DTS firmly established as 
an alternative that offers quality 
product on all DVD formats. 

I can assure Barry that the many 

14 

investors in DTS, large and small. 
are not the sort of people that will 
'pay whatever it takes to keep the 
ship afloat' and that our business is 
dependent on real sales to fund the 
company. We do believe that it is in 
everybody's interest to have a 
choice which should offer a better 
solution than AC -3 for all applica- 
tions. I think it should be noted that 
without the intervention of DTS, the 
final proposal for DVD -Audio 
would be very much poorer than it 
is now. DTS offers an ideal alterna- 
tive to allow cross -platform play- 
back of DVD -V and DVD -A with- 
out the need to buy a second player. 
We believe that that is in the inter- 
ests of the consumer as well as 
those people who still care about 
audio quality. 

We look forward to the next Year 
in Review' confident that we will still 
be worthy of a mention. 
Chris Hollebone, Director of 
European Operations, DTS (UK) Ltd 

Barry Fox replies 
CAN YOU PLEASE CITE me the DTS 
DVD Videos that are now available 
to buy and will play on either R1 or 
R2 players -and where can they be 
bought? Also. my understanding of 
the DVD Audio spec v1.0 is that it 

does not make DTS mandatory, as 
DTS had requested, and the only 
major change is the firm specifica- 
tion of MLP. Is this correct? 

Chris Hollebone replies: 
THE FOLLOWING [ilk ersal titles 
are released and are RI a nd R2 com- 
patible: Waterworld, Lien: Liar, 
Dante's Peak, and Daylight. Also 
available is Dances with Wolves 
which is R1 only. There are also a 
couple of music titles: King Crinr- 
sou Lice and Mickey Hcni flan et 
Drum. There are also R2 titles 
released in Japan with more being 
planned by Pioneer. 

There will he more releases each 
month from now on and we expect 
additional support from other 
providers in the near future. Next 
month we have Babe, The Little Ras- 
cals, The River Wild. The Shadow, 
Hell Freezes Ot'er( Eagles), Shadoau. 
in the US, these are widely avail- 
able and are also available from the 
usual Internet sources. In Europe, 
distribution of these products will 
he decided by the content providers 
and you should ask them what they 
intend to do. 

DTS is an option for both DVD -A 
and DVD -V which does allow some 

compatibility across platforms. As 
you are aware. to get the full bene- 
fit of DVD -A, you need to buy 
another player incorporating MLP. 
Just for your information. the week 
that the Universal titles released. 
they were sold out and have now 
been re- pressed. Next week sees 
major European hardware launches 
from Sony, Pioneer, Denon, Naka- 
michi and there is more product 
coming from Yamaha. Kenwood, 
and so on. 

We have more than 80 hardware 
licensees from all over the world. 
These include Philips and all the 
major Japanese. Korean and Euro- 
pean names in addition to the 
US companies we have had for 
some time. 

i hope this gives you some addi- 
tional information. We will keep you 
updated as developments happen. 

Reviews, 20kHz 
and beyond 
1'f TANKS FOR RAISING the matter 
of the unfinished R &D work that is 
sold to us harmless clients. It is true 
that we pay money instead of get- 
ting paid for doing field -test work. 
It's all like a bad dream, isn't it? 

Of course it's not, it's reality. But 
i have two observations: 

First. the traditional pro -audio 
user was used to buying hardware 
with all hardware components 
installed according to specifications. 
Any missing resistor, op -amp, or 
even a wire would have been eas- 
ily detected, mostly during final test. 
Second. computer -based systems 
made it possible for anybody to buy 
and run a digital audio editor or 
whatever on a PC or Mac. At least a 
lot of people who lack audio expe- 
rience will recognise the nice soft- 
ware hugs imminent in mixing 
automation, and editors. 

Thanks also for David E Black - 
mer's marvellous article, 'Beyond 
20kHz'. It should be clear to every- 
body in the audio world that 'can 
we hear beyond 20kHz ?' is the 
wrong question. More important 
questions (as we have to double disc 
space, clock rates) are 'what is the 
dimension of the difference sam- 
pling at -i8kHz or 96kHz ?' and 'who 
can benefit from this difference ?' 

Finally, who wants to pay the extra 
money for extra listening experi- 
ence? i think we are still looking for 
satisfying answers. 
Reiner Oppelland, Bauer Studios, 
Ludwigsburg, Germany 
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MAGMASTERS - UK 

SUPEROUPE - USA 1111 11 il i 

iOOOt_. 

I FILM SOUNDTRACK 

...-..:.iz ........ 

SOUND MOVES - EUROFE 

SO POST - UK 

THE WORLD'S 
LEAD /N5 

FAC /L /T7E5 1 We were so impressed with our first DPC -II installed 

in SuperOupe. we have just ordered our 8th 

- Neil Karsh. New York Media Group 

SALTER STREET CANADA 

ARE 
N10!/I/VG 

AHEAD... 
a The DPC -l/ is no compromise but the best for both 

location recording and post 

- Steve Williams. Sound Moves 

O With all new leading ledge technology you look for 

"how fast? and how much 7 Nothing comes close to 

our DPC -11s on either price or speed 

- Scott Jackson. Magmasters 

O / wish we had a DPC -/I in all our dubbing theatres 

- Peter Brown SD Post 

O -The DPC -11 s sonic performance stability and 

comprehensive yet user friendly automation has 

proven to us that we made the right choice 

- Rob Power Salter Street 

O DPC -ll rapidly becoming the de -facto standard for 

digital production consoles 

SOUNDTRdCS 

150 Digital Channels 

Worksurfaces from 16 to 95 

motorised faders 

14 bit Conversion 

95kilz operation 

Stern. ¡CRS. 51.71 

Ül[JIrâ i prurturriän 
Ct7ITSEJt P 

S undtracs PLC Blenheim Road Longmead Business Park Epsom Surrey KT19 9XN UK 

ICI -440 X01181388 5000 Fax 1+441101181 388 5050 email sales.`soundtracs co uk web. http 

Soundtrac (A Al 3 i outh Service Road Melville NY11747-3201 

www soundtracs co uk Telephone I+ Fax 11 516 333 91011 email soundlracsii korgusa com 
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31 (thirty one!) High End Audio Plug -Ins included 

Windows: 24 Bit Audio, ASIO, EASI, DirectSound 

Windows: Polyphonic Waveplayer with DirectSound, 
DirectShow AVI- Player (QuickTime) 

Windows: SoundDiver Autolink, AMT, 64 MIDI Ports 

Individually zoomable tracks in Arrange Window 

Multi Track Record for MIDI (up to 16 times) 

Multiple Sequence Editing in Matrix Editor 

Environment: Macro- and Alias- Objects and much more 

Enhanced User Interface with complete localization 
(multiple languages) plus many more improvements 
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Emagic GmbH 
Halstenbeker Weg 96 
25462 Rellingen 
Germany 

Tel. +49.4101495 -0 

Fax +49.4101 495 -199 

Emagic Inc 
13348 Grass Valley Ave. 
Building C, Suite 100 

Grass Valley, CA 95945 
USA 

Tel. +530.477 1051 

Fax +530.477 1052 

Technology with Soul. 
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XTA DP226 

Before digital moved in, managing large and complex sound systems was achieved with chinagraphs, 

notes, intercoms and people.Terry Nelson looks at XTA's bid to streamline the process 

ONE OF THE undoubted advan- 
tages of digital electronics lies 
in the area of control. This is 

particularly true for systems where you 
want to he able to set up different vari- 
ations of a configuration and cone back 
to them at the touch of a button rather 
than sorting through reams of paper to 
find the right notes. 

The touring sound industry has 
recently been applying techniques that 
have been around for some time in fixed 
installations, but for various reasons 
have not been in widespread use for 
mobile systems. A typical example is the 
ability to control subsystems within a 

large sound -reinforcement rig without 
having to rely on intercomm signals to 
someone at the amp racks in order to 
tweak the various loudspeaker feeds. 

Earlier amplifier control systems. such 
as the Crest NexSys, set out to address 
this problem. but it would appear that 
the wish to control large rigs has been 
answered by the appearance of what 
tend to he known as 'speaker manage- 
ment systems'. These units combine 
facilities such as crossover functions. 
EQ, delay, and so on. and can gener- 
ally be networked in order to provide 
an expandable control system to meet 
changing requirements. One of the lat- 
est recruits to this select club is the XTA 
DP226 Speaker Management System. 

The most obvious comparison that 
can be made is with the Lab Gruppen 
DSP2 -+( StudioSuutr(1. September 1998), 
but where the Swedish unit leans 
towards the design side with its use of 
dha Audio View software package, the 
XTA system is resolutely geared towards 
in- the -field operation. 

Coming out of the box. the 1U-high 
chassis immediately impresses with its 
smart deep blue finish and layout. And 
as we shall see, its beauty is more than 
simply skin deep. 

The unit offers two input channels 
and six output channels, which can 
he configured in five different formats: 
2 x 2 -way plus summed subwoofer 

output and summed auxiliary output: 
2 x 3 -way: 1 X -4 -way plus 2 summed 
auxiliary outputs or from Input B for 
full -range or 2 -way operation: 1 x 
-way plus summed auxiliary output; 

1 x 6 -way. 
Before getting into the features. a quick 

look at the front and rear panels is in 
order. Moving from left to right. there is 

a 2 -line LCD screen. six function keys 
(BACK, NExr, MEW. ENTER. (1t'rr, m \PAS' ). 

three velocity- sensitive parameter con- 
trol knobs (FREQ, Q, GAIN) above a PCM- 

Access to the settings 
for each channel is 

accomplished with the 
press of the appropriate 

GAIN button.This brings up 
the gain setting for the 
channel and the other 

features such as Polarity, 

Delay, HPF & LPF, 

parametric sections and 
limiter are cycled through 
with the back -next keys 

CIA card sl( t. two Input sections and six 
Output sections. Each 1 -0 section is 

equipped with a 6- segment LEI) meter. 
na-rE key with t.E!) indicator and GAIN kel . 

Colour coding is simple yet effective. 
with all keys and buttons being light grey 
with the exception of the readily isihle 
red 'IT buttons. 

The rear panel features eight XLR con- 
nectors for the balanced inputs and out- 
puts plus In -Out XLRs for RS -thy, a MIDI 
In DIN connector and 9 -pin socket for 
RS232 connection to an external com- 
puter. The panel is completed with an 
IEC mains connector with spare fuse 
holder and rocker on -off switch. 

Turning the unit on brings the cur- 
rent software release to the screen ( now 

v2.0) and also a message indicating the 
'wake -up time remaining before the 
unit becomes operational. The config- 
uration of the system is also indicated 
(2 x 3 -way crossover). The wake -up 
time is programmable and is very use- 
ful for avoiding unpleasant surprises. 
The test unit defaulted to all outputs 
muted on power -up. but, again, this can 
be programmed for the opposite. The 
Mute indicator LEDs are also very clear. 

All digital units have their particular 
operating structure and accessing the 
configuration and setup of the DP226 
is via the MMF\t r\ rlR. BACK. NEXT and 
cet IT keys. Pressing \IFNI for the first time 
calls up the main menu and this allows 
step -by -step configuration of the unit 
via the various submenus. 

At this point, it will he helpful to have 
a look at the signal path and features 
offered by the DP226. The two input 
channels are followed by the LED meter 
which indicates from -24d13 to OdB with 
the five lower LEDs (four green and one 
orange) anddigital overflow with the 
top red LED. The signal then passes 
through a mute control. a variable gain 
control. 8 -band parametric EQ section 
and delay section. 

The six output sections each have vari- 
able high -pass and low -pass filter sec- 
tions with a selection of characteristics 
(Bessel. Butterworth. Linkwitz -Riley) 
and slopes, 5 -hand parametric EQ, delay 
section, variable gain control, limiter 
with LED noter and mute control. The 
limiter meter indicates a range of -24d13 
to OdB headroom. with the orange .E) 
indicating limiter threshold and the top 
red tara) indicating 4dB of limiting. 

Setting up the unit is logical and starts 
with the Input Memory to he recalled 
then moves on into the various setup 
pages for the different functions. 
I found this to be very comprehensive 
and fairly easy to use. though I do feel 
that the sequences of the keys is some - 
what confusing at first. The submenus 
include the recalling and storing of 
memories as well as defining a new 

- 
A 

.1 

DP226 SPEAKER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

< BACK NEXT > - 
MENU ENTER - 

BYPASS QUIT - Irr-' 
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crossover setup. 
So what does the DP226 have to offer? 

As can he seen. it manages to combine 
a lot of functions into a modest chassis 
and virtually do away away with a rack - 
load of separate components. Again. 
starting with the input channels. each 
of the 8 bands of the parametric EQ 
section has a range of 20Hz -20kHz and 
may also be configured as a LF -HF 
shelving filter. This feature alone pro- 
vides the necessary EQ to setup systems 
without recourse to external equalis- 
ers -you put the EQ where you need 
it. XTA very kindly provide a large range 
on the EQ sections ( -30dB and +1T13B) 
plus a very narrow bandwidth for notch 
applications. The delay section allows 
either the whole system to be aligned 
to a signal source (such as a very loud 
backline) or for use in subsystems. 

The outputs have much of the same 
facilities, with the exception that the 
EQ section is a i -band affair (still more 
than enough for the correction of most 
drivers) and that tilts. are I11111els. 

These either have an automatic setting 
for attack and release derived from the 
high -pass filter frequency of the output 
channel or these parameters may've set 
manually. Threshold is set manually in 
both modes of operation. 

Access to the settings km- each chan- 
nel is accomplished with the press of the 
appropriate GAIN button. This brings up 
the gain setting for the channel and the 
other futures such as Polarity, Delay. 
HPF & LPF. parametric sections and lim- 
iter are cycled through with the 11ACK- 

iExT keys. The actual settings are 
changed with the three rotary encoders 
(FRED. C). GAM. However. I cannot help 
feeling that things could he clearer by 
using a different Libelling 
for the three knobs as the 
terms used only refer to the 
parametric EQ sections. 
Use of Gain is fairly com- 
mon sense. but 1 would 
have thought that a layout 
on the 1.c:1) screen that just 
refers particular settings to 
the three knobs would he 
clearer -especially in crisis 
situations where you sud- 
denly have to stop and 
think that changing delay 
times is a utixtuie Ofrtï= 

Space precludes an in -depth look at 
all of the individual features but it 
should he clear by now that the DP226 
is a powerful processing package for 
the setup, alignment and tuning of a 
sound reinforcement system or studio 
monitors for that matter. 

This review would be incomplete 
without reference to the Audiocore 
computer control software and this 
was updated by downloading from the 
XTA Web site literally just before clos- 
ing this report. The software is now 
up to v4.08 and the main new feature 
is Array Control (which has been 
developed specially for the Rolling 
Stones current tour). 

The software allows online and 
offline editing for units plus network 
control of up to 32 DP226 units( or other 
XTA equipment ) and makes life much 
easier in ternis of accessing the various 
parameters of the system. In particular. 
the ability to visualise the EQ and HPF- 
LPF curves while making changes is 
very useful. 

The Array Control feature is very 
powerful and allows up to 24 Zones to 
be created to control up to 192 out- 
puts. Various security measures such 
as Solo or Mute lockout or unautho- 
rised access can be implemented and 
there are two main modes for setup and 
performance. The control of the zones 
is via three main screens -Faders. Up- 
Down and Meters -where six zone 
groups are each assigned four master 
faders (rather like VCA groups) or up- 
down nudge buttons. These are made 

sufficiently large for use 
with touchscreens. The 
meter page just shows the 
metering for the zones. 

The X'l'A DP226 Speaker 
Management System is a 
full stand -alone unit and 
is an immediate replace- 
ment for many sound -rein- 
forcement system control 
racks -it really does do it 

all and extremely well. 
Add to this the Audiocore 
software and you have 
very precise control of 

large and complicated sy.tem.. If you 
are interested in the even coverage of 
the audience through the use of short- 
throw. medium-throw and long -throw 
subsystems, or any other variations. this 
is the unit for you. Need I say more? 

XTA Electra 
Riverside Busi 

Worcester Ro 

on- Severn,Wo 
DY13 9BZ,UK 
Tel: +44 1299 

Faut: +44 129 

US: XTA Elect 

80 Sea Lane, 

Farmingdale. N 
Tel: +l 5162 
Fax: +I 5167 

nits, 
ness Centre. 
ad. Stourport- 
rcestershire 

879977. 
9 879969. 
ronics, 

Y 11735. 

49 1399. 

531020. 

quency and Q. What do you think, XTA? 
This aside. all settings are precise and 

the fine increments for the delay sec- 
tions allow speakers to be time aligned 
exactly in order to provide a common 
wavefront. 
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Akai S5000 & S6000 

Misunderstood ever since their inception, samplers have continued to reinvent themselves 
on a regular basis. Jim Betteridge talks sound design and Akai's new samplers 

HOUGH DESIGNED PRIMARILY 
for musical performance appli- 
cations, the sampler has long 

been a favoured tool of sound design- 
ers the world over. Akai really captured 
the European sampler market in 1988 
with their S1000, and all its professional 
samplers since then (S1100, 52000 and 
53000 families) have been variations on 
the same basic model. 

Though seasoned Akai fans will swear 
In their front -panel ergonomics there are 
many more newcomers who will swear 
at them. Lacking the schematic simplic- 
ity of at multitrack hard -disk system the 
sampler will always be a nu re chal- 
lenging tool, and, indeed, the previous 
Akai models, like those from other man- 
ufacturers. have been a touch fiddly. 

For musicians this is. perhaps, less 
important. but when your client is pay- 
ing by the hour and you have promised 
to create 'a little bit of magic' before 
5pm. that crouching. myopic stance 
does not inspire hope. I am happy to 
say that. with the all -new 56000. the 
knee pads and the Optrex can hit the 
trash. This is. ergonomically. a whole 
new world. 

The 56000 is top of the range. its 
it '-high frame has a detachable front- 
Comm' panel that acts as a full- function 
wired remote. It has 128 -voice poly- 
phony. 16 unbalanced jack outputs (all 
capable of being stereo pairs) plus two 
balanced XLR outputs (parallels of jacks 
1 & 2) and two balanced XLR inputs plus 
three programmable user-keys. The 
3U -high 55000 has a fixed front panel, 
eight unbalanced jack outputs (expand- 
able to 16). no XLRs, 64-voice polyphony 
(expandable to 128) and no user keys. 
For the purposes of this report, I shall 
refer to the S6000, although most com- 
ments : re equally relevant to the 5.000. 

To make the outputs unbalanced on 
a flagship machine like this I think is a 

big mistake. With all the video. SCSI. 
digital, time code and RF signals float- 
ing about these days. who does not live 
in fear of noise? Do not throw away 
those balancing boxes. 

A long -time opponent of the mouse 
and the drop -down menu. the Akai 
design team's preference is for the 
clearly marked button. Other manufac- 
turers have successfully incorporated 
VGA monitors and mice into their sys- 
tems, but it was felt here that most stu- 
dios and musicians have enough 
screens already and that a smaller. 
neater alternative was preferable. 
Hence, all operations centre around a 
120mni x 88nun (viewable area ) niono- 
chronme t.c:u. Down each side of the 
screen are eight soft keys and along the 
bottom are the main function keys, 
much as you'd find on the 53000 et al 
(Multi. Fx. Edit Sample. Edit Program. 
Record, Utilities, Save And Load ). To the 
right is a good -size data knob. a 10 -key 
numeric pact and a few other miscella- 
neous buttons. With a big screen and 
16 soft keys. you are never too many 
keystrokes away from your target field. 

Unless your budget is very tight. it has 
got to be worth shelling out for the 56000 
with its detachable control panel. Sit- 

ting hack with that baby in your lap you 
soon establish a double- handed Game 
Boy strategy that, for nay money, shows 
the mouse -menu alternative a clean pair 
of heels. There is no question that you 
can see more information at once on a 
1- -inch monitor. but most of the time 
you do not need to see more than the 
Lc;n shows. Mesa. a program offering a 
Mac -PC front end for other Akai sam- 
plers, may or may not he rewritten for 
the new machines: it depends on user 

demand. It has to he said that co- opting 
the Mac OS or Windows to help with 
the housekeeping offers significant ben- 
efits in the file management department 
(sadly lacking on the 56000 itself), but 
many of these facilities caul be gained 
by using commercially :n ailable Mar -PC 
programs linked to the 56000 via SCSI. 
This openness to third -party editors is 
new to the Akai family and is largely 
clue to the fact that. unlike previous in( xl- 
eis. the S6000 uses the . \\AV format as 
its basic building block. 

The new models cannot vet read other 
manufacturers' sample liha vies -such as 
those of E -mu, Ensoniq and Roland - 
which is a big shame, hut apparently 
soon to he rectified. They can read the 
S 1000. S 1 100 and S3000 libraries includ- 
ing Multis, Programs and mono and 
stereo samples. Unlike previous mod- 
els, the new system makes little distinc- 
tion between stereo and mono samples. 
A small graphic in the Edit Sample page 
tells you whether it is one or the other, 
but otherwise a sample is a sample. This 
is generally quite convenient when sam- 
pling anew, but when loading stereo 
samples from older models' libraries. 
where left and right sides ofa stereo sam- 
ple are seen separately. this means that 
you have to duplicate your actions for 
each side (idle sample. Conversely, you 
are unable to address each side of a new 
stereo sample separately. Apparently. 
these two issues are to be addressed for 
future updates. 

From the moment you turn the 
machine on it is apparent that the new 
interface is streets ahead of the old. For 
instance. the initial screen is a systems 
page showing you what hardware 
you've got loaded -diskettes. hard dri- 
ves, how much RAM. effects hoards, 
ADA'i' l-0 and y" iii\ keyboard. liit> 

c 

AKAI 
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Vector Automation 

Real -time 

MIDI Plug -ins Sync AVI NhP'EG 

Quicklime 

The new version of the leading 
MIDI and digital audio software 

Cakewalk Pro Audio 8 is available 
worldwide. Visit www.cakewalk.com 
or call 617- 441 -7870 for the name of 
your authorized Cakewalk distributor. All trademarks menti.)ned are held by their respective owners. 
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< the Lon') key followed by the SELECT 

DISK soft key and all attached disks are 
listed. Scroll down to your target disk, 
press SELECT DISK and you get a list of 
folders (sane as Volumes on previous 
models). Separate keys allow you to 
open, close or load a folder or Get Info 
(which includes the date and time the 
folder, program or sample was cre- 
ated-a future Sort By option, no 
doubt). If you open a folder you see 
the list of Programs followed by all the 
samples. Scroll down to your target sam- 
ple, hit the Al DITR)N SAMPLE key, and 
you hear it straight off disk, no loading 
or deleting as of old. This is extremely 

offers huge advantages over the hard 
disk system. Especially when used in 
conjunction with a MIDI keyboard and 
compu ter -based Ml1)I sequencer, the 
level and detail of control over a sound 
is unmatched. With two independent 
sets of MIDI ( In. Thru, Out) ports offer- 
ing 32 channels, 128 -voice polyphony. 
16 outputs, up to 128 Multis loadable at 

a time and 256Mb RAM and significantly 
improved filters and EQ, you are 
unlikely to run short of space in any 
direction. You can also record 'virtual 
samples' straight to disk and playback 
as many as your disk's performance will 
allow. While these may be useful for 

non tine- specific 
atmos tracks, under 
MIDI control all you 
can do is trigger them 
from their start point 
and let them run, so 
they are no replace- 
ment for a proper hard 
disk system. The S6000 
has no EDL facility and 
no way of firing off 
samples against time 

code, so you really do need a MIDI 
sequencer of some kind. There is a MIDI 
file player, but this is not working in the 
initial software release. There is space 
for a hard drive internally, or a jaz drive 
can he fitted to the front panel. 

Though excellent in principle and 
design. it does seem that these new mod- 
els were released before all bugs could 
be ironed out. The rather primitive disk 

handling needs some 
work, there are tinting 
and polyphony problems 
when reaching niaximuni 
polyphony and the 
machine cannot currently 
read PC .WAV CD -ROMs. 
These deficiencies spoil 
the impact of what is oth- 
erwise a powerful and 
well- designed machine. 
But Akai claims to have 
them all in hand, and by 

the time you read this it may well be 
sorted out (updates free at www. 
akai.com). Assuming this is the case, I 
for one am glad to have a sampler with 
all the power of its kind but, at last, a 

truly humane human interface. 

useful for SFX work. 
In general, those who know their v\ .i 

around the S3000 will feel at home here. 
although the ergonomics are vastly 
improved. Some particularly nice new 
features are to be found in the Edit Sam- 
ple pages. These include the PLAY FROM 

and PLAN" ro keys allowing you to quickly 
find an edit point; the Extract function 
that lets you quickly create a new sani- 
ple from a region of a 

longer one ( rather than 
having to copy and 
Trim ) and finally a 

Qu E:RttY keyboard socket 
-about time. 

In addition to two 1 

reverb -only devices, the 
new effects board, the 
EB20, offers two multi - 
effects units including 
distortion, ring mod. 
rotary speaker effects, 
EQ. modulation (chorus, Flange), pitch 
shifting, delay and revert. Each Keygr(wp 
has an individual send to each of these 
four processors, so for many applications 
you could get by without external effects. 

For sound design work the sampler 

UK: Akai (UK) Ltd, Haslemere 
Heathrow Estate, Silver jubilee 
Way, Parkway, Hounslow, 
MiddlesexTW4 6NQ. 
Tel: +44 181 897 6388. 

Fax: +44 181 759 8268. 

US: Akai -AMC, 1316 East 

Lancaster, Fort Worth,TX 76102. 

Tel: +1 817 336 51 14. 

Fax: + 1 817 870 1271. 

Distributors 
I Worldwide 
Argentina:OBA Systems SHE 

tel 00541 545 6800 Fax 00541 545 3668 

Austria:TC Electronic Austria 

Tel 0043 800 201 652 Fax 0043 800 201 653 

Australie Electric Factory 

Tel 00 61 3 9480 5988 Fax 00 61 3 9484 6708 

Belgirun:EML 

Tel 00 32 11 23 23 55 Fax 00 32 11 23 21 12 

Brazil:Proware Audio Innovations 

Tel 00 55 11 55852866 Fax 00 55 11 5584 6586 

Canada: Sonotechnigue PU Inc 

I Toro I Tel 001 416 947 9112 

Fax 001 416 947 9369 

I Mont I Tel 001 514 332 6868 

Fax 001 514 332 5537 

Chile Cho Productora Musical 
Tel 0056 2 274 9621 Fax 0056 2 294 9575 

China: Digital Media Technology 

Tel 00 852 2721 0343 Fax 00 852 2366 6883 

Croatia, Slovenia, Bosnia, Macedonia b Serbie. 

Music Export (Germany) 
Tel 0049 89 146 12390 Fax 0049 89 746 12392 

Denmark: New Music AG 

Tel 00 45 86 190899 Fax 00 45 86 193199 

Finland Studwtec NY 

Tel 00 358 9 5123 5300 Fax 00 358 9 5123 5355 

francs:OMZJ Audio Solution 

Tel 00 33 1 48 63 04 43 Fax 00 33 1 48 63 18 09 

Germany:TC Electronic Deutschland GmbH 

Tel 00 49 40 531 08 399 Fax 00 49 40 531 08 398 

Greece NEM 

Tel 0030 67 48 514/5 Fax 0030 67 46 384 

Holland: The Netherlands Total Audio 

Tel 0031 20 447 6447 Fax 0031 20 447 6464 

Iceland Exton 

Tel 00354 551 2555 Fax 00354 562 6490 

India:A b S Electronics 
Tel 0091 22 636 9147 Fax 0091 21 636 9691 

Ireland: CTI Control Techniques 
Tel 00 3531 454 5400 Fax 00 3531 454 5726 

Israel: Sontionics 

Tel 00 972 3 570 5223 Fax 00 972 3 619 9297 

Italy:Gosh, Music Professional 

Tel 00 39 0 71 710 8471 Fax 00 39 0 71 710 8477 

Japan:All Access 

Tel 00 81 52 443 5537 Fax 00 81 52 443 7738 

Nora.Best logic Sound Co 

Tel 00 82 2 515 7385 Fax 00 82 2 516 7385 

Naha: Perini Audio 

Tel 00 356 381 253 Fax 00 356 381 502 

New Zealand: Protel 
Tel 00 64 4 801 9494 Fax 00 64 4 384 2112 

Norway: lydrommet 
Tel 00 47 22 80 94 50 Fax 00 47 2 80 94 60 

Poland:ltexagon Warszawa 
Tel 0048 22 44 66 99 Fax 0048 22 44 83 55 

Pamgal:Cerus tecnologus 
Tel 0035 12 208 4456 Fax 0035 12 208 6009 

Russia:A @T Trade 

1 Russial Tel 7 095 956 1105 Fax 7 095 956 6882 

Singapore. Team 108 

Technical Services Prrvate Ltd 

Tel 00 65 748 9333 Fax 00 65 747 7273 

Southern Abler Powerhouse Electronics 

Tel 0027 It 7283102 Fax 0027 11 7286789 

Spain: Media Sys 

Tel 0034 93 426 6500 Fax 0034 93 424 1337 

Sri Lanka:HiFr Centre Ltd 

Tel 00 94 1 580442 Fax 00 94 1 503174 

Sweden:PdySonrc 
Tel 00 46 31 7069050 Fax 00 46 31 706 9110 

Switzerland: 8leuel Electronic AG 

Tel 00 41 1 751 7550 Fax 00 41 1 750 5153 

Taiwan: OUT 
Tel 00 852 2721 0343 Far 00 852 2366 6883 

Thailand: KW 
Tel 00 662 222 8613/4 Fax 00 662 225 3173 

Turkey: Nun Mang Vapor VE Orgaeimya Twaret A.e 
Tel 00 90 212 216 7180 Fax 00 90 212 216 7189 

UK:Focosrhe Ardis Eeieeerleg Ltd. 

Tel u441011494462246 Fa'. 441011494459920 

OSA Group 1 Ltd 

IEastI Tel. 00 1 516 249 1399 Fax 00 1 516 753 1020 

IWest) Tel 00 1 760 360 8511 Fax 00 1 760 360 8031 

Venerale CbM Audio 
Tel 00582 263 8790 Fax 00582 267 4319 

Vietnam:Vistar 
Tel 00 84 4 8 824 3058 Fax 00 84 4 8 825 0099 

www.focusrite.com 
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modern classics 

Red ' Quad Mic Pre; four channels of Focusrite's legendary mic pre -amp circuitry. 

2 

Focusrite . .... 
® 
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Red 2 Dual Parametric Equaliser; powerful and responsive, with Focusrite's warmth and smoothness. 

Red 3 Dual /Stereo Compressor Er Limiter; the first choice of the world's leading producers and engineers. 

Red 6 Mic Pre Et Parametric Equaliser; the classic signal path for outstanding recordings. 

Red 7 Mic Pre with Compressor Et De- esser; the essential voice -over tool. 

Red 8 Stereo Mic Pre Two perfectly matched channels of the ultimate mic pre -amp. 

Focusrite Audio Engineering Ltd. Tel: +44 (0)1494 462246 Fax: +44 (0)1494 459920 E -mail sales @focusrite.com 

by Focusrite 

Red Range by Focusrite 
has become an industry 
reference. Six products 
delivering the classic 
Focusrite microphone 
preamplifier, equaliser and 
dynamic processing in a 

range of combinations for 
a variety of applications'. 

All enclosed in the unique, 
machined, red anodised 
aluminium case. 

Built to sound wonderful 
and last for ever. 

'Studio and Remote Recording, 

Post Production, Rock, Opera. 

Theatre. etc. 

Call for a brochure or ask 

your Focusrite dealer for a 

demonstration. 

Red 3 

1/vi finer 

Red 7 

Erap 
Focusrite 
a u d i o e n g i n e e r i n g 

www.focusrite.com 
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Adgil Director 9800 

While surround sound is attracting considerable interest from modest facilities, it is fundamental to 
up- market business Rob James assesses a professional surround monitor management system 

THE DIRECTOR is an expandable. 
modular system for controlling 
the increasingly complex moni- 

toring requirements for surround mix- 
ing. This is a 'big league' unit and there- 
fore not directly comparable with the 
more modest Studio Technologies Stu- 
dio Comm 68 69 and Magtrax Music 
Box units ( Shidiu Swim/October 1998. 
/an 1999). In addition to these 'plug - 
and -play' units, both Studio Technolo- 
gies and Magtrax offer custom up -mar- 
ket solutions that compete more directly 
with the Adgil and Otari Pic \lix systems. 

Director consists of two main build- 
ing blocks -a mainframe and a remote. 
In fact. there are three alternative remotes 
available to suit differing requirements. 
The 9822 supports up to 12 sources plus 
a 'wild' source together with LCRS and 
stereo speaker systems. The 9824 
extends the speaker system to 5.1 chan- 
nels and stereo. while the 98-+0 allows 
up to 30 sources plus a wild source. and 
up to eight speaker channels. 

The mainframe is a 3U -high rack- 
mount with a number of front -panel 
controls. At the rear are 16 card slots 
plus the power supply connection ( I EC ) 

and switch. Each of the first ten slots can 
contain either a 9802 (factory config- 
ured) or 9808 ( user -configurable) input 
card. Each card provides eight input 
channels. each of which may he 
assigned to one bus. Slot II takes a 9803 
Insert Send card. that also doubles as 
the bus amplifier. Slot 12 contains the 
9804 Insert Return card. that also 
includes the mono summing amp. p. In 
slot 13 is the Master Output card. 9805- 

4M. This has lour main outputs. LCRS 
and two auxiliary stereo outputs. A 
multiturn trimpot is provided for each 
output. Slot 1.1 can contain either a 
9805 -2S 2- channel slave output card or 
the 4- channel version. 9805 -45 depend- 
ing on the requirement I.( )1- 5.1 or 
monitoring. The 9801-S0 solo input 
card is in Slot 15 and the 9806 Micro- 
processor Communication Contr )ller is 
in Slot 16. This comes with a Y adaptor 
to split the connections between a 9 -pin 
I)- connector for the remote control and 
a 15 -pin I)- connector for GPIOs. 

GPIOs provide for external PEC- 
I)irect switching and tallies. red -light 
or cue -light switching. talkhack (mut- 
ing). external Dim and Solo 1 2. The 
two external Solos are provided for 
multi -operator consoles with split solo 
arrangements. Also provided are a cou- 
ple of open collector outputs to switch 
a matrix encoder -decoder (a Dolby 
SEL -+ ---SUI " -t ) when changing between 
LCRS and one of the stereo outputs. All 
audio connections are on 25 -pin D -con- 
nectors with pin -outs conforming to the 
Tascam convention. 

The front panel has a bright. backlit. 
2 -line rc1 that is used in conjunction 
with a rotary shaft enc(xler and ten inter- 
nally illuminated keys to control and 
programme the unit. The top row of six 
Consists of a ct-r key, four slit 1, recall 
keys and a stow: key. The other four, 
on either side of the encoder are cur- 
sor keys for navigation. 

ite configuration supplied for review 
consisted of a mainframe with a config- 
urable 9808 input card and a factory con- 

figured 6 + 2 9802 input card, the insert 
send and return cards, a 9805 -4M master 
out and a 2- channel slave for 5.1 use. 

The neat desktop remote uses the 
same keys and knobs as the mainframe 
plus a mom) level pot. The keys are 
arranged as four rows of six. The top row 
is used together with the s44ivr key to 
select any or all of the 12 possible 
sources. It is simple and quick to make 
multiple selections for multistem moni- 
toring. In Group mode, four sets of 
sources may he defined on the main- 
frame as Group 1, Group 2, PEC and 
Direct. These can then be compared with 
a single key press on the group master 
source or by using an external PEC- DIRECT 

key via the GPIO. Alternatively, when 
not in Group mode, sets of sources can 
he defined from the remote. 

The second row is L, C, R, SL, SR and 
st is output enables -the LEDs light when 
channels are active and flash when 
muted. These keys also double as sow 
selects when the SOLO mode is selected 
on the mainframe. I generally prefer 
the opposite convention of output 
mutes with the LEDs lit when muted as 
this makes it easier to see at a glance 
why it's all gone quiet. 

In the third row are the suit-7 key, wan 
key. situ( A. I4 and c keys and a MONO key. 
The tu.t) key selects or deselects an 
assigned group of input channels from a 
source card independently of all other 
source selections. The WILD key may also 
be assigned as Group 2 master. SPKR A and 
t4 select multichannel monitors, depend- 
ing on which output cards are fitted, c 
selects the alternative stereo monitors. > 
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OM R8 delivers MO 

«»4- 

More than simply an 8 track recorder. me OMR8 offers built-in . egmenPnaseo edrtmg eta the tamdrar and 

rntuióve DAR screen drsplay 

With a bewildering choice of 8 -track disk recorders 

available. choose the one that delivers MOre. 

Just connect a standard monitor, keyboard and mouse 

directly to DAR's OMR8, and it becomes a fully specifiel 

workstation with on- screen. segment -based editing. 

Everything else is built -in. 

Drawing on our post production expertise and benefiting 

from DAR's familiar screen interface. the OM% 

provides drag and drop. time -slip. move. trim 

and cross -fades in addition to functioning as a stand alone 

dubber or tape machine replacement. 

The OMR8 can be supplied with a variety of media options 

including MO and removable hard or JazTM drives. 

Audio quality, as you'd expect from 

DAR, is flawless. 

Meanwhile our unique SAM networking ,f 1 
protocol facilitates the addition of 

further OMR8s, all under the control of a single unit, fo- 

virtually unlimited expansion. 

To find out more call +44 (0)1372 742848 or visit 

www.dar.uk.com. 

24-bit 86kHz 

DIGITAL AUDIO RESEARCH 

H A Harman International Company 

Digital Audio Research Limited. 2 Silverglade Business Park. Leatherhead Road, Chessington. Surrey. KT9 20L, UK 

Tel: +44 (0)1372 742848 Fax: +44(0)1372 743532 Email: info ©daruk.com http: / /www.dar.uk.com 
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< The Nio o key selects a source or 
summed sources to L. C or R speakers 
or all three. The actual sources and des- 
tinations are programmed on the Direc- 
tor mainframe. Programming of various 
functions. including PEC- Direct sources, 
bus assignments and so on can also he 
programmed from the remote. A lot of 
the programming becomes more direct 
on the remote since more keys are avail- 
able. For example. when you are pro- 
gramming the input, the corresponding 
input l.En will be lit as well as all the 
sources it is assigned to and its output 
bus. If you want to change the bus assig- 
nation you simply press on the enable 
key that corresponds to that bus. This is 
far more intuitive than using cursor keys 
and quicker to do than describe. 

The bottom row has the ct F: key, 
which can be programmed to provide 
a momentary action for cueing or to 
toggle a latching output for red light 
switching. The tvsftarr key switches the 
speaker source before or after the insert 
point. The rn\t key attenuates the out- 
put level by a preset amount. anything 
from nothing to -89.625dB or Mute in 
0.375dB increments. The final keys are 
Sht. A and n which allow two fixed mon- 
itoring levels to be set in increments of 
0.375dB attenuation from maximum. 
The shaft encoder remains active. 
When the knob is moved off the 
selected preset level the LED extin- 
guishes. When the knob is back at the 

preset level the LEI) re- illuminates. 
The Director system is an compre- 

hensive monitoring package. Monitor- 
ing systems are very much a matter of 
personal likes and dislikes, and I have 
plenty of prejudices borne out of years 
of mixing. I would have liked to see a 
way of locking out the volume knob to 
prevent inach cxtent changes to the mon- 
itoring level and a decibel read -out on 
the remote. Many mixers use different 
levels during premixing to the recom- 
mended SPL for the final mix. I also still 
feel channels should be lit when muted 
not active (although they do flash when 
muted). In fact, I appreciate why Adgil 
has chosen to use this logic: the output 
channel a.Ens also show which buses are 
active for the selected source(s) and 
speakers which would he difficult to 
achieve with the reverse logic. 

Other than these minor gripes. I want 
to deliver a little praise. Unlike the units 
previously tested, the Direc- 
tor can be powered up or 
down without producing 
large thumps in the monitors. 
Further. it wakes up with the 
c:a-r key active. I think this 
should be kindergarten stuff 
on professional equipment, but sadly it 
is not always the case. The audio per- 
formance is subjectively excellent - 
transparent and silent. 

Adgil says it has recently upgraded 
the 'top of the line. 9840 remote to sup- 

port 80 LEDs showing exactly which 
inputs are selected and adding an 
alphanumeric SPL display. Adgil will 
also quote for custom controls and soft- 
ware so, if you wanted the output chan- 
nels enable keys illuminated when 
muted this might he possible. 

With the range of possibilities on offer, 
it should he possible to specify a sys- 
tem to cater for almost any current 
requirement. The remote is small and it 
would he fairly easy to integrate into a 
panel and the system has the advantage 
of expandability allowing a studio to 
start with a relatively modest system and 
acid to it as your requirements change. 

A fully expanded system with the 
9840 remote offers the possibility of up 
to 80 inputs with two 8- channel outs 
plus one stereo. A subsystem is also 
available that can work in tandem with 
a Director system or function as a stand- 
alone format selector and -or equaliser. 

The Format selector is a 

matrix, that maps any of 
eight inputs to any of ten 
outputs with a total of three 
subwoofer outs. Mappings 
can be stored as presets with 
tap to four on dedicated 

keys. Equaliser hoards may be added 
that function as 5 -band parametrics or 
subwoofer crossovers. 

The Director feels right -which is half 
the battle with this type of unit -and I 

enjoyed using it. 

US: Sascom 

Tel: +1 905 

Fax: +1 905 

Net: www.s 

469 8080. 

469 1129. 

ascom.com 

NEW 
I)N422M Dual Channel EQ With MIC Pre -Amp 

Dual channel four band EQ with high quality mid pre -amp. 
48V Phantom Power. 

Switchahle balanced insert and returns 
Both inputs and outputs electronically balanced. 

Variable hi pass filters. 

A Perfect Combination 
1)N i00 I)vnamic Processor Dual Compressor /Limiter Expander 

'I1vo channels of full function compression, expansion, limiting and peak clipping. 
Variable knee control for compression styles from hard to easy. 

Advanced VCA design for extremely low noise and distortion. 
A peak limiter with variable threshold and programme related release provide additional protection. 

Additional 1<, atlatw hicks le merm link ftuwiion, gain reduction Lion meters for both oompcessio reap ender sections and output lebel meter: 
KI.AIIK TEKNIK KNIK GROUP, WAUFER NASH ROAD, KIDDERMINSTER, WORCESTERSHIRE. DY11 711.1. ENGLAND. 

TF.L: +44 (011562 741515 FAX: +44 (011562 74.5371 
KLARK TEKNIK GROUP (USA), 600 CECIL STREET, BUCHANAN, MI 49107. USA 

TEL +1101 616 695 4750 FAX +1101 616 6950470 
http:/ /www.klarkteknik.com 
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Cadac Electronics Lt 
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Alesis GT microphones 

Extending its influence on audio,Alesis has brought out GrooveTubes and 
bought its microphones to market, Dave Foister goes shopping 

IF THERE'S A GOOD IDEA doing the 
rounds, Alesis won't be far away. 
Given the track record it w as only a 

matter of time before the company 
brought us its own microphones in 
another step towards the total Alesis stu- 
dio, and here we have a range of four 
very closely related condenser micro- 
phones covering all the favourite 
flavours. Although they go under the 
name of GT Electronics (since Alesis has 
acquired Groove Tubes), they have Ale - 
sis engraved on the hack and AM (Ale - 
sis Microphones ?) as the model desig- 
nation, and the whole presentation 
smacks of familiar Alesis style. 

The other notable Alesis characteris- 
tic is a fondness for jumping in at the 
deep end, and these microphones fol- 
low that trend too. There is nothing 
entry-level about the range, hut a clear 
aim for up- market applications 
reflected in the specs. the styling and 
the engineering. The four models 
divide neatly into two levels of opera- 
tional sophistication, each offered in a 

choice of two circuit topologies. Thus 
the AM51 and AM52 have class -A solid - 
state electronics. the AM52 giving a 
selection of polar patterns. while the 
AM61 and AM62 provide the same pair- 
ing with valve electronics. it is Groove 
Tubes that gives the range its GT des- 
ignation, as the 61 and 62 use a circuit 
built around a Groove Tubes GT5840M, 
a military spec subminiature valve'cho- 
sen for its low distortion. superior sig- 
nal -to -noise ratio and minimum sensi- 
tivity to mechanical vibration.' 

It is standard practice, if you want 
your microphone to he taken seriously. 
to make it look like a Neumann, and 
few others look as much like a 1187 from 
a distance (sideways on anyway) as the 
GTs. There are more curves, hut the 

28 

basic shape and 
the size are very 
similar. inside is a 

large -more than 
1 inch-capsule, 
that is single - 
sided in the 51 

and 61 and has 
two diaphragms 
in the 52 and 62, 
and below the 
dense mesh grille 
are the switches 
set in a ring. just 
what switches 
are fitted depends 
on the model. 

The most basic 
are the 51 and 61, 

fixed at cardioid and with nothing more 
than bass cut and a 10d13 pad to select. 
The 52 adds a 3- position polar pattern 
switch giving cardioid, omni and figure - 
of- eight. while the top -of- the -range 62 
has an additional switch giving super - 
cardioid as a variant of the basic car - 
dioid position. Thus the 62 has no less 
than four switches around its circum- 
ference, all clearly labelled and positive 
in operation. 

Simple stand mounts are supplied 
with all four. attaching by means of a big 
screw -in collar at the hase and locked 
with a big handle. The valve models also 
come with a suspension mount (avail- 
able as an optional extra on the others) 
that clamps on to the body with a twist- 
ing cari mechanism. The mount grips 
the microphone where it can solely by 
means of friction with the rubber hands 
in the mount, and I must say I was not 
inspired with enough confidence to 
hang it upside down. There is a further, 
more elaborate mount available for all 
the models that incorporates a mesh 
screen pop filter. 

The inclusion of the 
shock mounts for the valve 
microphones adds even 
more to the supplied kit. so 
that by the time the power 
supply and cables are 
added the whole thing 
needs a flight case four 
times the size of the sim- 
ple aluminium carrying 
box that the solid -state 
ones come in. The power 
supply is very simple and 
basic. as all the switched functions are 
on the microphone itself; all it has is a 

power switch with associated IAA), an 
XI.R output. and a 6 -pin XI.R input for 
the supplied cable. The cable is sturdy 

to the extent of being a hit stiff. and its 
length is none too generous. but then 
the PSU can he sited on the floor near 
the microphone if necessary as there's 
nothing to adjust and it is built to have 
trucks driven over it. 

Indeed the build quality of the whole 
range is good, with a reasonable finish 
and an adequately reassuring feeling of 
ruggedness. Inside the PCBs are well - 
built with some evident hand wiring and 
the valves cushioned comfortably in 
their own rubber suspension. 

I must admit to having expected a cer- 
tain flavour from the GT microphones, 
and to having been pleasantly contra- 
dicted. Alesis has never been backward 
in coming forward, and I would not 
have been surprised to find a brash, 'lis- 
ten to what I can do' character in them, 
especially the valve versions. As it turns 
out, this is far from the truth, as the sleek 
elegance of the appearance is paralleled 
in the performance. The specs look 
good. with tight, well- extended fre- 
quency responses, and the resulting 
smoothness is quite a surprise. There is 
no shortage of high frequencies. but 
they are presented in proportion to the 
rest of the spectrum to give a very nat- 
ural balanced sound. They are com- 
plemented too by the smooth hass 
extension that makes the whole full and 
warm. The difference between the valve 
and solid -state versions is surprisingly 
small, but nonetheless worthwhile, with 
just a fraction more warmth and pres- 
ence from the tube 60s. which in fact 
come over as the flatter and more nat- 
ural of the pairs. When close on to sax- 
ophones both types coped without 
strain, and inside a piano results were 
good, with a spaced 51/61 pairing deliv- 
ering a surprisingly good stereo image. 
I was also confronted with a penny 

whistle, and this showed 
the good detail and the 
low noise floor of the 62. 

These and all the other 
sources showed the GTs to 
be excellent all- rounders, 
not the sort whose char- 
acter can get in the way of 
true flexibility. Given the 
need for a cardioid pattern 
and a natural sound, 
the four are quite inter- 
changeable, the patterns 
distinguishing the x2s and 

the valve flavour being just noticeable 
on the 6xs. No cheap substitutes these, 
the Alesis GTs deserve to be taken seri- 
ously in the market they have been so 
boldly launched into. 
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Alesis Corporation. 
3630 Holdrege Avenue, 
Los Angeles, CA 90016 USA. 

Tel: + 
1 310 558 4530. 

Fax: + 1 310 836 9192. 

UK: Sound Technology, 

Letchworth Point, 
Letchworth, 
Herts SG6 I ND. 
Tel: +44 1462 480 000. 

Fax: +44 
1 462 480 800. 
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the Digital 
Advantage 

The ADVANTA Series 

Large- Format Digital Production 

System is more than a mixing 

console. Four years in develop- 

ment, ADVANTA delivers on 

the promise of digital - with 

outstanding Sonic Quality, 

frame -accurate Dynamic 

Recall /Reset of every parameter, 

comprehensive Assignabi ;ity to 

reconfigure the entire system to 

meet your precise requirements, 

Scalability, and full Connectivity 

with other components that 

complete the all -digital studio. 
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ADVANTA is targeted at a wide speck pMahn 
of applications - from music record! 
through broadcast production, 
to film and TV post. All 

ff1f. Hf1f111, 
1111111M_ wnoA 

~ 
vaster Studios, Los Angeles i 

I'll' 
DIGITAL'S NEW STANDARD 

www.otari.com 

Otan Corporation, USA Tel 800/877 -0577 +1/818/594 -5908 Email: sales©otari.com Otani, Inc.. Japan Tel +81/424 -81 -8626 Email: salesinfo©otari.co.ip 
Otan Europe GmbH -el: +49/2159 -50861 Email: euro©otari.de Otan Singapore Pte. Ltd.. Tel +65/284 -7211 Email: otarisp©singnet.com.sg 

U.S. Regional Offices: New York +1/212/324 -1700 Nashville: +11615/255 -6080 
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HHB Circle SA 
For methodology see Studio Sound,April 1998, page 14. 

See it on the Internet website: 
www.prostudio.com/ Studiosound laprl98lr_tannoy.html 

Studio Sound's 'bench test' loudspeaker reviews continue with the Circle 5f Keith Holland eports 
THE HHB Circle 5A is a 2- 

way, active loudspeaker 
comprising a 200mm 

polymer cone bass driver, a 

28111111 soft -dome tweeter and 
built -in power supply, ampli- 
fiers and active crossover 
electronics. The drive -units 
are arranged vertically and 
are magnetically shielded. 
The cabinet has external 
dimensions of 420mm high 
by 255nim wide by 300mm 
sleep and i" equipped with a 

small, oval port beneath the 
bass driver. The hack panel 
is dominated by a large heat 

120W for the woofer and 
70W for the tweeter, hut no 
maximum output figures are 
given. Although fairly con- 
ventional in design and lay- 
out, the Circle 5A has one 
striking feature; the cone of 
the bass driver is purple. 

Fig. 1 shows the on -axis 
frequency response and har- 
monic distortion for the 
HHB Circle 5A. The respon- 
se is seen to fail to keep 
within ±3dB limits. clue to a 

peak between SutHz and 
2klíz, and a non- uniform 
high- frequency response, 

but it stays within 
±5cIB from 50Hz 
to 20kHz. The low 
frequency roll -off is 
approximately third 
order with the -10dB 
point at about 35Hz. 
The low frequency 
harmonic distortion 
performance is accept- 
able, with the second 
harmonic rising to 
-35óB (1.8%) at 60Hz 
but maintained well 
below -40dB (1 %) 
from 1-+OHz upwards: 
the third and higher 
harmonics lie below 
-40óB throughout the 
bandwidth. 

The horizontal off -cuffs 

performance (Fig.S) is 
well behaved, with 
slight evidence of mid- 
range narrowing be- 
tween 500Hz and 3kHz: 
the high frequencies 
are seen to roll off 

smoothly with little evi- 
dence of side -loping. The 
vertical off -axis performance 
(Fig.6) demonstrates the 
familiar crossover interfer- 
ence problem due to the 
physical spacing of the dri- 
vers. but is otherwise well 
controlled. 

The time domain perfor- 
mance of the Circle 5A is 
demonstrated in the step 
response (Fig. 3), the power 
cepstrum (Fig. 4), the 
acoustic centre (Fig. 2) and 
the waterfall plot (Fig. 7). 
The step response shows a 

rapid rise and smooth. even 
decay which are characteris- 
tic of good crossover design 
and time alignment, but dis- 
tinct reflections at about 
1501ís and 300ps, which are 

sink with vertical fins, along- 
side which are the mains 
socket and switch, switch - 
able balanced (XLR) or 
unbalanced (phono) line - 
input sockets and a master 
volume control. Sensibly, 
these features are protected 
from possible damage by a 

stout metal bar. HHB specify 
the power amplifiers to be 

HHB, UK. 

Tel: +44 181 962 5000. 

Email: sales @hhb.co.uk. 

US: HHB. 

Tel: +1 310 319 1111. 

Email: sales @hhbusa.corn. 

Canada: HHB 

Tel: +I 416 867 9000. 

Email: sales @hhbcanada.com 
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most probably cabinet edge 
diffraction effects, can be 
seen in the power cepstrum; 
these reflections are respon- 
sible for the non -uniform 
on -axis response evident in 
Fig. 1. The acoustic centre 
is seen to reach a maximum 
of just over 2m behind the 
loudspeaker at low frequen- 
cies; a good result, that is 
borne out by the waterfall 
plot which demonstrates a 

rapid initial decay at 

low frequencies. 
Overall, the HHh Circle 5A 

is a good performer; 
the very good time -domain 
response is marred some- 
what by a ragged on -axis 
frequency response. The 
loudspeaker could he ex- 
pected to fair well under less 
than ideal acoustic condi- 
tions as transients are well 
preserved and the off -axis 
response is reasonably well 
controlled. 
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Superdupe dubbing suite, 
New York. 

Design by Walters . Storyk 
Photo by Robert Wols :h. 

SURROUND YOURSELF 
WITH SPENDOR 
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oSpendor is consistently associated with 

the highest quality active monitoring 

systems as many of the World's top 

Broadcasters and Production facilities rely 

on Spendor for their ultimate reference. 

Facilities such as the world famous 

Superdupe dubbing suite in New York. 

Spendor also recognise that to confidently 

create and mix natural, well - balanced audio 

in the 5.1 format, requires a monitoring 

solution specifically designed for the task. 

It is with this in mind that we have 

developed a new range of dedicated 5.1 

monitor systems. 

Regardless of room size and budget, 

these systems simplify the task of installing 

definitive surround monitoring for both 

purist audio 

and audio- a 
for -video 

mixes. 

Call now for 

a full color 

brochure. * 
SPENDOR 

YOUR ULTIMATE REFERENCE 

SPENDOR AUDIO SYSTEMS LTD 

STATION ROAD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE 

HAILSHAM EAST SUSSEX BN27 2ER 

TEL: +44 (0) 1 323 843474 FAX: +44 (0) 1 323 442254 
web: http: / /www.spendor.mcmail,com 
email: spendoriPmcmail.com 
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PCI Card 
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TDIF-1 
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Optional External Convertor 

Boxes from £449.00 

16 Bus, Custom Digital 
Mixing and EQ. Optional Real 

Time DSP Effects from the 
market leaders 

.. 
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- 

£449.00 
Inc.VAT 

Telephone: +44 (0) 1222 450 120 Fax: +44 (0) 1222 450 130 
Internet: www.soundscape- digital.com e -mail: sales @soundscape- digital.com 
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AMS Neve gets ESP for 96k 
AMS Neve will show a new processing plat- 
form for its range of digital consoles at NAB. 
Called ESP, and introduced as the third gen- 
eration of proprietary processing platform, 
the new processor cards use 0.6 micron sil- 
icon technology and feature 21 AMS Neve 
custom ASICS to turbocharge 9 DSP chips 
and provides the processing power 
required for the 3- position DFC that offers 
more than 500 audio paths with control 
surfaces typically featuring over 100 faders, 
plus 3 master control sections. The scalable 
nature of ESP means that large and com- 
pact AMS Neve consoles can benefit from 
this technology and advantages include 
96kHz- readiness.The company says that 
while many digital designs are dependent 
solely on the core DSP processor, its own 
use of 21 dedicated ASICs boosts perfor- 
mance by remapping processor inputs and 
outputs. It claims that the resultant turbo- 
charged DSP can handle 1,250 external 
accesses per wordclock compared, for 
example, to the SHARC processor's 833. 
Meanwhile, the Libra Post digital console 
will debut. Frame sizes of 24, 36 or 48 faders 
provide control of up to 96 fully featured 
channels and is 96kHz ready through its use 
of ESP. Features include complete format 
Flexibility in up to 8- channel, a dedicated 
monitor panel provides inserts for a sur- 
round matrix- processing, while automated 
joysticks and the use of Encore automation 
system bring the automation benefits of the 
DFC. Machine Control provides direct con- 
trol of six machines via Sony 9 -pin plus two 
additional transports via ES Bus. 24 -bit hard 
disk editing capabilities may also be added 
to the system by the addition of an 
AudioFile. 
AMS Neve, UK.TeI: +44 1282 45701 1. 

KT DN422M 
Klark Teknik has introduced the DN422M 
dual- channel 4 -band parametric equaliser 
with mic preamp. Channels boast variable 

high -pass filters, XL4 mic preamps 
and electronically balanced I -Os and 
switchable inserts. 
Klark Teknik, UK.TeI: +44 1562 741515. 

Antares mic modeller 
A studio DSP processor, the AMM -1 mic 
modeller is claimed to make any 'reason- 
ably full -range microphone to sound like 
virtually any other.' Company engineers 
have created digital models of a wide vari- 
ety of mics, and the combination of select- 
ing models for the source and target mics 
processes the incoming signal. The process 
can also be used at mixdown to `change the 
mic' on an already recorded track. New mic 
models >. ill be available for download > 
Studio Sound March 1999 

Drawmer MX60 

Competitively priced, Drawmer's voice channel offers much to the 
recording market. George Shilling compares it to aftershave 

IN TIIE HIGH -END voice -channel market, 
it is easy to forget that Drawmer's Vacuum 
Tulx 19X0 was an early entrant. A sign of 

the times. perhaps, hut Drawmer's latest marks 
its entry to the crowded budget end of this 
market. The Front End One MX60 is a com- 
prehensive prehensive mic -line channel for studio and 
live applications. Drawmer has drawn on its 
many years of dynamic processing experience 
to encompass everything anyone might 
require of such a unit into a compact and very 
competitively priced unit. 

I was initially surprised by the sheer phys- 
ical weight of this fairly shallow 1U-high box. 
For a cheap unit. construction is extremely 
robust. an internal metal brace spanning the 
entire width and holding most of the pots via 
long shafts above an enormous single circuit 
board. Upon this are mounted row upon row 
of small components. The bobbin mains trans- 
former is heavy. but not especially large. There 
are separate top. bottom. front and back 

The Dynamics. EQ and Tubesound sections 
can be individually selected. The Dynamics 
section includes a simple gate with n tREStto w 
knob and two Release settings. and this works 
well with no clicks. The de -esser compresses 
only high- frequency content. The Nl.au:- FENIAI.E 

switch shifts the frequencies affected. How- 
ever. it is a little tricky to set up without los- 
ing brightness on non -sibilant parts of the 
vocal. and rarely needs to he set higher than 
l' . ton a scale going up to 10). The com- 
pressor features auto attack and release and 
sounds similar to earlier transistor Drawmers, 
which I confess would not be my first choice 
on vocals. Like the de- esser, it can be vicious. 
and sounds 'squashy' if set with a ratio higher 
than 2:1. 

The EQ has basic shelving HF and LF cut - 
boost at 4 25kHz and 100Hz respectively. and 
a wide- ranging fully parametric mid. With 
18dB cut -boost on all hands. this is extremely 
powerful and works .yell. hut sounds little 

panels. with double section integral rack ears. 
The front panel is smartly black- painted 

over brushed aluminium. which makes leg - 
ending clear. despite the small lettering neces- 
sitated by the sheer number of features. Knobs 
are all small and stiffly damped. much the same 
as those on the ubiquitous DS201 Dual Gate. 
The pointers are clear. hut their tiny size makes 
small adjustments and recalls a little tricky. 
Every button has an LED except the \Laa.E- FE\L4LE 

button on the de- esser. There are LED meters 
for Input. Output and Compression. and LEDs 

for the gate and de -esser operation, making 
it easy to see what is happening. 

The hack panel features Vic Input XLR, Line 
Out XLR. and balanced and unbalanced line 
jacks operating at +-tdBu and -10dBu respec- 
tively. All line connections can he used simul- 
taneously which is useful for level conversion. 
In addition there is a TRS insert jack that comes 
before any internal processing or metering. 
Voltage conversion is tricky. as one has to 
remove the lid. change the internal fuse and 
relocate links, but I would imagine this is an 
infrequent requirement. 

The front panel is logically 
arranged. On the HI t is a high - 
impedance Instrument jack 
with a selector switch. a pad 
and a useful 'won- switch 
that adds some well- chosen 
upper -mils to liven up fiat- 
sounding DI guitars. A +20d13 

button boosts quiet electric 
guitar signals. Next to the Gm i\ 
pot is a MR :-1.1\ 1: button. a tit tAsr 

switch. t'u.\s runt pcnitK button and 100Hz HP 
filter. The mie amplifier is commendably clean 
and very quiet, if unsurprisingly a little :smaller' 
sounding next to the fine vintage Neve I used 
for comparison. 

more refined than the EQ you would 
encounter on a typical budget 8 -bus console. 

The Tubesound section is very enjoyable, 
its potential for subtlety making up for the 
powerful nature of the other sections. 
Despite the name. there are no 'tubes' in this 
unit: a transistor circuit simulates the subtle 
distortions of real valves. There are three 
Drive knobs -to, Nun and tit -that split the 
audio hand at 350Hz and 2kHz. I found these 
often preferable to the EQ section for tone 
shaping. adding warmth and 'glow'. Care is 

necessary when working on vocals. as this 
can introduce some fuzziness. and turning 
the three Drive knobs clockwise can push 
the output limiter into action -you must 
compensate by reducing input gain or com- 
pressor output. Indeed. the gain structure 
requires careful setting. When the input is 
set at a normal level to drive the compres- 
sor. the compressor output gain must often 
be reduced in order not to drive the output 
limiter. which is always in circuit before the 
output gain stage. 

Drawmer's new baby has 
a good mie preamplifier and 
an astonishing number of fea- 
tures for the price. and the 
manual is clear and straight - 
fonvard. Paradoxically. there 
are almost too man knobs to 
twiddle in a vocal recording 
situation. especially for the 
novice at whom the MX60 is 

partly aimed. It is quite easy 
to overdo it with the dynam- 

ics and EQ sections. When mixing, however. 
this is a versatile tool, and great for rescue jobs. 
Buy one. you won't find better value. but as 

the old aftershave advert g( x:s. 'Be careful how 
you use it'. 

Drawmer Distribution, 
Charlotte St Business Centre, 
Wakefield WF I I UH, UK. 
Tel: +44 1924 378669. 
Fax: +44 1924 290460. 

US: QMI, 7 October Hill Road, 

Holliston, MA 01746, US. 

Tel: + 1 508 429 6881. 

Fax: +1 508 429 7135. 
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Soundcraft Series 15 

The thunder of small broadcast desks has been stolen 

by the deluge of affordable digital consoles, but analogue 
has much to offer as Zenon Schoepe discovers. 

SHOWN IN PROTOTYPE at the last IBC. 
and \' it It shipping starting at the begin- 
ning of this year. the Series I5 builds 

on a history of compact broadcast radio desks 
from Soundcraft that includes the successful 
SAC20u. Host particularly similarities are 
apparent between the new huard and the 
Series 10. although it is important to note that 
the Series 10 never had the pa )duction optic nss 

that the Series 15 has. even though things like 
the metering options are extremely similar. 
Soundcraft is pitching the new desk in two 
variants -in production and broadcast ver- 

.ions. 'These are differentiated Icy the presence 
of groups in the former while the broadcast 
version is eery similar to the established 
Series 10. While this categorisation creates a 

distinction you can in effect combine all the 
available modules in a single frame. The 
underlying idea is that you can buy a stripped 
down on -air ) ersiun for the main studio out- 
put. and a production version for jingles. and 
any other origination mirk in the saune facil- 
ity. or use a hybrid arrangement to perfisrns 
both sets of tasks. 

Frances are splittahle to accommodate cen- 
trally positioned pl vlist screens and tonie in 
16. 2 t and 32 module sires with the only essen- 
tial modules being the monitor and master. 
The variety of modules and options is exten- 
sive and including the metering these amount 
to Jlxnat 35 in total. Prices start from ..- i.I00 
to .!5.( NMI and extend up to .410.000. 

All the mono inputs :ne dual mic inputs. the 
aux bus is Stereo. it has fixed 3 -band EQ with 
bypass and high -pass filter. Other features 
include as pan pct. simple gain trim. and fader 
starts. and cue lights on each channel with 
jumper settings allowing a wide variety c if cus- 
tom options and functions to be activated. 

The main difference of the production ver- 
sion of the mono ino.it i. tic inrlu.ion d 

< fom the Amares web -site as they 
pFear.Antares has released Auto-Tune VST 
E or Mac, Auto-Tune TDM Version 2.0, 

:nc Auto-Tune MAS for MOTU Mac. 
An-.ares,US.TeI: +I 888 332 2636. 

DSP Factory AX 16 
: atest addition to Yamaha's DSP Factory, 
:he AX16 -AT PCI card allows transfer of 
16 tracks of audio to and from the DS2415 

>uc.io card. It has two pairs of ADAT 
_optical ports. The news coincides with the 
r riinent launch of Mac drivers for the 

DS2416 card. 
wamaha, UK.TeI: +44 1908 369269. 

ADK mic 
Buat in China but based unashamedly on 
what the company describes as 'German 
ie dgn features', ADK's A51 is a large 
lia lhragm condenser made from aircraft - 
3rade machined brass that comes com- 
DlTe with a premium flight-case and 
-hc Amount. It boasts a 1 -inch, low 

rxta : .. :1 1: :: 1: 
MI MO M IN IN MI 

Building on the phenomenal success of the DP200, the 
DP226 continues the reputation for sound quality in a 

product aimed squarely at the most demanding 
applications of the sound reinforcement, installation and 

studio market. 

The DP226 features 2 inputs and 6 outputs. Both inputs 
have an 8 band parametric equaliser, base delay and 

gain control. All outputs feature crossover filters, 5 band 

parametric equaliser, high and low shelving filters, 
limiter and delay. Full metering is provided for inputs 

and outputs, with mute and access buttons allowing 
quick set up and gain adjustment. The DP226 can also 

be controlled via PC with our popular AudioCore 
Windows' control software. 

XTA ELECTRONICS LTD RIVERSIDE BUSINESS CENTRE WORCESTER ROAD 

STOURPORT -ON- SEVERN WORCS DY13 9BZ ENGLAND 
TEL +44 (0)1299 879977 FAX +44 (0)1299 879969 

WFOSITE http: / /www.xta.co.uk /xta 

Superb audio quality: Ca situ ly optimised Double Precision processing 

1 plus 40 bit internal data p.3 :1 for exceptional dynamic range and sonic 

quality. 

..r 6 high performance look 3t ®d limiters are provided, featuring 
automatic or manual acfi-stnent of Attack and Release times. 

The DP226 is equipped ,.ith a switching power supply which adapts 

itself automatically to mains voltages frond 60 to 250 VAC 50 /60Hz. 

H Variable High and Low p 'ss titers for each output can be set for 12,18 

Q 
or 24dB /octave slopes and a choice of Bessel, Butterworth or Linkwitz- 

Riley responses. Indepertfert control over High & lowpass functions ) allows asymmetric crossove- functions to be realised. 

Delay of up to 650 ills ern be set for each output with superfine 2.6 ps 

steps (<lmm) 

AES/EBU digital input av1 output are available as an option to allow for 
'totally digital' systems i- ha future. 
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micron, gold sputtered capsule running 
to discrete FET electronics in a cardioid 
pattern ccnplete with a 85Hz :oll -off and 
switchalic 10dB pad. 
ADK, US.TeI: +1 503 772 3007. 

C2 launched 
Claiming b offer the home recordist the 
same big sounds that the JoeMeek corn- 
pressor Iris been offering professionals, the 
new C2 additionally has new technology 
of its own which have allowed the unit to 

be smaller and cheaper at £199 inc. VAT 

UK. Featu-es include stereo photo -optical 
compression, floating balanced inputs and 
outputs, a )ynamic Image control fo: main- 
taining stereo image integrity even under 
extreme compression, an 8-LED .smooth 
response input meter, 5-LED compression 
meter anc automatically variable ratio to 
input gain link. 
JoeMeek,UK.Tel: +44 1626 333948. 

Presonus preamp 
Presonu;', MP20 2- channel discrete mic- 
instrumert preamp use Class A, ciscrete 
input buffers with Jensen transformers, 
twin servo gain stages, and no capacitors 
in the signal path. Features include phan- 
tom power, phase reverse, -20dB pad > 

individual mincing to the group outputs. 
A mono telco module is wirtuali. identical to 
the u ono input but nuts from a single line 
input and single clean feed ( utput. 

There are two versions Of stereo input. a 

standard a nd a telro. the latter being distinctly 
different to the SAC2(I(1 or the Series I(I as 

predictably stereo, ISI )\ lines are now Iecc>m- 
ing more commonplace. The broadcast ver- 
sion has EQ. inserts. stereo aux, rowing. 
balance. trim control. fader starts and start- 
stops. with all the connections on a I) -type as 

Soundcraft has made a conscious effort to do 
away with any requirement fixexternal inter- 
face Nixes. Broadcast versions can come with 
or without EQ and the production is on version gets 
routeing and the same EQ optic nts. 

Permutations are what this little desk is all 
about. and hidden beneath the hinged meter- 
bridge are the connection ports for all the 
user configurable wiring options. right down 
to remote .starts. inserts. inputs and clean 
feeds. Additionally you can also reconfigure 
your metering options or preferences from 
here and this is one of the Series 15's strongest 
cards as it makes the desk self- 
contained and easy to access. 
and panders to the sort of sta- 

tion or even national peculiari- 
ties that a fixed desks can Gall 

foul. The budgets rarely exist fi x 

customisation at the sort of level that this desk 
is targeting at and designing this degree of 
flexibility in at the inception stage has neatly 
avoided making this an issue. 

A maximum of four stereo groups can he 

accommodated in the production version 

ewi.h stereo aux, routeing to program ne. 
routeing to the mono output. PFL and the 
Option on of a supple hypatsahle limitercwith yari- 
able threshokl and release. 

The master module is separate and th :re- 
lirte different to what the Series I(I offers and 
is .wadable in two versions with or withcxat a 

piaster fader. Monitoring sections include con- 
tra 1 r<xxn anti studio with dour external inputs. 
two sets of guest headphone fees. and pre - 
k hers head :uhones. The logic is already built 
in to the des: so that. i)W example, the ingi- 
nier's monitor will dim when wop bring up 
the tutic and internal jumpers further expand 
the possibilities. A small talkback mic is I-uilt- 
in. there are versions with large and small peters 
as \'l s. l'I' \Is and Rl \C's it required. and t ere 
are tint( rs and a cue PFI. speaker. 

The layout is clear and logical with e' cel- 
Ieit pot and switch access and wisihility with 
the makings of a very simple self -op console 
if that is what is required. Ili ewer. a key 
point with this desk is that you ram do pro- 
duction on it at a reasonable et )st and still have 
a desk that you can also use for broacl.ast. 

The inclusion of stereo tekc will 
be significant to many potential 
purchasers. It is refreshing to see 

this degree of flexibility still 
I e ing offered in a traditic onal ana- 
logue console. This extends 

beyond the incredible number of module 
options available at commissioning to the indi- 
vidual customisation of those modules once 
irstalled at its place of work. The configura- 
h'lity of the Series 15 will doubtlessly m. ke it 

t rue international appeal. 

Soundcraft 
Tel: +44 170 

Fax: +44 17 

, UK. 
7 665 000. 

07 655 461. 

Audio Duplication Made Simple by MICROBOARDS 

CopyWriter A2D Copy existing or create 

original CDs with 

Analog -actior 
The Copywriter D2D SP!DIF Ins & 

Outs. will be available soon! 

..r 

_,. ... -- 

8X Speed 

DSR 1000 Series 
Our one button. cost 

effective duplication series 

Simple sophistication 

DSR 8880 
Copy up to.320 CDs from one master image. 

SP %DIF interface available 

DVD upgradable 4 gig hard drive 

8X Speed 

8X Speed 

n 

Cedar CD Publisher 
2 drive desktop CD cuplication and full color CD printing a:1 

in one' Now with Macintosh and Audio software support 

® MICROBOARDS 
Europe U.S.A. Asia 

Technology, L c o . 

Phone.' 44- 1789 -415 -898 Phone: (6121 470 -1848 Phone: 81 -3- 3561 -2266 

Fax 44-1789-415-575 Fax. (6121470 -1805 Fax 81 -3 -3561 -2267 
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AKG C 4000B microphone 

Taking its cues from AKG's own C414 and CI 2, the new 
C4000B is set to turn head, Dave Foister's is first 

SO ASSIDUOUS IS AKG at offering qual- 
ity microphones at all levels that it some- 
times seems there is a danger of 

undermining its top pro models with the high - 
performing entry -level ones. Those pining for 
a C12VR can, perhaps, be content with a Solid - 
Tube. feeling that they have the essence of 
the AKG valve sound without having to break 
the bank. Similarly there have been a few 
microphones that could claim to be a poor 
man's 414. undercutting the old workhorse's 
price without sacrificing much in the way of 
quality. Of course the 414 is rapidly becom- 
ing the poor man's 414 as its price in the UK 
at least has plummeted. bringing a real indus- 
try standard within reach of much more 
modest studios. 

But now the most modest of all may pre- 
fer to look at the new C 4000B. a big side -fire 

condenser inherit- 
ing characteristics 
from several exist- 
ing models. In 
appearance it re- 
sembles the top 
half of a Solid - 
Tube. with a big 
cylindrical head 
finished in the 
same champagne 
colour and with 
a similar tightly 
woven grille. In 
fact its housing is 
completely differ- 
ent, as is its seem- 
ingly similar sus 
-pension mount. 
but the family 

resemblance is clear and. perhaps, heralds a 
new house style. 

Internally the C 400013 builds on experience 
from the 414. the CI Z. and the C3000. the pre- 
vious entry -level 414 -style model. Its 1 -inch 
capsule is a dual- diaphragm assembly. each 
diaphragm being manufactured from a spe- 
cial gold -flashed plastic foil. the gold being 
only on the outer surface to avoid internal 
shorts under conditions of high SPL. The 
important breakthrough is that this is an elec- 
tret condenser, the first time the 
technique has been used in a 
capsule this big. Coupled with 
a transh n merles% output stage 
that is effectively a transis- 
torised version of the Solid - 
Tube's valve circuit. the result 
is to all intents and purposes a 
completely new microphone. 

The twin diaphragms. of course. allow the 
selection of various polar patterns. and the 
C 4000B has three on offer: cardioid. hyper - 
cardioid and omni. The presence of hyper - 
cardioid where perhaps figure -of -eight might 
have been expected is indicative of AKG's 
interest in capturing some of the live market 
with this model. The switch for selecting the 

pa ¡tent Is in II le Ii mt. below the grille. roughly 
where the red window on the SolidTube 
shows the glowing valve heater. 

On the back are the other two standard 
switches. a 10k1B pad and for a high -pass fil- 
ter rolling off 12dß per octave below 100Hz. 
These are slightly awkward to get to when 
the microphone is in its suspension mount. 

The suspension mount is the only method 
of stand mounting supplied with the C 4000B. 
and it is a particularly neat design that allows 
very quick installation. removal and adjust- 
ment of the microphone. The base of the 
C 4000B has a cylindrical protrusion carrying 
the output XLR. and this protrusion is clamped 
by a ring in the mount. A simple twist -lock 
clutch mechanism secures the microphone 
firmly in place and can be loosened very eas- 
ily to remove it or to adjust the direction the 
microphone is facing. It is perfectly happy 
hanging upside down. and given the relatively 
light weight of the C 4000B the whole assem- 
bly seems almost over the top. no bad thing 
in my hook. The mount even incorporates 
strain relief slots for gripping the attached 
cable. The kit is completed by a tram wind- 
shield in deep royal blue. 

The apparently lightweight construction of 
the C 40008 is deceptive, as one would hope 
from its pedigree. You could he forgiven for 
thinking the housing was plastic by its feel and 
mass, but in fact it is all metal in the interests 
of both robustness and RF immunity. Accord- 
ing to AKG's literature it is expected to be able 
to handle normal studio rough handling. as well 
as withstanding SPLs up to 155dB with the pad. 

The appeal of a microphone like this is 

always going to centre on its vocal abilities. 
and here I was able to put it up alongside a 
414B ULS and a SolidTube for comparison. At 

first hearing there was little to choose between 
the C 4100013 and the 414, with the SolidTuhe 
offering a little more presence and body. 
Closer inspection revealed the differences. 
however, as the C 4000B showed itself to be 
a little brighter and not quite so full down 
below. Having said that. there were one or 
two voices that benefited from the slight upper 
mid enhancement and for these the C 4000B 
was the microphone of choice. 

In other situations it proved 
to he an excellent all -rounder, 
with a distinct large -diaphragm 
character complemented by 
goxxl detail and clarity. I used 
it on several brass and reed 
instruments to good effect. 
with no reservations about its 
SPL handling. At the same time 

its good noise performance meant that 
acoustic guitar was no problem either. 

With its combination of smoothness and 
character. its versatile pattern selection, and 
its undeniable similarity to the sound of a 414. 
the C 4000B looks set to arouse a good deal 
of interest, and those interested are unlikely 
to be disappointed. 

AKG, Austria 
Tel: +43 1 866 
Fax: +43 186 
US: AKG Aco 
Tel: +151035 
Fax: +1 510 3 

540. 

6 54205. 

ustics. 
13500. 

51 0500. 
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< and 80Hz filter while an IDSS process 
'adds warmth by adding even order har- 
monic distortion.'Any channel can bz. 

assigned and panned to an additional 
stereo summing bus and the device has a 

headphones output, 1/4 -inch instrument 
inputs on the front panel. and full 
output metering. 
Presonus,US.TeI: +I 800 750 0323. 

8- channel preamp 
The Precision 8 8- channel mic preamp from 
True Audio Systems has built -in MS decod- 
ing, two active high impedance instrument 
inputs, and 5- segment level indicators with 
dual mode peak hold and selectable peak 
reference.Each channel has switchable 
phantom power and phase reverse plus 
input gain variable from 15.5dB to 64dB. 
True Audio Systems, US. 
Tel: +1 520 299 335 1. 

Remote preamps 
lb continue the recent spate of multichanne 

r tic preamp outboard boxes, Aphex has the 
1788 8- channel remote controlled mic pre- 
amp. This uses MIDI to control up to 16 units 
There are two separately trimmable outputs 
for each channel allowing feeds to be split 
while an optional digital output module per- 
mits simultaneous output of 24-bit AES -EBU, 
TDIF and ADAT optical fora total of five inde- 
pendent outputs per channel.Channels have 
mute, phantom power, 20dB pad, phase 
reverse, limiter and 75Hz cut. 
Aphex, US.Tel: +1 818 767 2929. 

ADSG endorsed 
ADSG professional drives have been 
endorsed by Studio Audio and Video and 

Roland. Price of the 2Gb external drive has 
tlso been slashed to £349 + VAT in -he IN. 
Pro Tape, UK.Tel: +44 171 323 0277. 

New joysticks 
:tainted to be more rugged and outper- 
:orm existing inductive coil and potentio- 
metric joysticks, the HFX range of Hall 
=ffect magnetic joysticks from Quiller Elec- 
-ronics is designed to be a retrofit replace- 
ment and fits in to the same mounting holes 
and panel cut -outs. Benefits include the fact 
that the devices are virtually impervious to 
RFI and EMI and with only one active com- 
ponent for each axis they are more durable. 
Available with a choice of six handles, six 
hapes of limiter plate and four output 

options, the HFX series can be configured 
it single, dual and 3 -axis configurations 
gad with one or two buttons to control 
other functions. The output can be pro- 
grammed with varying output voltages> 
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7ewin Road 
Areiwyn Garden City 

Hertfordshire 
AL7 1BD 

Tel: 01707 393002 
Fax: 01707 393536 

Email: sales promonitor.co.uk 

'I've been expecting you' the album: Mastered and listened to in Robbie's front room on PMC 
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Mindprint En-Voice & DI-Mod 24/48 

A new slant on the voice- channel processor, Mindprint is set 
to make a mark. Tim Goodyer assesses its voice channel 

TAKE UP THE DIGIT U interface 
option, and Mindprint's \ , nee proces- 
sor has it III- nuxlcrn solid -state cir- 

cuitry. a strategically placed valve stage and 
ready conversance with the digital studio. 
With a price tag that falls well short of exclu- 
sive. but that does not exclude such details 
ats a hard -wired power -down bypass. you 
have to read on... 

\Iindprint hails from St Wendel in Germany 
and the En -Voice unit represents its pro -audio 
debut. along with the forthcoming Para -Qand 
T -comp. A single -channel unit offering mic 
preamp. 3 -hand EQ. and compression stages 
complemented by a less conventional valve 
saturation feature, the En -Voice readily fits 

)LD 1 +2dh -28d1iI and comIBlisslov t I: ) 

pots and su n\ and ru i re push -huttons. and a 

LED ladder that operates conventionally ( right 
to left). Allied with the ri isr SAT control is a 

correspondingly marked it n in the output sec- 
tion that glows green. yellow or red depen- 
dent upon how hard the valve is being driven. 
The threshold and compressi( m controls work 
conventionally with the st.ou button ade- 
quately substituting for comprehensive attack 
and release in most situations. The filter 
reduces the compressor's response to sub - 
300Hz signal content. 

In use. The preamp is quiet and comfort- 
ably meets expectations at this price point 
U.399, 1(ri) I .K including DI -Mud 2 4 481.11w 

the established format for 'voice channel' 
processors. The deep red front panel is 

rounded out by I2- segment tai u ladders for I- 
O level and compression, a switchable 
( 501íz- 100Hz) high -pass filter. input and out- 
put gain controls and global effects enable 
switching. \\'ith the exception of an instru- 
ment input jack. no unsightly connections 
appear at the front. making the 'vale view- 
ing' window aesthetically appropriate. even 
if it serves no functional purpose. 

The rear panel is well furnished with mic 
XLR and -i8V phantom switch. line level input 
XLR and balanced jack. output XLR and bal- 
anced jack. and ground lift switch. An addi- 
tional pair of 'insert' jacks. two SPDIF phonos 
and -+- +.1kHz /48kHz switch replace a blank- 
ing plate if the DI -Mod 24; 48 digital interface 
is fitted (by wielding a screwdriver and plug- 
ging in a single jumper). 

Switching between mic and line inputs, and 
analogue and digital inputs is achieved by a 

pair of front -panel push -buttons. This facility 
adds to the usefulness of the En -Voice con- 
siderably as the analogue and digital con- 
nection operate concurrently (as do the jack 
and XLR outputs), and since the DI -Mod card 
carries two audio channels it can be used to 
serve a pair of En- Voices. 

Level metering uses green 
LEDs up to OdB. three yellow 
LEDs up to +(x1B and a LED at 
+BdB. With the white leg - 
ended EFFErrs button pressed. 
each section of the EQ and the 
compressor are individually 
switched with red LEDs indi- 
cating their selection. The high 
and low EQ sections are 
±lidB, 6c1B /8ve Zell affairs - 
the low EQ spans 20Hz -3001 Iz 

and uses a wider Q on boost than cut. while 
the high EQ spans 1.6k1 Iz -2 2kHz with a fixed 
curve. Mid EQ is parametric I 001 It -I I kl lt. 
±15óB with Q variable between 0.15 and 3. 

compressor has n is( s.vi (O-8). rnursn- 

EQ is smooth and adequately powerful with 
the HE section outperforming the digital spec- 
ification by a couple of kilohertz. and the com- 
pressor performs as well as any I've heard with 
automated attack and release -and tar letter 
than better equipped units that have been 
badly set up. As the output gain control is 
only active with EFFECTS depressed. this but- 
ton allows ready comparison of processed and 
unprocessed signals. All -in -all. its a quick and 
easy unit to drive. 

The quality of En- Voice's design further 
shows through in that the switching is all hard. 
physically bypassing unwanted sections -the 
clicks accompany their use being outweighed 
by improved signal path and 'failsafe' opera- 
tion. The digital interface supports 44.1kHz 
and 48kHz (and 32kHz input) at up to 24 bits 
with a claimed dynamic range of 104dB. and 
adds considerably to the use of the unit. and 
should be regarded as a 'must'. I'm less con- 
vinced by the use of the valve in the com- 
pressor. however. Its certainly possible to 
control how hard you drive the valve right up 
to distortion levels, but it is not the same deal 
as an old valve compressor. or even more 
modern designs employing valves for pre - 
amplification. equalisation or compression. 
It's a noble effort but the use of a single valve 

is not really going to deliver 
the same tonal colouring as a 

hoxful of them doing the busi- 
ness. None of which is to say 
that it is useless. more that it 
is a matter of discernment and 
personal preference. 

On balance. the En- \lice 
presents a welcome and cost - 
effective addition to the 
choice of voice channel - 
recording channel units on 

the market and is set apart by the ayailahil- 
ity of the Di-Mod interface -although early 
European sales ha' e favoured the uncut- 
bellished version. Well worthy of investiga- 
tion in either guise. 

Mindprint, Le 

66606 St Wend 
Tel: +496851 
Fax: +49 68 5 

Email: info@ 
Web: www.mi 
UK: Korg UK. 
Tel: +44 1908 

Fax: +44 1908 

ipziger Str 3, 

el, Germany. 
9050. 

1 905 1 000. 

mindprint.com 
ndprint.com 

857100. 
857199. 
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< with or without fault detection and also 
in a mode that is compatible with standard 
potentionetric output. 
Quiller Electronics, UK. 
Tel: +44 I202 436777. 

New brand ribbons 
US company Royer Labs has two ribbon 
mics including a stereo model. The R -121 
is described as a modern ribbon micro- 
phone designed to meet the demands of 
today's studio environment and with sen- 
sitivity levels surpassing those of classic rib- 
bons, the element's smooth frequency 
response and phase linearity are said to 
make it well suited to digital recording. The 
Royer -Speiden SF -12 stereo coincident rib- 
bon microphone is described as a 'classic' 
ribbon design with no audible diffraction 
effects or cavity resonance. An SF -12 is 
actually two matched microphones placed 
one above the other, each aimed 45 degrees 
from centre. The frequency response is 

said to be excellent regardless of the angle 
of sound striking the ribbons and off -axis 
coloration is negligible. The two 2- micron 
ribbons are of pure aluminium (99.99%), 
each weighing approximately a third of 
a milligram. 
Royer, US.Tel: + 1 818 760 8472. 

Grace on location 
Grace Design has branched into location 
recording with the release of the portable 
Lunatec V2 mic preamp which is based on 
the solid -state transimpedance circuitry of 
the Models 201 and 801 preamps.The 

preamp sports 11- position precision gain 
control switch with 5 dB steps, a 10dB out- 
put trim, MS decoding, 2- position high -pass 
filter, phantom power and signal peak indi- 
cators in an elegant machined aluminium 
package than runs from 6 -12V DC. 
Grace, US.Tel: + I 303 443 7454. 

Studer Gold A827 
Studer has announced that it is to produce 
a last run of 95 A827 analogue 24 -track 
2 -inch machines as the final run of 
analogue multitracks it will produce. 
According to Studer this last batch of 
machines will wear the machining moulds 
out completely and will be referred to as 

Gold edition models with a gold headstack 
and Willi Studer signature. The A827 was 
introduced towards the end of the 1980s as 

a cheaper alternative to Studer's flagship 
auto-aligning A820 itself discontinued some 
years ago. Studer continues to manufacture 
the A807'/. -inch, V2-inch, 2 -track as the only 
other survivor in its analogue pinch lio. 
Studer, Switzerland.Tel:+ 41 1 840 4737. 
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A6731 
Craphic 

Pr ocessors 

Audient's new ASP series 
Graphic Processors - the 
unparalleled control and 
performance of analogue. 

Features 
Optimized constant -Q filters for superior sonic 

performance Switchable high -Q mode affects cuts only, 

allowing simultaneous room -sweetening boosts and 

narrow `eedback- fighting cuts Back lit display of all 

parane-ers and functions for low light operation 

Proorietary "tilt" control provides overall system 

low -to -sigh tuning centred at ikHz for rapid system 

balarce adjustments while maintaining relative filter 
settirgs Continuously variable Hi -Pass filter on each 

input Advanced high CMRR input and high current 

output -opologies tong-throw 45mm faders for precise 

adjustrrent XLR and Klippon / Phoenix connectors 

for a variety of live as well as permanently installed 

appliza:ions. 

X P O T U S 
Sales E Worldwide Distribution: 
Expo-us plc. 2nd Floor, 19 -21 Clarendon Road, 

Watforc, Hertfordshire, WDM 1JR, England. 

tel: 44 (0)1923 252998 fax: 44 (0)1923 252978 

emai : expotusOcompuserve.com 

For technical information: 
emai : audient&compuserve.com 
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ASK HHB ABOUT DIGITAL 
RECORDING MEDIA AND WE'LL 

THROW THE BOOK AT YOU. 

Audio professionals the world over rely daily on 

HHB Advanced Media Products. In every major 

format. HHB digital 

recording media sets 

the standards for 

performance. 

compatibility and long 

term archival security. 

Now, to help you get even 

more from your digital recordings. 

the latest HHB Advanced Media 

Product is a book - 

A guide to choosing and using 

digital audio recording media. 

It's essential reading for all audio 

professionals. Contact HHB today for 

your free* copy. 

DAr12s 

DJD-R4145 2GB 

ADAT45 

A guide to choosing and using 
audio 

g 
di g dio recording media 

to Technical Notes How the major digital recording formats work 
Application Notes: The pros and cons of each format explained 
FACIs: Your digital recording questions answered 

Jargon Busters: A glossary of technical terms 
HHB Advanced Media Products: Full specifications 

HHB DVD-RAM 5.2GB 

HHB ADAT 45L/60L 

HHB CDR BULK 

HHB DA 30/60 

While stocks last 

Contact HHB today for your free copy of 'A guide 

to choosing and using digital audio recording media' 

Tel: 0181 962 5000 

E -mail: media @hhb.co.uk 

HHB Communications Ltd 73 -75 Scrubs Lane. London NW10 60U. UK Tel 0181 962 5000 Fax: 0181 962 5050 E-Mait salesahhb co.uk 

HHB Communications USA 626 Santa Monica Boulevard. Suite 110. Santa Monica. CA 90401. USA Tel 310 319 1111 Fax: 310 319 1311 E -Mail: sales4hhbusa.com 

HHB Communications Canada Ltd 260 King Street East. Toronto. Ontario M5A 4L5. Canada Tel 416 867 9000 Fax: 416 867 1080 - E -Mail: sales ahhbcanada corn 

Visit HHB on line at http7 /www hhb.co uk 

HUb 
n S T R I B (I T I O:\ 
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Putting audio to picture has 

been a sound move for 
many recording facilities, but 
it involves learning a new 
generation of equipment. 
Rob James profiles video 
projectors for small studios 

SOIND-FOR-PICTURE, multime- 
dia and computer games all pre- 
sent opportunities for studios 

previously dedicated to audio -only 
work. All the more so since the cost of 
putting together both the audio and pic- 
ture reproducing equipment has been 
decimated over recent years. 

Ten gars ago, I was working as a film 
dubbing mixer in television -at which 
time pictures had almost always been 
optically projected. Depending on the 
size and age of the clubbing theatre. the 
projectors used were either modified 
cinema devices with intermittent mech- 
anisms ( which gave the highest picture 
quality) or continuous motion types. The 
latter varied from prismatic devices with 
dubious picture quality but high -speed 
capabilities to amazingly complex 
machines with an array of moving mir- 
rors which managed to achieve high 
quality pictures and speed -at a price. 
Subsequently, budget and space con- 
straints led to the adoption of film 'scan- 
ners'. which were essentially low- quality 
telecine machines. feeding television 
monitors. This change was very unpop- 
ular with clients and mixers alike. 

The managerial justification for aban- 
doning projection in TV dubbing the- 
atres was two -fold. There was a 
simultaneous increase in the use of sin- 
gle camera video for projects previously 
shot on film. and a realisation that the 
end -product is for TV broadcast. thus a 
television is a reasonable thing on which 
to view work -in- progress. The latter 
argument. however. did not convince 
for several reasons. Fora start. it is some- 
what akin to the idea that, if the audi- 
ence will hear a soundtrack through a 
3 -inch loudspeaker, this would be a 
good thing to use as a main monitor 
when mixing. While I trust that it is 
unnecessary to demolish this argument 
here, it is certainly more difficult to 
detect synchronisation problems when 
peering at a (relative) ) tiny picture. And 
while it may be desirable to review a 
programme in 'domestic' conditions, 
when c are constantly shilling focus 
fr . creen to console to meters to cue - 
sheets, it is far easier to cope with a 
decent -sized image. Last, and by no 
means least, it is important to under- 
stand the psychology of television and 
other programme makers. Although it 

should be perfectly obvious to anyone 
an insert in a magazine programme or 
a minor documentary is not in the sanie 
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league as the latest Hollywood block- 
buster. every director. editor and mixer 
at least subconsciously associates their 
tiny opus with the 'big screen'. Seeing 
their work projected makes them feel 
good. and, if they feel good they are 
likely to come hack to your facility. 

The upshot of all this is that we fitted 

a video projector which. despite other 
shortcomings of the particular room, 
attracted and retained new clients as 
well as mollifying the existing ones. 

Feature -film dubbing theatres have 
already been obliged to adopt video 
projection because of the changes in 
methods brought about by nonlinear > 
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< editing. Thanks to the increasing inter- 
est in data projectors for presentations. 
screens in pubs and clubs and home 
cinema, projected pictures are now 
\yithin reach of relatively nu clest stu- 
dio budgets. :\s with most new( ish ) 

technologies there :ire :1 number of pros 
and cons. and more than a few pitfalls 
for the unwary. 

In the sub 0.000 tt'K) market pro- 
jector manufacturers are using one of 
three alternative way of generating a 

projected image from a video signal 
-Cathode Ray Tubes (CRTs), Liquid 
Crystal Displays (LCI)s)and Digital Light 
Processing ( DLP ). Whatever the under- 
lying technology. a number of charac- 
teristics are desirable. Image resolution 
is quoted in lines for analogue projec- 
tors and often in pixels ft)r digital or as 
V( SVGA or XGA. The latter descrip- 
tions refer to the data display resolu- 
tions found in PCs. I would suggest the 
minimum requirement for this applica- 
tion should be 500 lines in analogue 
terms. a million pixels or XGA resolu- 
tion (102 r x 'O}i). 

Equally important is image bright- 
ness. which is usually quoted in ANSI 
lumens. Few projectors ill this class will 
produce an acceptable image in any- 
thing other than controlled lighting con- 
ditions. This should be the norm for a 

good working environment and in any 
case acids to the atmosphere and sense 
of occasion at the mix. To :Ivoid the 

necessity of working in gloom, look for 
outputs upwards of 50(1 lumens. 
Another thing to watch for is the con- 
trast range -a good guide here is to 
check how dark the blacks are in rela- 
tion to the highlights on the kind of 
material you are likely to work on. 

The first method uses CRTs Cathode 
Ray Tubes) which are similar in many 
respects to a conventional television 
tube. Three tubes are employed for red. 
green and blue. each with its ( )wn lens 
to focus the image. The advantages of 
CRTs are a 'filmic' quality to the image, 
especially with models based on Sony 
tubes. re;uonably long tube life (10,00(1 
hours or more) and image resolution. 
The disadvantages are hulk and weight. 
the cost of replacement tubes and con- 
straints o xi po )sitioning. Zcx)i lenses are 
not. to my knowledge, available on CRT 
projectors which means image size can 
only be varied by changing lenses. 
which is not always possible, or by phys- 
ically moving the whole projector. Due 
to the need to precisely align the sepa- 
rate images generated by the three tubas 
and the number of variable parameters eters 
fur convergence and geometry, CRT 
projectors are complex :tnd time c(n- 
suming to adjust for optimum results. 
Practically. this limits you to fixed instal- 
lations as moving a CRT projector. even 
by small amounts. will necessitate re- 
alignment. Once adjusted. a fixed CRT 
pre )jecturshould re) uire only occasional asional 

attention until the tubes wear out, 
although internal cleaning may be nec- 
essary on models where the lenses are 
not hermetically sealed to the tubes. 

LCD projectors use small panels to 
produce the image with a light source 
behind the screen usually a tungsten 
halogen. metal halide or t'I I P lamp. The 
number of pixels on the panel or pan- 
els fixes the resolution. Each pixel is 
individually addressable: higher reso- 
lution ( and cot ) models employ three 
panels. one each for red, green and 
blue. Due to the physical construction 
of the panels each pixel has a 'black' 
border. If too low a resolution is cho- 
sen ft )r the required screen size the indi- 
vidual pixels become visible resulting 
in the so- called 'chicken -wire' effect. 
Switching of individual pixels is rela- 
tiy eh. slow which can result in blurring 
Of fast movement. 

I )LP models use the same types of light 
source as LCD except that the image is 
produced by light reflected from an array 
of tiny, electronically tilted, mirrors. 
"These mirrors are located on the sur- 
face( )1. a kind of integrated circuit, devel- 
oped by Texas Instruments, and known 
as a D \ID (digital mirror device). Either 
a single chip or three DLP chips may be 
employed. In a single -chip projector, 
colour images are produced using a 

rotating tricolour filter. The mirror 
switching is fast enough to allow Co )lour 
images to be built up. as well as for > 

mir 
... 

'! ?lID 4Nrac 
. 

The dsk that 
th 

without chai 

conventional user interface 

modular just like analog consoles 

superb sonic performance, 24bit AD /DA 
32bit DSP 

infinite internal digital headroom 

revolutionary Dynamic Range Conts3l sylem 
prevents digital peak or overload 

Easy installation. standard analog and AES /EB 
digital inputs with sample rate convertors 

future upgradEability by means of internal 
modular design 

snapshot, on air and dynamic automation 

optional serial and parallel interfaces 

.-. f1.) J .J ELL) c 
mixihg 

'AMPTEC 

TV & Radio on air 

classical music and drama recording 

live theatre console 

video post production 

audio editing - . 

CD mastering 

data transmission 

a 

HElstraat 25 
3500 HassElt (Belgium) 

tel +3211281458 
fax +3211281459 
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N jT eE 

ANALYZER SIGNAL 
MONITORS 

True Dual Domain Audio Testing at an Attrac 

The Portable One Dual Domain is 

the complete portable test 
solution for analog and digital 
audio and the AES /EBU /SPDIF 
serial digital interface. As the 
first portable Dual Domain 
audio analyzer, it includes sepa- 
rate and independent hardware 
for analog, digital and interface 
signal generation and 
measurement. 

Comprehensive analog audio 
analyzer 

True digital domain analyzer 
with -140 dB residual noise 
Independent analog & digital 
audio generators and analyzers 

Generate and measure 
interface jitter 
Digital interface analyzer 

View AES /EBU status bits 

tive Price Point 

Internal save and recall of 
30 test setups 

Loudspeaker monitor for 
digital & analog audio signals 

Audio 
precision 
PO Box 2209 
Beaverton, Oregon 97075 -3070 
Tel: (503) 627 -0832 Fax: 15031 641 -8906 
US Toll Free: 1-800-231-7350 
Email: sales @audioprecision.com 

Our worldwide force of Audio Precision represe 
will be pleased to demonstrate the many advantages of the Pa 

ntatives 
rtable One Dual Domain 

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS Australia: VICOM Australia Pry. Ltd.. Tel 3 9563 7844 Austria: ELSINCO GmbH, Tel (1) 815 04 00. Belgium -.ens European Music NV Tel 2 466 5010 Brazil: INTERWAVE LTDA 
Tel (21) 325 -5351. Bulgaria: ELSINCO Rep Office Sofia Tel (2' 9581245 Canada: GERRAUDtO Distribution Tel (613) 342 -6999 China, Hong Kong: A C E (Intl) Co Ltd . Tel 24N-0387. S8V Instruments Co. Ltd , 2833 9987, 
Croatia: ELSINCO Rep Once Zagreb. TeL 1 615 34 50 Czech Reduolic: ELSINCO Praha spot s r o . Tel (2)49 66 89: Denmark: rap^ Elektronik aps. Tel 8657 15 11. Finland: Genelec Oy Tel 17 813 311. France: ETS Mesureur, 
Tel (1)45836641: Germany RTW GmbH 8 Co KG., (el 221 700 3 -0: Greece: KEM Electronics _td Tel 16748514/5. Hungary: ELSINCO Budapest KFT, te 11)3: 90000. Israel: Dan -El Technologies. Ltd.. Tel 3-647 3-6478770. Italy: 
Audio Link s n c_ Tel 521 648723, Japan: TOVO Corporation. T.-I 3 (5688) 6806. Kern : 38P International Cc . Lt0 . Tel 2 546 -1457. Malaysia Tes Measurement 8 Engineenng Sdn. Selangor Tel 3 734 1017: 
Test Measurement 8 Engineenng Sdn (Penang), 4 6422087. Netherlands: Heynen B V Tel 485 55 09 09, New Zealand: AudioAVideo Wholesalers. Tel 9 279 7206. Norway: Lydconsult,Tel 47.6 -178050 Poland: 
ELSINCO Polska sp z o o Tel (22 39 69 79 Portugal: Acut on 19ertroecustica Lda Tel 1 440 1785, Singapore THE Systems Pte Ltd., Tel 747.7234, Slovakia: ELSINCO Slovensko s r o . Tel (7) 784 '65. Slovenia: 
ELSINCO d o 0 161) 133 62 79. South Africa: 

79, Portugal: 
MFG 111 477 -1315. In: Telco Electron .,cs.S A . Tel 1 531 -7101 Sweden: TTS Tal 8 fen Sludioteknik AB,Tel. 31 52 51 50. Switzerland: Dr. W.A.Gunther AG, 

TeL 19104141. Taiwan: R.O.0 Double Advanee - ech.Tel 2- 5960695. Thailand Masswor)d Company Ltd . Tel 2- 294. 930. tlelted K ngdom: Thunby Thanc:ar Instruments. Ltd. . Tel (1480)412451 (11.12 -97) 
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< the contrast to be controlled. At high 
magnifications the pixel structure will 
become visible but this is generally bet- 
ter than the LCD types. 

LCD and DLP share a number of com- 
mon pros and cons: There is no geom- 
etry or convergence adjustment to 
worry about and installation can he as 
simple as plug an (I play. Lamp life varies 
according to model from a fey hundred 
hours to perhaps 6.000 hours. Halogen 
lamps. in particular. are prone to ;tge- 
ing. In some cases the lamps are not 
user -replaceable. Lamp costs are also 
highly variable. You are well advised to 
establish the true cost per thousand 
hours. Due to the cooling required. dust 
becomes an issue and filters may have 
maintenance intervals as logy as 100 
hours. If internal cleaning becomes 
nccess :ry, it is best left to the manu- 
facturer or service agent. 

On the plus side. images are gener- 
ally brighter than those of CRTs at the 
same price point. Zoom lenses are fre- 
quently fitted :tncl long -throw lenses are 
ay ;tilahle f()rsome models. The units are 
generally more compact and far lighter 
than their CRT counterparts and can be 
readily moved froni studio to studio. 

With almost all projectors noise can 
be a pet thlem due to cooling fans. There 
are several ways of improving this. The 
projector can be mounted in a sound- 
proofed box or, if the throw (distance 
from projector to screen) is suitable, in 

a separate room. It may he possible to 
use the studio air conditioning to pro - 
vide cooling and modify the projector 
so that the internal tans only switch on 
when the aircon fails or when the inter- 
nal temperature c\t ceds the manufac- 
turer's recommendations. This was the 
chosen solution in my old theatre. 

If the projector cannot be mounted at 
the optimum height. keystone adjust - 
nient will be needed to correct the angle 
of the lens to the screen. which would 
otherwise result in a non -rectangular 
image. Most, if not all. CRT projectors 
have this function, but it is worth check- 
ing f ()r on LCD and DLP types. One or 
two have a 'shift lens' that performs the 
same function. Many projectors are pri- 
marily designed for presentation work 
with computer -generated graphics. and 
as a result the colour balance niay not 
be ideal for video and film work with 
skin tones and pale shades appearing 
washed out and unnatural. 

In the age of digital TV. the ability to 
vary the picture aspect ratio is becom- 
ing important. As a minimum, look for 
cinema's 16:9 in addition to the con- 
ventional 4:3 TV ratio. Image enhanc- 
ing tricks such as 'line doubling' and 
'line interpolation' are starting to appear 
on machines in this price range. which 
significantly enhance the picture. 

Alongside that of the projector, the 
importance of the screen should not he 
neglected. A white a all may he usahlc 
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but purpose -designed screens offer bet- 
ter brightness and colour rendition by 
reflecting the light in a narrower angle. 
This means the usable viewing angle is 
more restricted. but within this die 
image is considerably enhanced. Woven 
glass screens can help to subjectively 
improve image quality by controlling 
the scat ter co- efficient. There are also 
perforated screens available if you want 
to mount the front speakers behind the 
screen. However. this is really only prac- 
tical with relatively large screens and 
viewing distances. 

If the studio is not suitable for front 
projection, there are a couple of viable 
viewing alternatives. Rear- projection 
televisions are available as a complete 
projector -screen unit in screen sizes up 
to 56 -inch diagonal and more in some 
territories. Their advantages and dis- 
advantages are much the sanie as the 
front projectors apart from the sheer 
bulk. If a 42 -inch to 50 -inch diagonal 
is sufficient. plasma screens are begin- 
ning to appear. albeit at rather high 
prices. These offer subjective image 
quality on a par with the better pro- 
jectors and are thin enough to hang on 
the wall. l3ut. if the space is suitable, 
there is something about a front -pro- 
jected image, which is ultimately, more 
satisfying than the alternatives. Once 
you have worked with projected pic- 
tures you are unlikely to be happy with 
anything else. 

What are your highest expectations? 

ark Brauner 
Tube Equipment Manufacturers 

van de Wall lank, I 

D -46499 Hammrnkekr /Germany 
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on BASF 
tape 

AA. expect a lot from my analog tape. 

Warmth, good tape handling, and hearing back exactly 
what went on ¡t...:hat's why I use BASF SM 900 maxima. 
It delivers all that and more. ,7 

SM 900 maxima is a high - 
output analog tape designed 
specifically for multi -track 
recording and mastering, with 
extra wide dynamic range, low 
noise and low print through. 

Al Schmitt's achievements inc ude seven Grammy® awards for engineering 
and over 140 gold anc platinum recordings for artists such as Natalie Cole, 
Willie Nelson, Madonna, Steely Dan, Vanessa Williams, Toto, 
Dolly Parton and Frank Sinatra. 

Further Information from EMTEC Magnetics U.K. ltd. 

EMTEC Magnetics Phone 01295/227832 
g or In the Internet: www.emtec-magnetics.com 
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kIERICAN 

CO \ l'l 11'UIZ :1Rl 
usic found itelf at a cross- 

oads in 1950. On the surface it 
was business as usual for the major 
record labels -white pop and country 
music remained segregated from black 
blues and rhythm & blues styles -yet 
the lines were about to be blurred by 
the kind of interracial cross -pollination 
that had already taken place in the world 
ofJazz. Around the nation. independent 
labels were building bridges across the 
colour divide courtesy of white entre- 
preneurs whose love of music out - 
weighed their financial aspirations: 
among them Sans Phillips in Memphis. 
the Chess brothers in Chicago, and 
Ahmet Ertegun and Herb Abramson at 
New York's Atlantic Records. In Los 
Angeles. a pair of 17- year -olds were 
about to build a bridge of their own. 

Leiber & Stoller are still 

collaborating on a variety of 
projects following the 

success of Smokey Joe's Café, 

a Broadway musical 

constructed around more 

than 35 of their hits 

Studio Sound March 1999 

The bridge would span the buck - 
dance rhythm of Willie Mae Thornton's 
'Hound Dog' to the Brechtian cabaret 
of Peggy Lee's 'Is That All There Is ?': 

the white gospel intonations of Elvis 
Presley's 'Don't' to the definitive rock 
'n' roll songs of his legendary pre -Army 
films: and the irrepressible novelty num- 
bers of The Coasters to the infectious 
Latin- tinged pop ballads of Ben E King 
and The Drifters. In short, Jerry Leiber 
and Mike Stoller were preparing to write 
many of rock's most memorable and 
evocative songs. In the process, they 
were to establish and redefine many of 
its parameters. 

Inductees into The Songwriters' Hall 
of Fame. The Record Producers' Hall of 
Fame and The Rock & Roll Hall of Fame. 
Leiber & Stoller are still collaborating on 
a variety of projects following the suc- 
cess of Smoke.). Joe's Cafe. a Broadway 
musical constructed around more than 
35 of their hits. Yet it wasn't a likely part- 
nership to begin with -two Jewish kids. 
one a gregarious extrovert and frus- 
trated actor who penned blues lyrics. 
the other a guy of few words with a 

love of boogie -woogie and orthodox 
training as a pianist. 

Leiber had first become acquainted 
with the blues while hanging out at his 
mother's grocery store in a predomi- 
nantly black section of his native Rahi- 
more. before rediscovering the music 

MGM Studios, Culver City, California. 
The Spring of 1957. Mike Stoller, 

Elvis Presley and Jerry Leiber 

The songs of Jerry Leiber 
and Mike Stoller helped 
carry American popular 
music through the fifties, 
sixties and beyond. 
Richard Buskin charts 
the history of countless 
classic hits 
via the radio following his move to Los 
Angeles. Stoller had started collecting 
the records of Pinetop Smith. Albert 
Ammons and Meade Lux Lewis after 
hearing African American teenagers 
playing boogie -woogie at an interracial 
summer camp when he was seven. His 
instrumental efforts were later aided by 
lessons from noted pianist and com- 
poser James P Johnson before the Stoller 
family relocated from New York to the 
West Coast. 

So it was that. by their niid teens. 
Leiber and Stoller found themselves in 
the same city, and. as they each came 
to realise. facing similar career predica- 
ments. Neither could cut it as per - 
Iormers- Leiber's acting ambitions had 
been scaled claw)) to selling Cokes at 
a small theatrical nip. while Stoller 
had been torced to acknowledge his 
own limitations as a jazz musician. > 
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Outside the office at 7407 -1/2 Melrose 
Avenue, Los Angeles in 1955. Left to 
right: Jerry Leiber, Lester Sill, Clovers' 
manager and head of Atlantic Records 
Sales Lou Krefetz, and Mike Stoller 

< Leiher suhsequently turned to song- 
writing in tandem \\ ith a drummer 
named Jerry Horowitz during his junior 
year at high school. Said drummer. 
however. didn't have as much time as 
his colleague to dedicate to their extra- 
curricular craft. and so he gave Leiter 
the name and number of a pianist with 
whom he had played a local gig the 
week before. Jerry Leiber called Mike 
Stoller the very next day. 

'Mike was :t very hip, laid -hack jazz 
musician.' Leiher now recalls. 'I said. 
"Are you Mike Stoller?" He said. "Yep 
I slid. You play the piano. right ?" He 

id. "Yet)... I said. "You read music. don't 
\ -uur. He said. "Yep". I said. "Can you 
write music ?" He said. "Yep I said. -Do 
you think you could arrange music ?" He 
said. "Yep-. said. "Well. Jerry Horowitz 
tolcl me to call you because he said you 
might he interested in writing songs. 
Would you be interested in writing 
songs' I IC said. " Nope" ' 

Sto )l ier s recd )llect is Tn is of going Ilia nigh 
a waltz on the phone: 'I said I really did- 
n't want to write songs because I Was sure 
it w as something that I wouldn't like. He 
said. \\ hadd}a like? and I said. "Bird 
'Charlie Parked. Prez 'Lester Youngl. 
Thelonious Monk. Stravinsky and Bar - 
tok". I was more or less telling him to get 

48 

'I was making the attempt 

because I was desperate to 
have somebody to work 

with,' Leiber explains.'I just 

stayed on the phone with 
him for 20 or 25 minutes 

and I finally convinced him 

to Ièt me come over to his 

house for a few minutes' 

lost. but he was persistent thank good- 
ness. He said. "Well. nevertheless. I think 
we ought to meet tc) discuss it ". and 
I really thought he was talking about 
something I would hate. 

'I was making the attempt because 
I was desperate to ha\e somebody to 
work with.' Leiber explains, 'I just staved 
on the phone with him for or 2i min- 
utes and I finally convinced him to let 
me come over to his II( USe for a I6v. 
minutes and talk to him. He was very 
reluctant. but I think I could hear his 
mother's voice in the background > 
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DON'T LET THE SIZE OF YOUR 
WALLET AFFECT THE QUALITY 

OF YOUR MONITORS 
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Jerry Leiber and Mike Stoller at work 
downtown NYC, 1 959 

< urging him to invit me over 
At that time he was a retiring kid. very 

quiet. very passive. and when I went 
over to see him he was talking about 
jazz and I )izz I I>izzv Gillespie) and Bird 
and all of those cats. I knew very little 
about be -hop and I could are less, but 
I knew a little hit about some boogie- 
woogie piano players and a couple of 
blues singers; star names like I.ightnin' 
Hopkins. 'l' -Bone Walker, Louis Jordan 
and Josh White. I had a spiral notebook 
with nie and he said. You write your 
songs in that hook ?" I said, "Yes... Ile 
said. "IN) you mind if I take a look at 
it ?" I said. "No" and I handed him the 
hook. He was sitting on the couch. the 
piano was in the tar corner. and as he 
started ambling towards the piano and 
leafing his w.tv through the book he 
stopped at the third or ti>urth page and 
said. He man. these aren't songs. i 

mean they're not 'blue- moon -in -lone' 
songs. These are the blues ". And he 
looked at me and smiled, and he said. 
"I love the blues": 

'It was at real surprise to find out that 
this young white fellow named Jerome 
Leiber wanted to he a songwriter almost 
exclusively in that idiom).' adds Stoller. 
' I thought he would he writing what in 
those clays jazz guys considered to be 
the worst possible put -down. which 
was something commercial.' 

There and then Leiber and Stoller 
started writing together. They com- 
posed two songs on that afternoon in 
1950. and thus commenced a partner- 
ship that has lasted and flourished to 
this day. 

1. sually what happened in the begin- 
ning was a kind of spontaneous com- 
bustion,' Mike Stoller explains. 'We'd be 
in a little smoke- filled room in my 
house, and Jerry -who is a great come- 
dian and a very funny fellow -would 
walk around screaming some phrases 
based upon whatever inspired him, and 
that was usually me jamming at the 
piano. If something sounded good we'd 
stop and we'd examine it and we'd work 
on it. While he was the words and I was 

the music he'd fire a line. I'd fire a word 
or line back .on let inies, and he would 
say. "Yeah. that's great, but don't go 
down on that none, go up on it ". We'd 
get into big fights about whether the 
mite went up or down or whether the 
word was "and" or "but ", and out of all 
of that came some songs. and some of 
them I guess were pretty good.' 

'At first Mike staved completely within 
the realm of writing the groove,' says 
Leiber, 'and a lot of this was not melody 
writing but rhythm writing. The melody 
writing came later with pieces like 
'Kansas City', but all of the early pieces 
were eight or 12 -hair -blues orientated. 
and a lot of that stuff cattle from the way 
I sang it. I would sing something in the 
style of a certain artist. Later on Mike 
Became a little more critical about the 
lyrics: he would say. "Hey, I claW't know 
if that is the best word ". and we could 
have an arm wrest k' )ver that. However. 
i've always felt that, even though 1 Avon 
that battle 99°,, of the time. the interac- 
tion auxl the disagreement and the chal- 
lenge created something better.' 

?like Stoller is equally philosophical: 
'As Jerry frequently says. "Leiber c\ 
Stoller is the longest running argument 
in history ". Nevertheless. we are not 
only collaborators and partners hut also 
the best of friends. and we have been 
for 4H years now. 

By way of their friendship with pio- 
neer music publisher and producer 
Lester Sill, L&S were introduced to the 
heads of numerous independent labels 
in LA and New York. \ \'hile Sill's influ- 
ence helped pave the way fì>r early pro- 
jects with Jimmy Witherspoon. Charles 
Brown, Floyd Dixon, Amos Milburn and 
'Little' Esther Phillips, it was black 
arrangers and producers like Maxwell 
Davis and Johnny Otis who enabled two 
inexperienced young white guys who 
were dealing with a black idiom and 
musical art forni to gain the trust and 
respect of such seasoned artists. In the 

"autumn of 1952. Lester Sill set up an Otis 
hand rehearsal for a tour featuring the 
talents of 'Big Mama' Thornton. Little 

The JOEMEEK compression sound has become a cornerstone of modern music 

production. Once only known to a few engineers as their 'secret weapon', it has now va Pro Channel v2L199 

achieved world wide success and is t iscd by top recording artists world wide! . "` pnclassic IOEMEEL 
Cg°P°" 

and calumet 
` °.. 
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Esther, Little Willie Littlefield, Mel 
Williams and a trio of oversized dames 
known as The Three Tons of Joy, and 
he invited Leiber & Stoller along as Otis 
was always in need of new material for 
the artists that he was producing. 

'We went to Johnny's place, which 
was sort of a large converted garage, 
and we listened to the people perform,' 
recalls Leiber. 'When Big Mama got up 
she sang her version of 'Ball and Chain', 
and we thought it was dynamite. I said 
to Mike, "That's it, let's get out of here, 
let's write her a song ", and when we 
got into the car I started singing these 
kind of dummy phrases and pounding 
on the hood of his car with my right 
hand which was out of the window. 

Mike Stoller is equally 

philosophical:'As Jerry 

frequently says, "Leiber and 

Stoller is the longest running 

argument in history ". 

Nevertheless, we are not 

only collaborators and 

partners but also the best 

of friends, and we have 

been for 48 years now.' 

I was pounding this kind of buck -dance 
beat and I was singing, "You ain't noth- 
ing but a hound dog. "' 

In actual fact what Leiber started out 
singing was a lot rawer than that, as he 
was aiming for something along the 
lines of 'Dirty Mother for You', a song 
popularised by Furry Lewis among 
others and originally entitled 'Dirty 
Motherfucker'. 

'I was looking for something as insin- 
uating as that but I couldn't get it, because 
everything I went to was too coarse and 
at that time would not have been 

playable on the air,' he recalls. 'Mike said, 
"You know, 'hound dog' sounds pretty 
good to me ". I said, "That's kinda polite ", 

but he said, "Well, I think it's just right 
man. I think if you go the other way 
you're gonna sell that record to ten col- 
lectors, whereas if you stay with 'hound 
dog' it could have a much broader 
appeal ". So, I wrote three quarters of the 
lyrics on the way to his house, and when 
we got there Mike went to the piano and 
set the buck -dance rhythm, and 10 or 15 
minutes later I wrote down the finished 
song which was essentially a raw shout. 
We then got in his car and went hack to 
Johnny's place. 

'I walked in with the song on a piece 
of paper in my hand, and as Big Mama 
was breezing by she snatched it away 
in a devilishly playful way. She said, "Oh 
yeah, well what's this ?" She was being 
kind of snide and she started to croon 
'Hound Dog'. I thought that she was 
putting me on, because the way that she 
was doing it was completely inappro- 
priate, but then it struck me that she did- 
n't know what it was. She was just 
crooning, because she liked to croon - 

like the lead singer of The Coasters [Billy 
Guyl who would always say, "Man, give 
me a hallit Iballadl. I'm tired of singing 
these rhythm songs and these novelty 
songs. Give me a ball it..."-and after 
she made two or three passes at it I said, 
"Mama, it don't go like that ". She looked 
at me and I wished that I had never said 
this. If looks could kill, I would have 
been a cinder. 

'She said, "How do it go ?" I said, "Well, 
if you let me..." She said, "You do what- 
ever you want," and then, "Hey white 
boy, don't tell me how it go. I SHOW 
you how it go ". She put one finger inside 
the left side of her mouth and one fin- 
ger inside the right and she pulled it like 
kids do when they're making faces, and 
then she stuck her tongue out and it 
kx>ked like it came out about a mile, and 
she waggled it so fast that it looked like 
it was going to take off. She did this to 
the hand and the hand fell off the stand, 
howling with laughter, and she said, > 
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< "That's the way it go. It go like THAT! ". 
'Johnny Otis came over and he said, 

"What's going on here ?" and I shrugged 
and said, "I don't know. She must he 
pissed off with something ". He said, 
"Mama ", and she looked over and you 
could tell right away that there was 
immediate respect. She came over and 
he said, "Do you want a hit?" Reluctantly 
she said, "Mmm -hmm ". He said, "Well, 
these two boys maybe can get you a 
hit. Now stop the nonsense and let him 
show you the way it go ". 

'Mike went over to the piano and sit- 
ting there was lady I)ee, this black dyke 
with a 20 -inch neck and muscular 
18 -inch arms wearing an elegant outfit 
and high heels, and she was so nasty 
looking that he did not want to 
approach her. We soon found out, how- 
ever, that she was a sweetheart of a per- 
son, and she made room for him and 
he sat down. I got up on the stand with 
the hand and we did 'Hound Dog', and 
after we finished they all applauded. 
I sang it once, Mama heard what I did 
and did it better. It was metrically more 
or less the way I did it, but she brought 
a whole new world to it with her vocal 
quality. Her shouting, her growling, her 
doing it created a whole dimension of 
melodrama and charisma that made it 
so much better. 

'The next day we went into Radio 
Recorders [in Hollywo<xll and when 
I looked out from the control room I saw 
that on drums we had the road drum- 
mer ILeard 'KC' Bell], and right away 
I knew we were in trouble. We were so 
precise about everything, nothing could 
be out of place, not even a sixteenth of 
a heat, but Johnny -who'd played the 
drums when we rehearsed the song the 
previous day -was producing the 
record and so Mike and I decided to 
sweat it out and see what happened. After 
two bars of take one I could tell it was 

Mike Stoller:'I got up on the 

stand with the band and we 

did 'Hound Dog', and after 

we finished they all 

applauded. I sang it once, 

Mama heard what I did and 

did it better. It was metrically 

more or less the way I did it, 

but she brought a whole 

new world to it with her 

vocal quality. Her shouting, 

her growling, her doing it 

created a whole dimension 

of melodrama and charisma 

that made it so much better' 

a dead issue, because the drummer had 
turned the heat completely around and 
the cadence and the emphasis were 
wrong. After the whole thing was fin- 
ished, since I was always the more out- 
spoken and aggressive one, I told 
Johnny, "This is not going to work, 
man ", and I explained that when we'd 
rehearsed it in his studio he had been 
playing drums to a buck -dance beat that 
created a certain rhythmic pulse. This 
underpinned the vocal as well as the 
guitar solo that Pete Lewis played, and 
Johnny said, "You think it matters that 
much ?" I said, "Yeah, I think it matters 
to the point where it's the difference 
between a hit and an okay record. This 
is an okay record, but if you go out there 
and play drums we'll make a hit ". > 

Jerry Leiber, Carl Gardner, Mike Stoller, 
King Curtis and Billy Guy around 1959 
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Jerry Leiber and Mike Stoller, 
Ghent, Belgium 1990 

< He said, "Who's going to produce it ?" 

I said, "Mike and l will. What's there to 
produce? We've got the technician here, 
there's nothing to do ". He said, "Okay 
man ". He was completely affable about 
it, he got on the drums, in one take it 
was all over and it was the biggest 
rhythm and blues hit in the history of 
the music business up until that time.' 

Big Mama Thornton's 'Hound Dog' 
was released in 1953, the same year that 
Leiber & Stoller launched their own 
publishing company, sales operation 
and Spark Records label with an invest- 
ment of just $3,500. Soon successful 
recordings such as 'Riot In Cell Block 
No.9' and 'Loop -de -Loop Mambo' by 
The Robins-later to become The 
Coasters -began to attract the attention 
of major labels like Capitol and Decca, 
and they in turn would commission L&S 
to write some more hit songs. 

'We would present these companies 
with material and they would make 
records that didn't sound like blues,' says 
Stoller. 'You know, they sounded like 
some kind of swing music and they 
missed the point, so we were forced to 
say, "Look, we have to make our own 
records because we know the way 
they're supposed to sound." That's how 
we became producers, although there 

54 

'We would present 

them with material and 

they would make records 

that didn't sound like blues,' 

says Stoller.'You know, they 

sounded like some kind of 
swing music and they 

missed the point' 
was no name for that, and in that respect 
at Spark we were like many guys who 
owned record companies. A lot of them, 
like the Chess brothers, were ostensibly 
in the studio making records, although 
maybe we did more because we also 
wrote a lot of the songs, and it was only 
quite some time after Atlantic hired us 
to make records for them that we started 
to get credit for making them. 

'At first the response [from Jerry 
Wexler] was, "Well, how many times do 
you want your name on the label? You 
wrote the song and we tell everybody 
that you made it. We tell Waxie Maxie 
our distributor in Washington that you 
made it... ", and we said, "But it's not > 
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< on the label." Atlantic finally saw the 
point when we made some records that 
we hadn't written, and, as far as I know. 
it was they who came up with the credit 
"producer" and it stuck.' 

It was Ahmet and Nesuhi Ertegun, 
together with Jerry Wexler, who even- 
tually persuaded L&S to give up their 
own company and make records for 
Atlantic. Jerry Leiber would coach the 
singers on interpretation while Mike 
Stoller mostly worked on the arranging 
and playing the piano. We'd rehearse 
the artists for like two weeks straight 
and then go in and cut four sides,' says 
Stoller. While I was playing piano Jerry 
would be in the booth, and that's the > 

Ahmet and Nesuhi Ertegun, 

together with Jerry Wexler, 

eventually persuaded L &S 

to give up their own 
company and make records 

for Atlantic. Jerry Leiber 

would coach the singers 

on interpretation while 

Mike Stoller mostly 

worked on arranging 
Jerry Leiber and Mike Stoller at work 

downtown NYC, 1 959 
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< way we worked.' 
Nevertheless, when they were com- 

missioned to write songs for Elvis Pres- 
ley's movies they enjoyed no such auton- 
omy. Presley's manager, the conniving, 
self -styled Colonel Tom Parker, ensured 
that he was pulling all of the strings that 
he himself had attached to his client. This 
included a deal with music publishers 
Hill & Range that amounted to Elvis only 
recording songs of which he would gain 
a hefty slice of the publishing, as well 
as-on occasion -a wholly unearned 
co- composition credit. Still, although 
Leiber & Stoller were more than happy 
to write songs for the newly crowned 
King of Rock 'n' Roll, they only did so 
when asked and without a share of the 
credit. Hardly desperate for the work, 
they didn't feel obliged to adhere to all 
of the Colonel's rules. 

We owed Jean Aberbach of Hill 
& Range the score to what would 
become Jailhouse Rock', and we had 
come from California to New York sup- 
posedly to deliver it,' recalls Jerry Leiber. 
We checked into a 2- bedroom suite at 
the Gorham Hotel, and Mike was so 
excited about the jazz acts that were in 
town that he said, "Hey, let's take off a 

couple of days first and go around the 
clubs." So we did that, and on about the 
fourth or fifth day, after having received 
a number of phone calls asking for the 
score, the doorbell rang, we opened it 
and there was Jean Aberbach. In his 

thick Austrian accent he said, "Vere is 
my score to my movie ?" This was, like, 
Thursday and so we said, "We'll do it 
this week -end ". He said, "You'll do it 
thees veek -end? No, you'll do it thees 
minute!" He pulled up the couch, he 
pushed it in front of the door, and he 
stretched out on it, put his coat over him- 
self like a blanket and he closed his eyes. 
Mike and I had no choice, so we went 

The doorbell rang,' recalls 

Jerry Leiber,'we opened 

it and there was Jean 

Aberbach. In his thick 

Austrian accent he said, 

"Vere is my score to my 

movie? "This was, like, 

Thursday and so we said, 

"We'll do it this week -end ". 

He said, "You'll do it thees 

veek -end? No, you'll do it 

thees minute!" He pulled up 

the couch, he pushed it in 

front of the door' 

to the piano that had been rented and 
in about four or five hours we wrote four 
songs; Jailhouse Rock', 'Treat Me Nice', 
`(You're So Square) Baby, I Don't Care' 
and 'I Want To Be Free "'. They hadn't 
even planned to do a musical number 
in the jail, so I said, "Let's do one. This 
is a musical, not Scarface".' 

I&S would subsequently also compose 
many of the most famous numbers for 
Presley's next movie, King Creole, yet a 
realisation that art was taking a back seat 
to commercial greed soured the rela- 
tionship, and some run -ins with the 
Colonel and his cronies terminated it. 
`Mike and I agreed that this was a dead - 
end street,' says Leiber. 'Of course, it was 
also a license to print money -I mean, 
every time we'd write a song it would 
sell two, three, four million, and where 
could you find that? Writers go search- 
ing for something like that all their lives, 
but strangely enough, while we were as 
ambitious as anybody else, we were 
bored and we didn't give a goddamn.' 

They did not need to. In 1957 the two 
men had both moved to New York, 
since when they had been composing 
and producing a string of hits for The 
Coasters that provided them with an 
altogether more satisfying form of musi- 
cal expression. Here was Jerry Leiber 
the actor, the comedian, the playwright, 
the sketch -writer. 'It was what I did nat- 
urally without even trying,' he says. 
'I could get it all in the dialogue, the > 
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< jokes and the attitude, with the musi- 
cal dimensions supporting all of it.' 

'We never planned things based upon 
marketing, we just wrote to amuse our- 
selves,' adds Mike Stoller. 'In the case of 
"Yakety Yak ", for instance, it started out 
with me playing something kind of 
funny on the piano and Jerry shouting 
one line, "Take out the papers and the 
trash ". I yelled back, "Or you don't get 
no spending cash ", and then we wrote 
the song in about half an hour. It was 
spontaneous, it just happened, and with 
The Coasters that kind of material 
sounded great. Of course it wasn't as 
steeped in the blues as some of the other 
songs that we'd written, hut at that time 
we were still writing numbers that were 
closer in form to the blues. "Love Potion 
No.9 ", although it's not exactly 12 -bar 
blues in the traditional sense, is an amus- 
ing song, but it's not of the same genre 

as, say, "Yakety Yak" or "Charlie Brown ".' 
In 1961 Leiber & Stoller moved into 

the Brill Building, famous for the incred- 
ible cache of songwriters that it housed 
under one roof, and several of them 
were duly called upon when Atlantic's 
production schedule meant that 1.&S 
could not supply all of the needs for 
material. At the same time, the two of 
them were in the process of creating a 

sound that still encapsulates the opti- 
mism of an era sandwiched in between 
the first wave of rock 'n' roll and the 
onset of psychedelia. It is not that strings 
had never been employed on pop 
records before, but the material and the 
rhythms to which they were applied 
made for unique results. 

'We were working on 'There Goes 
My Baby' and I started to play a line, 
and Jerry said, "That sounds like vio- 
lins",' recalls Mike Stoller. 'I said, "Hey, 
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why not? Let's try it ", and so we recorded 
it with an R &B rhythm section, five fid- 
dles and a cello in the studio at the same 
time. When Jerry Wexler and Ahmet 
Ertegun heard it they thought it was hor- 
rible, but we said, "There's something 
about it that's interesting ", and when it 
came out it was a No.1 hit on both the 
pop and R &B charts. That then gave us 
the idea of utilising a lot more rich 
orchestral colours as well as Latin and 
Brazilian percussion instruments 
together with the [South American] 
haiào rhythm, and that became a kind 
of goxxl way to keep our interest up in 
terms of the sound, and so forth. 

'As time went by, the record company 
then became concerned with the cost 
of the recording sessions, because we 
went from using a 5 -piece hand to hav- 
ing 20 to 30 musicians in the studio, 
and the idea of us going a half hour 

'We were working on 

"There Goes My Baby" and 

I started to play a line, and 

Jerry said, "That sounds like 

violins "; recalls Mike Stoller. 

'I said, "Hey, why not? Let's 

try it ", and so we recorded it 

with an R &B rhythm section, 

five fiddles and a cello...' 

overtime panicked them. I remember 
them calling us on the carpet after the 
session that we did with Ben E. King, 
when we went half an hour or an hour 
overtime to get four songs done. Ulti- 
mately, of course, it turned out all right, 
because two of the songs became hits 
-'Spanish Harlem' and 'Stand By Me' 
were done at the same session.' 

Occasionally guesting as the fifth 
rhythm guitar player on the big Drifters 
recording sessions was one Phil Spec- 
tor, future production legend, but then 
still a virtual unknown who L&S had 
flown to New York on the recommen- 
dation of Lester Sill. 'We tox)k him on as 
an apprentice and signed him to a writ - 
ing and production deal that he laterdis- 
avowed,' says Mike Stoller. 'Phil is actu- 
ally a very talented fellow, but he has 
vaguely taken credit for several of the 
things that we did, such as the hit ver- 
sion of "Chapel of Love" by The Dixie 
Cups, which he actually recorded with 
The Ronettes, "Save the Last Dance for 
Me ", which he possibly played on but 
definitely didn't produce, and "Laven- 
der Blue" by Sammy Turner, which we 
produced before he was even around.' 

For the record, as the result of a 
chance meeting between the three men 
while walking in New York City one day 
in 1963, Spector did get to play the > 
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< guitar solo on his former employers' 
production of The Drifters' hit, 'On 
Broadway'. Leiber & Stoller subse- 
quently ran their own Red Bird label 
for a couple of years, before taking a 

well -earned sabbatical from the busi- 
ness and then returning to form in 1969 
with Peggy Lee's rendition of 'Is That 
All There Is ?' The song signalled yet 
another new direction in the career of 
its composer- producers, while the title 
proved to be fairly apt considering their 
probable thoughts towards the end of 
the session. 

Peggy Lee is a woman of very few 
takes, yet on this occasion her patience 
was tested as the band ran through the 
song 36 times before they finally hit pay - 
dirt. Still, it was worth it. 'Take 36 was 
the best take of anything I had ever 
made in my life outside of take one of 
Big Mama's 'Hound Dog',' asserts Jerry 
Leiber. `Mike and I loth knew it at that 
very instant, and everylxxly in the hand 
was also smiling. It was perfect.' 

'A kid named Sandy Lehman -Haupt 
was the technician, and at first I had 
been nervous because he'd earned a 

reputation for being one of Ken Kesey's 
Merry Pranksters la hippie troupe that 
had taken a well -publicised, LSD - 
drenched bus trip through California in 
19651. But when I spoke with him, he 
sounded very bright and very able, and 
so I let the fears blow away. Anyway, 
he's playing take 36 back to us, and 
we're listening and we're listening and 
there's nothing. We don't hear a thing. 
Suddenly he looks at me and his face 
is ashen. "Oh my god ", he says, "I've 
put it on in Erase mode ". He had erased 
the best take of our lives. What could 
we say to Peggy? She was out there with 
her hands on her hips waiting to hear 
the playback, and she knew that it was 
the greatest take she'd ever made. 
Finally she put her coat on and she left, 
and I took the tape over to another stu- 
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A &M Recording Studios, 1975. 

Left to right: Mike Stoller, 
Peggy Lee and Jerry Leiber 

dio and spent three and a half weeks 
making 48 edits between 11 different 
takes to get the performance. That's 
what was put out on the record, and, 
although it is good it does not compare 
to that one take which was wiped. That's 
the only time in 48 years that this hap- 
pened to us, and it had to be then.' 

During the 1970s L&S worked in Lon- 
don with Stealer's Wheel and Elkie 
Brooks, by which time things had 
moved on considerably from the way 
of working in the fifties and early six- 
ties. Artist attitudes were more relaxed, 
sessions were booked for entire days 
and there was no longer any obligation 
to record four sides in three hours. 

'That's why in the early days we did 
a great deal of preparation,' says Mike 
Stoller, 'working with The Robins and 
later The Coasters for weeks in order to 
get the harmonies and the backgrounds 
right. We didn't want to waste any 
money in the studio because it was 
expensive -even though by today's 
standards it was nothing -and I think 
that our records for the most part show 
that kind of preparation. 

'These days a lot of recordings start 
with a click track and a bass, and guys 
who are on a great record may never 
even meet each other. That's a very dif- 
ferent experience from something that 
is done simultaneously and it produces 
a very different result. When Jerry and 
I started it was "go for broke ". You 
know, if the vocalist sang a wrong word 
you either left the wrong word in when 
the track sounded great or you stopped 
it and started again from scratch. You 
had no ability to redo the vocal with- 
out redoing the band, and, although you 
gained a lot from the ability to do that 
with the advent of multitrack, you lost 
something very special from the situa- 
tion where everybody was going for 
broke... But hey, it's a brave new world, 
and it's changing all the time.' 

w 
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CDR 
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loaded professional CD recorder, get down to 

your HHB dealer today and check out the 

new CDR850. 
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Having used the first 
Star Wars film to establish 
Dolby Stereo, Dolby 
is looking to The Phantom 
Menace to launch 
Digital Surround EX 
Kevin Hilton uncovers 
a thickening plot 

ALONG TIME AGO in a galaxy far, 
far away... there was a film that 
made an indelible impression 

on movie -goers and movie- makers. 
Regardless of its Saturday morning ser- 
ial story or the fact that other pictures - 
primarily 2001: A Space Odyssey -had 
already taken us into space and beyond, 
Star Wars brought special effects into 
the mainstream and made everyone 
look and listen to feature films in a dif- 
ferent way. And now... even longer 
ago, but still in a galaxy far, far away, a 
new film promises to do this all over 
again. Star Wars Episode I: The Phan- 
tom Menace is the first of the three 
sequels to the original trilogy that 
appeared during the late 1970s and early 
1980s. As the advertising tag -line says: 
'Every generation has a legend. Every 
journey has a first step. Every saga has 
a beginning.' While this new movie will 
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tell the early story of Obi -wan Kenohi 
and Anakin Skywalker, the father of 
Luke who became Darth Vader, it is a 
continuation of the technological story 
that began with Star Wars (or Episode 
IV: A New Hope, to give it its full tittle) 
back in 1977. 

George Lucas, writer and director of 
that first movie, marshalled all the tech- 
nical tools available to him at the time 
-including Dolby's still relatively new 
Stereo Surround cinema sound sys- 
tem-to deliver an aural and visual 
assault. Under the banner of the Lucas - 
film organisation, he established Indus- 
trial Light and Magic (ILM) to develop 
new visual effects, Skywalker Sound to 
push audio design and postprcxluction 
and THX to set standards for playback 
in the cinema and in the home. 

There is the general misconception 
that Star Wars was the first Dolby Stereo 
encoded movie. This distinction goes to 
Ken Russell's Lisztomania(1975), with 
surround channels subsequently added 
to the system and used for the first time 
a year later on the remake of A Star is 
Born, starring Barbra Striesand. This 
movie used the technology mostly dur- 
ing the concert sequences, but it was 
Star Wars where it was used to its full 
extent: the sensation of the Imperial bat- 
tle cruiser passing overhead as it 
pursues Princess Leia's ship is still one 
of the classic cinema sound moments. 

The Phantom Menace can truly claim 
to be the first example of a new audio 
technology, as it features Dolby's latest 
cinema playback technology, Digital 
Surround EX. This is a 6.1- channel sys- 
tem that takes the discrete 5.1 con- 
struction of the company's established 
Digital Surround format (front left, cen- 
tre, front right, rear left, rear right and 
a sub -bass) and adds a third, matrixed 
rear channel. In effect, The Phantom 
Menace features phantom sound. 

Just as Dolby Stereo has its precedents 
in the 1935 stereo version of Abel 
Gance's Napoleon Bonaparte, Alan 
Blumlein's experiments with optical 
film stock earlier that decade, the Fan - 
tasound system Disney developed for 
Fantasia (1941) and other three -chan- 
nel systems, EX is not a wholly new idea. 
The 1956 Rex Harrison vehicle Around 
the World in 80 Days had featured a 
third surround channel, and, more 
recently, Dolby itself had been looking 
at ways to develop such an additional 
feature into its existing technology, 
albeit not for such an immediate launch. 

The urgency and impetus came from 
Gary Rydstrom, director of creative 
operations at Skywalker Sound and an 
Oscar -winning sound mixer (forJuras- 
sic Park), who is up for a possible two 
statuettes for his work on Saving Pri- 
vateRyan. After The Lost World(1997), 
he had become frustrated with exist- > 
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< ing technology; despite the two dis- 
crete rear channels of the three main 
digital cinema systems, he felt that they 
still could not effectively recreate how 
sound passes smoothly over and above 
a listener and from side to side. 

1 wanted audiences to be completely 
encircled by surround, as well as hear 
sounds played directly behind them,' 
Rydstrom has said. 'I wanted to 
develop a format that would open up 
new possibilities and place sounds 
exactly where you would hear them in 
the real world.' 

With this in mind, Skywalker Sound 
approached Sony SDDS, Dl'S and 
Dolby, asking whether it was possible 
for them to develop a digital system with 
three rear channels. When told that it 
would not, Rydstrom decided to look 
within the Lucasfilm organisation and 
began talking to THX. The reservations 

that the three digital companies had 
were, that to have a third surround chan- 
nel in the digital domain would mean 
upgrades to theatre systems and addi- 
tional coding,' explains Kurt Schwenk, 
director of THX's professional division. 
'So Gary came to us and we talked about 
a system enhancement.' 

Somewhere in the process, Dolby 
became aware of THX's work and, as it 
was already engaged in future devel- 
opment of such an enhancement, the 
two companies decided to merge their 
projects and try for a single patent 
(which is still pending). 'Everything was 
almost all in place when it was decided 
to merge the work,' says Schwenk, 'hut 
it made sense because Dolby is a man- 
ufacturing company and they can 
handle the pro side of the business. THX 
only manufactures the cross -over that 
is used as a part of complete systems 
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and this is the first time the pro side of 
our operation has come up with a new 
technology.' 

Previously, THX Pro had not been 
closely identified with a specific manu- 
facturer. Instead it has approved vari- 
ous brands for use in its theatrical 
installations, which it designs and then 
licences to operators. Around this rela- 
tively small industry there are rumblings 
of disquiet over THX and Dolby work- 
ing together in this way, but Schwenk 
says a major point for his company was 
that EX had to be backwards compati- 
ble, having the ability to work with all 
three digital cinema systems (SDDS, DTS 
and Dolby). To this end, DTS is due to 
officially announce its own decoding 
box at the upcoming CineExpo show. 

The Dolby add-on box, the SA 10, con- 
tains the decoding circuits and the sur- 
round equalisation for the three rear 
channels. loan Allen, vice president of 
Dolby Labs, says that this device took 
up the majority of the development 
process, adding that a matrix was felt 
to be the best option under the cir- 
cumstances. 'We were faced with the 
question of how to do this without 
reducing the bit size or optical size of 
the film ,' he says. 'The task was how 
to do it without radical changes or 
endangering print quality. A discrete 
system would have meant hardware 
changes and two separate types of print, 
which drives distributors mad, so it was 
decided to code the extra channel into 
the existing surround channels, with 
Dolby Surround at the front, using 
phase technology.' 

Allen says that the decoding process 
is similar to Pro Logic, Dolby's domes- 
tic system, but that the encoding is 'very 
different.' The development work was 
overseen by Ray Callahan, director of 
cinema products, the division within 
Dolby that works on future projects. 
Despite using a specialised matrix, 
Callahan says that mixing engineers will 
not have to alter their present working 
practices. There have been concerns 
that some facilities will not be able to 
cope with the new format, even if they 
are equipped for 5.1, but Dolby states 
that everything should be fine if a flex- 
ible enough console is used. 

'If the decision is made to go EX, then 
the dubbing stage will have to be set 
up to take it,' Callahan concedes. The 
entire back wall of the room will have 
to he dedicated to the surround.' He 
adds that mixers will have to work with 
three surround files but that these are 
just additions to the current format as 
the front components of Dolby Digital 
remain as they are. In terms of other 
parts of the process, he says, 'The opti- 
cal transfer is identical and there will 
be no changes to the print, it will still 
be a single inventory. In theatres, 
installations with a SA10 will automat- 
ically switch over for EX working. Those 
that are not equipped will run as nor- 
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mal. Cinemas may have to put in extra 
loudspeakers, but most these clays have 
enough to cope, particularly if they are 
THX specified.' 

Ioan Allen stresses that IA is not a 
mandatory system, an(I, although Lucas- 
film would prefer theatres to be suitably 
fitted out. there is still the choice to con- 
tinue as they are. Dolby has already 
received orders for 2,000 SA1Os. which 
has exceeded expectations. Dolby is 
marketing the system in the professional 
arena, partly because it is well estab- 
lished and partly because THX did not 
want cinemas that had not upgraded to 
its standards having access to its logo 
by default. However. THX will exclu- 
sively market EX I.( 1r the home. A launch 
date tier the domestic version depends 
on the granting of licences to manu- 
facturers and how quickly they can turn 
around equipment. hit Kurt Schwenk 
estimates that it could be between a year 
to 18 months. 

What reall matters from the movie- 
goer's angle is the impact EX will have 
in the cinema. To demonstrate whether 
the new format truly acliicx es the wrap- 
around sound he was seeking. Gary 
Rydstrom has mixed the trailer for The 
Phantom .menace in EX and created an 
audio -only 'story', featuring jungle and 
ambient noises. He has also remixed the 
opening of Star Wars Episode R.( w here 
Darth Vader's ship pursues the rebel 
craft). the speeder chase in the forest 
scene from Return of the fedi and the 
trailer for Disney's A BriI;'c Life. 

loan Allen stresses that Dolby does 
not expect all new movies to be made 
in EX, partly because not all dubbing 
theatres are equipped for it and partly 
because not all films would suit the tech- 
nology. 'Many pictures are just a screen 
story.' he says. 'with ambient effects. 
Something like Shakespeare in Lore 
would not have justified three surround 
channels but the new Star Wars is ideal 
for it because it's of a specific genre. The 
remixed sequence from Return of the 
fedi is stunning: the sound moves 
around the quadrants and you can hear 
the pan around the room regardless of 
which seat you are in.' 

Despite the demo reels. the real inter- 
est is in what The Phantom Menace will 
offer sonically. Lucasfilm is being 
hugely secretive and it is unlikely that 
much will leak out about specific 
scenes -apart from what has been 
seen in the trailer -until the time of 
release. Kurt Schwenk confirms that 
Gary Rydstrom and Ben Burtt. the 
sound designer on the original Star 
Wars, are still in the design stages. with 
mixing continuing through the end of 
April. ready for the US release in Mary. 
Ioan Allen surmises that EX will fea- 
ture heavily. if only because Rydstrom 
has been thinking about what he will 
do with the new movie for the past 
18 months. You can bet that Gan' and 
Ben are creating sequences that will 
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take advantage of the system.' he 
muses. 

The Phantom -menace is set 40 years 
before A New I lope. Anakin Skvwalker 
is a little boy dreaming of becoming a 
ledi. while around him the Clone Wars 
are raging. Much has been made of the 
appearances of Ewan \IìGregor as the 
young Obi -wan Kenobi. Liam Neeson 
as ledi Knight Qui -Gon limn. plus 
Samuel 'Jackson. There are some famil- 
iars: Ian McDiarmid appears as Senator 
Palpatine. later to be the evil Emperor. 
Frank Oz's voice is back for Yoda and 
Kenny Baker once more squeezes 
inside R2-D2. 

Ben Burtt has said that his design for 
the new mm lyie will be a mixture of the 
established and the new. particularly as 
it is making extensive use of hard (li.k 
technology. Of Star trans. 11c .. 
' \\e've created a 'world ofsounds tli.lt 

coherent and can endure the passage 
of time -it's been over 20 years and 
Star trans still has a distinct sound to 
it.' As to the new film: 'It's so filled with 
activity. people. and places. There's 
always something going on in the fore- 
ground, the middle ground. the back- 
ground -even off -screen. Its a 
wonderful environment in which to let 
the sound go wild, expand and com- 
pletely fill all this world.' 

The first Star Wins movie made the 
reputations of George Lucas and 
Dolby Labs. Now they're at it again. 
The significance is not lost on loan 
Allen: 'It's great that were involved 
with Star Wars Episode I. We felt an 
enormous commercial impact being 
aligned with Lucasfilm. and. although 
IA is an e\( Ration rather than a revo- 
lution. there is ;5 slight feeling of dcya 
rtt in all this. 
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a re now on ou dsk 24)4 

f f f 
www.dpamicrophones.com 

The world's finest range of aandard microphones is now 

lust seconds away at our new and comprehens ve website. 

When quality and versatility are the key issues, DPA 

Microphones' Series 4000 provide the perfec sclution for 

the discerning audio engineer. Incorporating legendary 

capsule technology from Brüel &'fiat. the uncalled 

build quality of the Series 4000 is matched oily by 

Its superb acoustic performaice, delivering dtaracteristically 

clean and uncoloured sound. From Ca-diod microphones, 

for the purest separated sourd and Calms for ultimate 

versatility - to individually selected Al Stereo (its, the 

Series 4000 from DPA Microphones is the prefrred 

choice of audio professionals world -vide 

for both live and recorded performances. 
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THE NEW 
WAVEIN 

OUND. 
This is the RMS 2020 radio microphone system. 

It's an advanced, 32 channel synthesised diversity 

system with ground- breakingly clear sound and superb 

reliability. Audio Media called it "quite remarkable ".* 

Test it and you will too., 
Audio Media, January 1998 

AUDIO 

For information, please call 01494 511711 or fax 01494 539600, 

e -mail us at info @AudioLtd.Com or visit us on the web at www.AudioLtd.Com 
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WITH A Rl \ OF BBC costume 
dramas under his belt. a con- 
troversial Channel 4 gay 

drama. Queer as Folk. just completed 
and work on several Charles Dickens 
adaptations under way. music mixer 
Steve Parr could he forgiven for break- 
ing for tea. Accepting Franco Zeffirelli's 
invitation to Tea With Mussolini, how- 
ever. found him with just a day and a 

half to turn a stack of digital multitracks 
into a 5.1- channel music niix for the Ital- 
ian movie legend. 

Portraying Zeffirelli's own childhood 
in Florence. the film charts the fortunes 
of a child left in the care of a Jewish - 
American millionairess and three eccen- 
tric English spinsters. in an Italy 
preparing for war. Played by a group of 
eccentric actresses including Judy 
Dench. Maggie Smith, Joan Plowright. 
Cher and Lily Tomlin, the family faces 
deportation and contacts Mussolini to 
assure him of their support-the dicta- 
tor obligingly invites them to tea. Pro- 
ducers Ricardo Tozzi and Clive Parsons. 
meanwhile, had invited noted Italian 
composers Stefano Arnaldi and Alessio 
Vlad to conie up with an accompany- 
ing orchestral score. and Roman record- 
ing studio The Forum to get it onto 
multitrack tape. Postproduction super- 
visor Alastair Hopkins provided the rec- 
ommendation that brought Parr to the 
party and Twickenham Films' Dean 
Humphries was waiting to add the 
music to his dub. 

The Italians wanted to mix in Lon- 
don because were more conversant 
with 5.1 than they are in Rome.' 
Humphries explains. 

Two Italian people arrived carrying a 

bunch of half -inch tapes. some track 
sheets in Italian and a copy of the score.' 

Studio Sound arch 1999 

Working on a major feature film in a minimal timescale tests 
facility and ability to the full. Franco Zeffirelli takes tea with 
Musso ini, while Steve Parr and Dean Humphries take cues 

from Italy and Tim Goodyer takes notes 

Parr recounts from his HearNo Evil oper- 
ation in central London. They had fin- 
ished recording on Sunday night. the 
tapes arrived here \ londaw luncht i me and 
I had until Tuesday night to mix them. 

The recording was de >ne in tl ie space 
of two or three clays with a large orches- 
tra -about -tl or 80 pieces -and there 
were. I think. -+8 cues. 1 liased with the 
engineer in Rome and he did a very 
good job of getting it down in that time. 
He recorded onto two Sony I'CM332-ts 
with quite a few ambient mics. There 
were no click tracks. they just ran the 
tape live with the film. so there was quite 
a lot of calculation to be done. I had the 
film on U- matic. so I could wC'rk out 
the offsets and lock the 3324s to that. 

but it was nice for me because there was 
no click spill -just the count -ins from 
the conductor.' 

Historically. music for film is deliv- 
ered as a stereo or LCR niix and the 
dubbing mixer creates the rear chan- 
nels with delay and reverb. Having com- 
pleted some dozen mixes over the last 
year. Parr is adamant about the value of 
mixing film music in surround. claim- 
ing that it not only gives a film a better 
soundtrack but also makes the task of 
dubbing easier. 

Its the divide between the music stu- 
dios and the dubbing studios,' he 
observes. 'eery often postproduction 
people don't know what music people 
do. and music people don't know what 
postproduction people do.' 

One of the problems we've had in 
the past is that a music mix that has been 
made to be good for CD release does- 
n't sound as good or cohesive over a 

cinema sound system,' confirms dub- 
bing mixer Dean Humphries. 'Adding 
the centre speaker makes a mix warmer 
and more cohesive, and gives us a lot 
more flexibility.' 

But any decent studio is capable of 
delivering a 5.1 nix.' Parr asserts. and 
it makes so much difference to the emo- 
tional impact of a film. I find it intensely 
irritating when I go to see a big- budget 
American movie and the music is flat 
and one-dimensional. I think its largely 
a failure of communication because 
there is often no one person who is > 
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< responsible for the sound. So it takes 
the music engineer to tell the dubbing 
engineer he wants to mix in 5.1, and it 
takes the mix engineer to speak to the 
composer to speak to the producer to 
get the budget set aside to go into a 5A 
studio. We've found the dubbing mix- 
ers who have taken 5.1 mixes off us 
really love it because they're dubbing 
mixers not music mixers.' he concludes. 

Mixes in 5.1 are a big boon to us all,' 
Humphries concurs. 'Two -track music 
mixes just don't sound as good; 5.1 is 
doing us a world of service.' 

Alastair Hopkins had worked on The 
Debt Collector -a Channel + production 
that had been mixed in 5.1 by Parr 
-before becoming involved in Tea 
With Mussolini, and its surround status 
was secure. The results seem to justify 
everyone's faith. 

'It is a full -sounding score without you 
being particularly aware that it is a sur- 
round mix.' says Parr. It was only when 
we collapsed it into stereo that we won- 
dered where everything had gone.' 

Mussolini's cues fall into three or four 
types -the full orchestra. a chamber 
orchestra, the strings on their own. a 

few cues recreating the music of the for- 
ties. Although the full orchestra 
took up some -40 channels (plus 
effects) of Hear No Evil's 
Euphonix CS2000 console on its 
way to a Tascam DA -88, the main 
mix is based around five ambient 
mics that were placed left- centre- 
right, and an additional pair 
spread further left and right 
around the orchestra. 

That was a great way of setting 
up the surround mix,' Parr 
enthuses. The front three mics are 
placed forward of the front speak- 
ers and the other two provide the 
rear. This was a very orchestral 
score so we statically placed instruments 
around you and pulled them away from 
the wall. You're not aware, say. that 
there's an oboe in the far -left corner, you 
just know that there's an oboe in the 
room that had a different acoustic space 
than the flute. And it works very well.' 

The punishing recording schedule 
meant that many of the takes contained 
mistakes. Alternative takes were used 
where available, but much of the mix- 
ing effort went into repairing others that 
had to be used. Here the use of ambi- 
ent as opposed to close mics could be 
regarded as problematic. 

In a situation where you've got a large 
recorded orchestra in a room, you can't 
simply get rid of the second violins,' Parr 
argues, 'because they pop up all over 
the place. What you have to think about 
is that close mics on an orchestra are 
really not that close. The problems nor- 
mally come from the woodwind and the 
brass -if you've got a loud brass pas- 
sage it's always going to swamp the 
strings and if there are bummers in there 
all you can do is pull down the relevant 

mics as much as possible. You have to 
weigh up each situation as you find it. 

'I spent a few hours getting the sound 
of the orchestra right, and the rest of it 
was balancing from the score and fix- 
ing any bits and pieces. The repair ele- 
ment was probably 25% of the time.' 

Of his general approach, Parr says: 
'I do a few mixes and get a feel for the 
music and for the sound, and when I've 
got something I'm happy with I save the 
Euphonix settings as a snapshot. That 
then becomes the basis for all the other 
mixes; although I may come back to 
those first mixes later on if my feel for 
the film has changed. 

'The same principle applies when I'm 
recording. It takes musicians, even the 
best musicians, an hour to settle in -to 
playing with each other, getting a feel 
for the genre of the music, getting com- 
fortable in the room and with the head- 
phone balance. That's why it's better 
not to record critical cues at the begin- 
ning of a session and it's the sanie with 
mixing -I never start with the opening 
titles, I always start with the noncriti- 
cal parts and then go back to them if 
there's time at the end. By using the 
snapshot process I can apply it any- 

where. It would be very difficult to do 
that with a non -resettable desk and so 
the sound of the last mixes may be quite 
different from those at the start.' 

In terms of treatments, the project was 
straightforward; the outboard was set 
and left for the duration of the mix. The 
main acoustic space was provided by a 
Lexicon 224X, with supporting reverbs 
from a PCM80, PCM60 and 200, a 

Yamaha Rev7 for percussion, and 
SPX900s for anything else. 

'The Lexicon 224X has got four out- 
puts because it was designed with quad 
in mind,' Parr explains. 'Not a lot of peo- 
ple use them, but I use the front pair 
panned inward of the left and right 
channels, so there's a little hit going to 
the centre, and then I feed the B and D 
outputs in and centre at the back. Also 
I use different reverbs for different sets 
of speakers because when you're work- 
ing in surround. you don't just have a 

plane at the front and a plane at the 
back, there are planes all around you.' 

Limiting a surround mix is made easy 
by the internal processing of the> 
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Summit Audio Presents: 

The Element 78 series from Summit 
Audio, designed by Mr. Rupert Neve, 
presents to the user a unique 
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solid state, plus transformer coupled 
designs. Digital implementation of 
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comparison of 25 memory settings, 

copying of settings between units and 
MIDI control. 
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Designed By Mr. Rupert Neve 
Two independent paths with transformer 
coupled output stages are provided in 
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1. A high performance micro- 
phone amplifier with superb 
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2. A comprehensive four 
band equalizer. 

Back lit rotary displays are enhanced 
by miniature LCD select /controls for 
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... truly unique. 
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< Euphonix with which Parr is evidently 
very happy. 'I can gang together six 
compressors so that I can have all the 
limiting working together.' he contin- 
ues. On a normal stereo mix you put a 
limiting compressor across the stereo 
pair; but unless you've got three stereo 
compressors you can link together. you 
can't do that on a 5.1 nix.' 

Making the music fit the details of the 
film is an essential aspect of the music 
mixers task. For this the t' -vatic con- 
tained the locked -off filet -the final 
edit -and the rough dialogue with 
ADRs left off. 

'Quite often when they're putting a 
film together they use temp music tracks 
to give a feeling of pace and mood, but 
it's crucial that they're stripped off before 
we begin working because we need to 
hear what's going on in the actual sound- 
track in ternis of balance,' explains Parr. 
Its very different from mixing music 

alone because you have to run your mix 
with the sync dialogue and adjust from 
there. Obviously you can't have a stri- 
dent French horn over a delicate piece 
of dialogue. There are a lot of ways you 
can deal with it however, you can use 
different pannings -a phantom centre, 
for instance. means there's room in the 
centre speaker for the dialogue without 
the music getting in the way. And 
because you can program these moves 
very easily you can. say, bring a flute 
from a phantom centre to a hard centre 

wherever there is a 
gap in the dialogue 
:nxl then let it go 
rack again. 

'Some composers 
make it easy for you 
In that respect and 
some don't get it right 
and life is a bit more 
difficult. i'mt the one 
at the end of the day 
who has to make it 

work because work- 
ing for the benefit of 
the composer, the 
last thing we want is 

for the dubbing mixer to have to pull the 
whole music track down.' 

That's spot on,' Humphries agrees. 
'A mix that can't be toyed with can't be 
adapted.' 

While he likes to view a film at the 
start of a session. owing to the extremely 
short time scale of the project. Parr was 
unable to view Tea With -1/ussuliui 
before beginning to mix the music. 'You 
can get a very distorted view of 
what's going on.' he agrees, 'espe- 
cially as you tend to mix cues gener- 
ically. So doing all the big orchestral 
stuff first means zapping about all 
over the place.' Instead he had to 
settle for an outline of the plot... 

'I can tell you what it was about,' 
he offers, 'hut it is invaluable to get 
a feel for the whole filin if possi- 
ble. The saine argument can be 
extended to the director when eval- 
uating the music niix -a scenario 
for which Parr has developed a pro- 
cedure for 'auditioning'. Running 
the film from start to finish and per- 
forming a live club balancing the 
music and dialogue on the Fly, 
allows the director to hear and comment 
on the music in the context of the coni- 
pleted filet. 'It's very valuable because 
they get an overview,' he explains. 
'They take notes and leave me with 
directions to adjust a viola on a partic- 
ular cue which I can do very easily. I feel 
I can get a better artistic job done by 

working like that. We've shown it to a 
lot of the people who have worked here 
and they're all completely sold on it.' 

Between accommodating the require- 
ment for surround music nixing and 
advancing the cause of the music 
soundtrack. Parr has set himself a 
demanding brief -and one that is com- 
plicated by the uptake of DVD. But he 
is anxious to draw a distinction between 
the musical and cinematographic aspect 
of the medium. 

'There are two factors.' he offers. 
'One is mixing for cinema and the other 
is mixing music for DVD at home. 
When mixing for cinema you don't 
want to have anything too localised 
because you're dealing with a very 
large space with people sitting very 
close to some of the speakers. The 
majority of people at home will set up 
their non -matching speakers wherever 
they want in a non -ideal listening envi- 
ronment, so all you can do is the best 
job you can on the mix knowing that 
the listening environment is likely to 

be even less ideal than the average 
stereo listening environment.' 

Perhaps forthcoming standards will 
help make multichannel audio work 
more straightforward. If not, it will take 
the likes of Steve Parr to help us make 
sense of it for ourselves and for our 
market. 

for the next level solutions in broadcast 

RRIS 
Communications 

The revolutionary Stone -0001 digital console from Amptec has 
already been installed at BBC Bristol as well as Canal Plus in 
Belgium. Distributed exclusively by Harris in the UK, the 
Stone -0001 allows the best possible configuration for live 
broadcast. production and recording. Kairos MKII from 
Electrobroadcast Cambridge is another Harris exclusive; this 
engineer's dream has been installed into 8 new editing suites and 
2 new studios at Anglia TV. Kairos MKII digital playout system 
provides nondestructive editing and can be applied equally well to 
TV and radio broadcasting. 

Also exclusive distributors for Orban in the UK. Harris caters for all 
broadcasting needs including Genter, Symetrix. Electrovoice. 
Yamaha. Voxpro and Audiometrics. 

Harris Studio Products, 515 Coldhams Lane. Cambridge CB1 
3JU. Tel +44 (0) 1223 415459 Fax +44 (0) 1223 210441 
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Looking for Your Dream Studio? 

Yesterday's Dream 

Expensive automated digital 

mixing console 

Also -expensive digital mu_titrack 

(1- inch /48- track/24 -bit) 

A lot of expensive outboard gear 

Patchbay and associated 

mess of wire 

Total System Cost 

£ 200,000 and up 

the sky's the limit) 

£100,000 

£50,000 

£10,000 and up 

L360, 000 

Studio photo courtesy of DubeyTunes Studios, San Francisco. 

Photo by Bill Schwob 

Stit.v.- 
1997 

Today's Dream- Come -True 

Pro Tools" 24 M I:Xplus 

for Mac OS and Windows NT (64- track /24 -bit solution 

with automated digita mixing, tDtal recall of all settings 

and tons cf real -time DSP power. No patchbays - 
route everything elect'onically! ) 

£6599 

24 channels of I/O with 24 -bit A/D £7317 

and D/A conversion (Three 888124 I/O Audio 

Interfaces L2439 Each) 

Expanded, 32- facer ProControl 

(World -class integrated control surface: £7919 fcr 

Base Unit plus' Fader Expansion Packs £4289 each) 

Fully -loaded computer 

Four 9 -GB Digidrives 

£20,786 

£3500 

£3956 

Three (3) high quality 8- channel £7500 

mic pre -amps of your choice 

The world's best -sounding DigiRack Plug -Ins 

included FREE with Pro Tools is £1,000 value!) 

Total System Cost £49,658 

All prices are sable£' to change without notice. 

Make It Happen. 

For more information or to schedule a free demo, call 01753.653.322 

ext.496 ¿ 446. To learn more about Pro Tools software capabilities, ask 

for a free video. Already own Pro Tools? Call about our special Pro 

Tools) 24 MIX exchange offers! 

r 1999.888'' 24 l'0, DigiFaders, DigiRack Digidesign, ProControl, and Pro Tools are trademarks or registered trademarks of Av d 

Technology, Inc., or its subsidiaries or divisions. Windows NT is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Macintosh is a r-g- 

istered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. All other trademarks contained herein are the property of their respective wwmers. 

01753.653.322 ext. 496 

vary'. digidesign. co rn 

digidesign' 
A dwitiion of 
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Dead Air ? 

PROFESSIONNAI AuDiO CARDS 
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RADIO DIGITAL INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS 
Especially designed for Radio Broadcasters. 

Real time operations for Scheduling, Editing, live assist, automatic Broadcasting... 

See us at NAB'99 LAS VEGAS Booth #110866 
and at AES'99 MUNICH Booth #4A60 

AUDIO FOLLOW 73, Rue de l'Évangile - F-75886 PARIS Cedex 18 FRANCE 
Tél. : +33 1 46 07 26 26 - Fax : +33 1 46 07 00 26 Email : contact@audiofollow.fr - http: / /www.audiofollowfr 

MediaFORM Introduces a New CD -R Duplicator 
Designed for the "Audio Professional" 

t 

CD2CD /PRO CD -R Duplicator 
MediaFORM's CD2CD /POWER PRO is already the industry leader in CD -R 

copiers with one button burn ng of 8 CD's simultaneously, expandable to 
64 drives, and autoloader ready. The CD2CD /POWER PRO offers an option 
bay which allows for the following: Jaz Drive, Zip Drive, Plextor CD -Rom 
Drive or virtually any SCSI device. So how do we top that? DAT's easy! 
MediaFORM's new Easi -DAT option allows audio users to interface their 
existing DAT player with the CD2CD /POWER PRO by way of SPDIF, Optical 
and AES /EBU ports. Audio professionals can also take advantage of the 
CD2CD /POWER PRO's unique track extraction feature. Finally, a CD -R 

copier that's flexible enough to meet all of your audio needs. 

400 Eagleview Blvd., St ite 104 Exton. PA 19341 
Phone. 610 -458 -9200 Fax 610 -458 -9554 Toll Free in the USA 800- 220 -1215 

email: info @mediaform.com web: http: / /www.mediatorm.com 
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DO NOT UNDERESTIMATE the 
power of audio. Of course. that 
is hardly something anyone 

working in the pro -audio industry needs 
to he told. Nor anyone working in tele- 
coms-an industry built on allowing 
people to talk to one another down 
wires. 'D(m't underestimate the power 
of audio as a communication tool' 
would he more accurate- whether the 
communication is a 2 -way conversation 
or a 3- minute pop song. 

The Internet industry is also discov- 
ering the power of audio as a commu- 
nication tool. Not only that. but the 
power of audio to reshape the Internet 
itself and the net's relationship to the 
telecoms and music industries. The 
Internet was once primarily about text, 
then text augmented by graphics -as 
always. in the service of communica- 
tion. The underlying Internet Protocol 
(il') was never designed to accommo- 
date. let alone facilitate, real -tine deliv- 
ery of digital audio (or video) data. Yet 
that has not stopped people with 
vision -and the drive to turn their vision 
into a reality -from using the Internet 
to provide just that (a process com- 
monly referred to as 'streaming.). Real - 
Networks-a company having started 
out in 1996 (as Progressive Networks) 
streaming very poor quality mono- 
phonic audio over then- common I +.-+k 

dialup Internet connections with its pro- 
prietary RealAudio technology -now 
has in excess of 50 million unique reg- 
istered users of its latest generation ( and 
much improved) RealPlayer audio and 
video- streaming software. Last year it 

say a 500% increase in use of the soft- 
ware. according to independent online 
measurements from Media Metrix. 
Today. RealNetworks is the undisputed 
heavyweight champ of streaming media 
technology. with a more than 85( %share 
of the streaming media delivery market. 

Similarly. in the mid- nineties a few 
small software companies, clearly 
agreeing with WF s mantra 'it's good to 
talk', had the audacity to create pro- 
grams which used the Internet as a 
medium for making free international 
'telephone calls'. Again, the audio qual- 
ity was poor. and there were many lim- 
itations to practical use. Yet today IP 
Telephony ( Voice over IP. VoIP ) is turn- 
ing into a business that is driving the 
adoption of 1P networking for digital 
voice delivery in the telecoms industry. 
facilitating the entry of new players. 
Typically these are referred to as 'next - 
gen telcos' and are helping to exert 
downward pressure on call prices. 

Meanwhile. file -based delivery of 
audio over the Internet -specifically. of 
music tracks -is stirring up the record 
industry. which sees its established prac- 
tices and distribution infrastructure 
being challenged. and fears the impact 
of online music piracy on profits and 
the attitudes of a young generation. 
While companies like Cerherus. Liquid 
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The. 
usical 

Internet 
Developments in the telecoms, and Internet industries 

are set to have a profound effect on the ways in which 
music is distributed and consumed. Simon Trask 
explores a rapidly changing landscape 
Audio and a2h Music have sprung up 
over the past couple or so years to pro- 
vide systems for secure online music 
delivery and commerce that are 
designed to work with the existing 
record industry rights payments infra- 
structure. an alternative grass -roots 
ground swell of anti -industry sentiment 
has coalesced around MP3 perceptual 
audio coding compression technology. 
MP3 (MPEG -1 Layer III) is notorious for 
being the audio format of choice for 
online music piracy, and the record com- 
panies have played this angle to the hilt, 
but the fact is that there's a fast -grow- 
ing legitimate MP3 scene consisting of 
artists who want to explore other ways 
of getting their music out to people. and 
even making money from it. MP3 itself 
is not illegal. it is an audio compression 
technology, and some independent 
record companies as well as other 
emerging online companies. such as 
Platinum Entertainment and GMnd- 
Noise. are building 
secure e- commerce 
systems around MI'3. 
In fact. the tech- 
nologies for secure 
credit -card -based 
online sales and 
download of digital 
content are by now 
well established. 
and Internet users 
are starting to be- 
come comfortable 
with online buying. 

The technology 
to encode and play 
MP3 audio files is 
widely available in 
the form of inex- 
pensive or free soft- 
ware programs for a 
range of computer platforms (most 
notably Windows). The latest playback 
development, however. is the portable 
MP3 player, in the form of Diamond's 
Multim edia's Rio PMP300, Saehan's 
MPman. and Samsung's Yepp range. 
These compact Walkman-styled players 

cost around $200 and use 16Mb Clash 
memory cards rather than tapes or discs 
to store music. MP3 files loaded into a 
PC from the Internet or a CD -ROM can 
he transferred via the computer's par- 
allel port interface to the player, free- 
ing \IP3 from the desktop. 

Towards the end of last year. the RIAA 
took Diamond to court in an attempt to 
delay release of the Rio, claiming that 
it was in breach of the US Audio Home 
Recording Act for not implementing 
SCNIS and not paying royalties per 
device. That action was unsuccessful, 
as Rio was not deemed a recording 
device. However, Rio and its ilk point 
up another problem exercising the 
record industry: how to control what 
users can or cannot do with a digital 
music file once it has been downloaded. 

While closed systems like Liquid 
Audio and a2b Music take pains to 
restrict what users can do with a music 
file once they've downloaded it, there's 

no limitation built 
into MP3 files to 
prevent copying. 
Ideally, the record 
industry would like 
to implement copy 
control in down - 
loadable music files. 
probably via some 
term of digital wa- 
tertnark encoded 
into the digitised 
audio signal. 

However, the pop- 
ular momentum 
behind MP3 would 
seem to be unstop- 
pable, with an in- 
creasing number of 

ab2 
web sites, inde- 
pendent labels. and 

even name artists (when their record 
companies do not force them to remove 
the tracks) offering MP3 tracks free or 
for sale via the Internet. A leading MP3 
site (MP3.com) hosts over 6000 MP3 - 
encoded tracks by upwards of 2,000 
artists. with each artist (individual or > 
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<group) having their own web page on 
the site. MP3 tracks can be made avail- 
able for free on the site, or for sale as 
part of MP3.com's DAM (Digital Auto- 
matic Music) system, which allows artists 
to sell CDs of their tracks in MP3 format 
via MP3.com's site. with a 50:50 earn- 
ings split between artist and company. 
In order to use MP3.com, artists have to 
sign a basic non -exclusive contract, that 
can be terminated at any time by either 
party: the only musical restriction 
(which, however, some might consider 
significant) is a clause forbidding use of 
samples in tracks on MP3.com. Liquid 
Audio is to incorporate MP3 -encoded 
file downloads and playback into a 
future release of its Liquid Music System. 
The company has already introduced 
the technically superior MPEG2 AAC 
(Advanced Audio Coding) format into 
the latest. version 4.0 release of the sys- 
tem in response to rival AT&T- backed 
a2h Music's use of AAC (AT&T con- 
tributed to the development of AAC ). 
AAC offers superior audio quality cou- 
pled with smaller file sizes owing to 
more sophisticated compression algo- 
rithms. MP3 is actually a scalable com- 
pression system. but the ratio that has 
been generally settled on is 12:1 (a 
128kbps bit rate); all tracks at MP3.com 
have to he encoded at 128kbps. This 
gives what is officially termed 'CD qual- 
ity', but in practice is more properly near - 
CD. as MP3's coding methods do not 
handle the upper frequencies ideally. 

The acceptance of MP3's less- than -CD 
quality by a growing body of musicians 
and listeners at a time when the con- 
sumer electronics and record industries 
are looking towards high- definition 
audio courtesy of next -generation DVD- 
Audio and Super Audio CD discs mark 
an interesting divergence of outlooks. 
Underlying this divergence is a contrast 
in approaches to the adoption of tech- 
nology: the one bottom -up. the other 

top -down. At the same time, the con- 
trast between MP3 and the likes of Liq- 
uid Audio and a2B Music is one of an 
open, non -proprietary system on the one 
hand versus closed, proprietary systems 
on the other. Both of these contrasts can 
also be found in the current 'OS war' 
between open- source Linux and closed 
OSs like \Vindows and Mac OS. 

Downloadable music is hardly going 
to overturn a multibillion dollar indus- 
try (most estimates see online sales ris- 
ing to about 5"% of total over the next 
few vc :irs ). but even the majors now 
recognise that it is a reality they have 
to deal with, if only to ensure that they 
have a say in how the technology and 
the market develop. 
At the end of last year. 
the leading record 
companies and a 
number of major coni- 
puter industry com- 
panies got together 
under the auspices of 
the RIAA (Recording 
Industry Association 
of America ) to 
announce the Secure 
Digital Music Initia- 
tive. This is the record- 
ing industry's attempt 
to regain the initiative. 
so to speak, in down - 
loadable music. In 
line with the SDMI's 
objectives, the five 
major record compa- 
nies -BMG, EMi, Sony, Universal, and 
Warner Bros -have joined forces with 
IBM to trial secure music downloads 
using iBM technology allied to high- 
speed cable modem delivery. 

The Madison Project. as the trial is 
known. is to take place in San Diego. 
California. starting in the Spring, with 
around 1000 cable modem subscribers 
recruited as participants. initially the 

majors will be making some 1.000 
albums as well as a selection of singles 
available for secure online credit card 
purchase via an online store created spe- 
cially for the trial. rising to some 2.000 - 
2,500 albums by the end of the trial. The 
cable nuxlen technology will allow the 
participants to download a 60- minute 
album in under 10 minutes. Speaking at 
a press conference to publicise the trial, 
Larry Kenswil. Executive VP of Advanced 
Technology at the Universal Music Group 
said both the development of the indus- 
try and its future earnings will be 'directly 
proportional to the rollout of broadband 
connectivity in the US'. The original 
'pirate MP3 scene' took off on college 

campuses where stu- 
dents had networks 
and bandwidth that 
made MP3 files easily 
downloadable (not 
to mention upload - 
able) despite their 
size. The standard 
MP3 12:1 compres- 
sion ratio results in 
around 1Mb per 
minute of music, so 
even a 3- minute pop 
song is a non- trivial 
download for most 
home Internet users. 
who are on 28.8k 
dial up nxxlems. This 
is one reason why so- 
called 'burn and mail' 
CD compilation sites 

have sprung up on the Internet. Essen- 
tially. these sites allow visitors to make 
up their own compilation of licensed 
tracks. typically after listening to 30 -sec- 
ond track extracts in RealAudio or, 
increasingly. Liquid Audio streaming for- 
mat, then pay for then via secure online 
credit -card transaction, after which the 
compilation company will burn a CD 
and mail it to the buyer. While the> 
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< majors have refused to license tracks 
to these companies. independents have 
generally been more responsive; genre 
site CDuctive has been particularly suc- 
cessful in attracting dance and indic rock 
labels. What's interesting about sites like 
CDuctive is that they put compilation 
power into the hands of buyers rather 
than record companies, and can provide 
recommendation features such as top 
ten downloads and suggested compila- 
tions. it's this sort of slippage of record 
company power that the majors don't 
like. 

Downloadable tracks can fit easily 
into this compilation site format. and 
some sites are beginning to offer Liq- 
uid Audio downloads of selected tracks 
as an alternative, but the limitations of 
28.8k download times are bound to put 
off many people. However. all this is 
set to change sooner rather than later 

with the introduction of new high -speed 
data access technologies into the home 
(and i don't mean iSDN). Two tech- 
nologies are in the frame: ADSL (Asyn- 
chronous Digital Subscriber Line) and 
cable modems. ADSL technology is a 

telco offering. as it allows high -speed 
data access over existing copper wiring. 
The States. being ahead of the game as 
usual, is already seeing a gradual roll- 
out of both technologies by telcos and 
cable companies, offering download 
speeds in the megabits rather than kilo- 
bits range, meaning that a track will take 
seconds rather than minutes to down- 
load. This is potentially the majors' 
nightmare. with everyone having access 
to the sort of high -speed bandwidth that 
facilitated the original MP3 pirating 
scene. At the sane time, it provides 
the basis for making secure, rights - 
based online music sales a viable 
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commercial proposition. 
Cable service is much more widely 

offered in the States than in the UK, 
making a battle between ADSL and 
cable modems very real there; it remains 
to be seen whether cable modems will 
have much impact in the UK. Mean- 
while, BT has been trialling ADSL in 
North and West London since last 
Autumn. and is saying that it will be 
rolling out ADSL nationally later this 
year. after the trial ends in the Summer. 
The company originally trialled ADSL- 
based Video On Demand services in 
Ipswich back in 1995 -96, and the tech- 
nology is proven. The current trial 
includes several major UK Internet Ser- 
vice Providers, such as Virgin.net, and 
is aimed more at getting the 
implementation right. 

ADSL offers one regular voice and 
one high -speed data channel down a 

single copper -wire line, which means 
that users will he able to make voice 
calls and access the Internet at the same 
time without having to invest in a sec- 
ond line. The trial system is providing 
a 2Mbps download rate and 256kbps 
upload rate, and BT say that these will 
be the rates adopted for commercial 
rollout. Although ADSL technology can 
offer up to 8Mbps/ 1 Mbps rates, the rates 
that BT are adopting can operate at dis- 
tances of up to three kilometres from 
the local exchange, which BT says will 
include most phone users in the UK. 

Installation will require a special 
ADSL modem and a 10baseT Ethernet 
connection into the computer for the 
data channel. One of the most interest- 
ing features of ADSL is that its data 
channel is 'always on', which translates 
to instant access to the Internet. that is 
there is no dialling up; it also means no 
busy signal. and no getting humped off. 
If you dedicate the data channel to your 
ISP connection. it also means constant 
access to the Internet- rather like hav- 
ing a leased line. in fact, only with a 

lower upload than download rate. One 
possibility here is that anyone could run 
a web server from a computer in their 
home. Always -on high- bandwidth 
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access could also lead to many more 
people listening to web -based radio sta- 
tions and other online 'wehcasters'. 

While the voice channel will he priced 
in the regular way (timed calls ), the data 
channel presents an interesting chal- 
lenge for BT in deciding what pricing 
model to adopt. The company says it 
won't be starting to consider this until 
the Spring, but the implications are that 
some sort of subscription model will he 
required. In the States, a monthly flat - 
rate subscription appears to he the 
norm- BellSouth's FastAccess ADSL 
service. for instance, is priced at $59.95 
for unlimited monthly usage, plus a 

$199.95 charge for the modem 
and related equipment and a $99.95 
installation charge. 

According to a BT representative. data 
volume -based charging (probably 
banded) will he one possibility under 
consideration. However, given that the 
commercial purpose of offering fast 
Internet access is to facilitate 'media- 
rich' (data- intensive) services on the 
Web, it won't make any sense to dis- 
courage access to these services. 

Meanwhile, new UK company Edge 
Technologies has announced the launch 
of the Edge Network. an ATM-ADSL net- 
work which it describes as the first UK- 
wide broadband network capable of 
delivering access speeds of up to 6Mbps. 
This is a service aimed at businesses, 
with a 1Mbps ADSL connection work- 
ing out at around £500 per month. Over 
the next year or so. the UK, and Europe 
as a whole, is set to see the emergence 
of many new network service providers 
offering voice and data services built on 
optical networks running Internet Pro- 
tocol and providing Virtual Private Net- 
works to businesses wanting to create 
'extranets' for networking offices, tele- 
workers. suppliers and customers. 

A company called Global TeleSystems 
Group is introducing what it calls the 
first high -capacity transport platform in 
Europe to use IP and DWDM on its own 
optical network, and claims that a 

capacity increase of more than 10 times 
that of current operational IP networks 
will be possible. 

DWDM (Dense Wave Division Multi- 
plexing) technology expands the car- 
rying capacity of optical networks by 
up to 40 times by dividing a single opti- 
cal signal into multiple channels or 
wavelengths; in this way. a single opti- 
cal fibre can carry more than a million 
simultaneous calls. At the sane time, 
new developments such as mesh -net- 
working protocol and spatial mode 
transformation are promising to cut 
the cost of DWDM -based optical 
systems considerably. 

These sorts of developments are dra- 
matically scaling up the bandwidth 
available in the network to meet the 
media -rich, ho)adhand requirements of 
both consunici And business-to-husi- 
ness markets. 
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The ope .g of Miami's major OceanVu recording facility 
comes at . .me when more than just the weather is warming 
up in Sout 'rida. Dan Daley takes lessons in Latir 

EVERYTHING 101 MIGHT IGHT expect 
of an up-and-coming Latino 
music producer is embodied in 

Victor Di Persia -jet -black hair pulled 
into a tight ponytail. Speedo sunglasses 
squinting over the hood of a Mercedes - 
Benz 320, hands gesticulating broadly 
as he speaks in an assertive. accented 
baritone. But he is not quite Latino. Born 
in Rome of an electronics businessman 
and a Cuban -born mother. his produc- 
tion career is still nascent, but as an engi- 
neer. Di Persia has impeccable credits 
including work with Arturo Sandoval. 
jazz flautist Nestor Torres and torchy 
Argentinian vocalist Sandro. 

It is as a studio owner- recently the 
newest one in Miami -that Di Persia 
represents the pro -audio Zeitgeist. He 
firmly believes you can be a producer 
with a personal studio that is also com- 
mercially available, and that you can use 
a studio as the foundation for a pro- 
duction career and still make it viable 
as a stand -alone business. 

OceanVu's current incarnation sits in 
a 2- storey pastel -coloured building 
(which is to say. anonymous. in this low - 
slung, pastel town) in the City of Miami. 
The first thing that grabs attention. 
though. comes as soon as you enter: a 
set of rails astride the steps leading up 
the purposeful grafitti- decorated hall 
from the entrance on which a custom - 
made trolley rides. pulled by a portable 
winch on the main floor, used to load 
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in equipment. Once inside, the floor is 
divided into compact suites of offices 
and lounges orbiting the studio. The 
main studio is 2 211 x 33ft, with a rec- 
tangular airlock serving as both a loft 
x 15ft iso booth and entrance to the con- 
trol room: a l5ft x loft machine room 
l which doubles as an an iso booth) fol- 
lows that one along the same wall. The 
facility was ultimately clesignecl by John 
Arthur, whose Miami- based _lohn Arthur 
Design Group has clone a number of 
facilities in town. as well as in Atlanta 
and South America. The original floor 
plan was done by another Miami 
designer. Ross Alexander. with whom 
I)i Persia had a parting of the ways just 
after construction began. Acoustical 
cloud panels hover near the rooms por- 
tals. partially deadening what is a 
remarkably live space designed to hold 
the five -piece to seven -piece hands that 
typically comprise Latino records yet 
keep the sessions intimate. 

The recording studio and the iso 
booth were intended to be percussive 
spaces. but controllable spaces, Arthur 
explains, using the clouds and movable 
acoustical panels. The spacious 26ft x 
2-ift control room was also designed to 
be accommodating to recording. The 
control room is based on a distributed 
acoustics design, says Arthur. 'You con- 
trol the hot and cold spots with a bal- 
ance of absorption and reflection. soft 
and hard surfaces. But we designed it 

in such a way that Victor can add dif- 
fusion later, if he feels its necessary. 

Di Persia makes a point of how he 
likes to record in the control room. even 
acoustical instruments and vocals. 
'i hate the distance and isolation that the 
talkback button puts between you and 
the artist.' he explains. This determined 
the studio's layout to a large degree. 

Acoustical cloud 
panels hover near the 
rooms portals, partially 

deadening what is a 

remarkably live space 

designed to hold the 
5-piece to 7 -piece bands 
that typically comprise 
Latino records yet keep 

the sessions intimate 

with large windows (one of which is a 
tropical fish tank) facing out above the 
5ó -fader ( 96- channel ) Euphonix C53000 
console and the glass doors of the two 
isolation booths facing directly into the 
control room. The ability to see what 
a musician's hand is about to do is crit- 
ical in being able to do good punches. 
especially if a musician is working > 
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< with an instrument that you're not 
familiar with,' Arthur comments. 'That 
happens every day in Miami. For 
instance. someone cones in with a 

herembau so I just ask, "where's the best 
place to put a microphone on this 
thing?'. 

'Having as much visual connection 
with the musicians as possible is also 
important in being able to gauge their 
emotions. That's a big part of what it 
takes to being a good engineer- under- 
standing that emotion is a major part of 
where music comes from and doing 
what you can to capture that as well as 
a performance. And being able to do 
that regularly is something that come 
with experience.' 

The 18- year -old Di Persia arrived in 
New York City in 1980. in the dead of 
winter. and the climate quickly sent him 
south. The weather was better, but the 

economic climate could not have been 
worse -the record industry had crashed 
in the wake of disco and Miami's glory 
years with The Bee Gees. Eric Clapton 
and the Eagles were over. A career as a 

Ill held little promise. and he began 
knocking on studio doors. 

'1 didn't have any audio skills and my 
English wasn't very good.' he recalls. 
instead. he got a job repairing micro- 
film machines. A few months into the 
job, he passed by the offices of MCI, 
that were based in Miami in its pre -Sony 
acquisit ion days. Recognising the name. 
he applied for a job there. but couldn't 
pass the advanced written technical test. 
A year later, having enrolled in a local 
technical college. he re- applied and 
became a field repair technician work- 
ing on both consoles and tape machines. 

He remained there for three years. not 
only working but also making several 
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contributions under a company -spon- 
sored incentive programme that 
rewarded employees for technical inno- 
vations. One of Di Persia's contributions 
was a way to wire a Molex connector 
with four pins instead of six. making the 
other two connections with jumpers 
inside the desk. which saved time and 
money. During this time, he decided the 
focus of his career in sound should be 
as an engineer and producer. Set on a 

career in production. he left MCI in 1984 
and again began knocking on studio 
doors. This time, however, the doors 
were opening, in large part because 
Miami was an MCI town and people 
were eager for a factory- trained tech. 
He secured an assistant technical engi- 
neer position at Criteria Studios, still the 
doyen of the Miami studio community, 
and which was still owned by founder 
Mac Emmerman. He progressed to 
assisting on sessions and his career 
choice was seemingly under way when 
disaster struck. He was assigned to 
transfer the master of a record by future 
Miami Vice television series star Philip 
Michael Thomas from a single 12 -inch 
reel to two 101/2-inch reels in prepara- 
tion for making a cassette duplication 
master. Also aligning a nearby machine. 
his concentration drifted... 'I let my con- 
centration drift and then I heard this hor- 
rible noise.' he recalls grimly. the rec- 
ollection still painful in his memory. 
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Victor- Di Persia: 

'I came back to the 
transfer room and the 
tape was all over the 

floor, completely 
stretched out. The tape 

had exceeded the flange 

and gotten tangled in 

the machine. I figured 
my career was over' 

'I came hack to the transfer room and 
the tape was all over the floor, 
completely stretched out. The tape had 
exceeded the flange and gotten tangled 
in the machine. I figured my career 
was over.' 

It nearly was; hacking up masters was 
not a universal practice in the days of ana- 
logue mastering. Fortunately, an engineer 
in Los Angeles had made a digital copy 
on an early Mitsubishi X-80 2 -track deck, 
but Di Persia's internship at Criteria was 
over. 'I felt like the world had ended,' he 
recalls. 'I had left MCI where I had ben- 
efits to do an unpaid internship at Crite- 
ria. Now I had nothing.' 

But this would not be a typical Amer - 
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ican rags -to- riches tale without a happy 
ending. During his brief tenure at Cri- 
teria, Di Persia was befriended by singer 
Betty Wright, who helped him get on at 
International Sound Studios. Two days 
before that, I was down and out,' he 
recalls. 'That's what I love about the 
studio business -- anything can happen.' 

At International a classic scenario 
kicked in-the lead engineer on a ses- 
sion called in sick and Di Persia found 
himself in the driver's seat on a 15 -piece 
big -hand session, cutting backing tracks 
for singers on one of the dozens of cruise 
ships that call Miami home. 'I would 
never have volunteered for that session, 
but once I did it, I had a whole new 
level of confidence in myself,' he says. 
'That was a real career turning point.' 

His turning point as a producer was 
less epiphianic, but it did introduce him 
to the ins and outs of studio ownership. 

Latino producer Eddie Martinez was 
building MIDI -land in Miami and asked 
Di Persia to help. Once there, artists he 
engineered for began to solicit his artistic 
as well as his technical opinions. The 
business arrangement with Martinez 
didn't evolve as Di Persia had hoped, 
but it made him realise that he would 
need his own studio to pursue his pro- 
duction career. The good news was that, 
by then, he had built a significant rep- 
utation as an engineer among Miami's 
Latino music community. After free- 
lancing for three years Di Persia opened 
the first OceanVu, in a 1,5(X)ft' space in 
a commercial building in downtown 
Miami with a Tascam 37(X) console with 
automation and four Alesis ADATs. 

At that time ptlp artists such as Maria h 

Carey and Celine Dion were realising 
the potential of the Latin market and 
recording additional tracks in Spanish > 
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Superlative Power Amplifiers 
From Abbey Rend to Air Lyndhurst, from (,htad Studios to the Royal 

Opera House, Covent Garden, the world's most discerning listeners are 

discovering the secret of Chord power amplifiers. The critics are 

united in their praise; 'Perhaps sank' day, more if not all amplifiers will he 

made this way,' concluded one recent review.' 

Audition Chord for yourself and find out why. 

rttnpn PROF FSSInNAl SYSTEMS 

Head Office: The Pumphouse, Farleigh Bridge, 

East Farleigh, Kent ME 16 9NB, United Kingdom. 

Tel: 01622 721444 Fox: 01622 721555 email: solesrochord.softnet.co.uk 

London Office: Tel: 0171 403 3808 Fax: 0171 403 0957 

Contact: Dove Harries 
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< to address that audience. OceanVu's 
business increased, both as a for -hire 
studio with and without Di Persia engi- 
neering, and as a base for his own Latino 
productions. In addition, even though 
studios were opening regularly thro- 
ughout the Hispanic world, Latino artists 
were increasingly coming to Miami in 
search of the technical talent that was 
missing from in their home countries. 

That, and Miami's continued growth 
as a Latin music centre, set the stage for 
the newly owned OceanVu, which is 
twice the size of the original. It does, 
however, share a few things in common 
with its predecessor. For starters, Di Per- 
sia still uses ADATs as his primary 
recording media. He is an unabashed 
devotee of the MDM linear digital for- 
mat, and now runs four Alesis M20 units 
along with the four original ones from 
the previous studio. He likes the sound 

and the convenience, but also notes that 
his technical background helped over- 
come the format's early bugs. 'I can take 
these things apart and put them hack 
together again blindfolded,' he says, 
dead seriously. His four original ADATs 
now have 4,500 hours use time on each 
unit, and they all run flawlessly, he says. 
'I could always keep them running,' he 
says proudly. And I used to make bets 
with people that I could synch my four 
ADATs up in less than a second, and 
I used to prove it with a stopwatch.' 

Another legacy is Di Persia's predilec- 
tion for inexpensive outboard gear. He 
has a Lexicon 480L and a few other high - 
end pieces, but his racks are filled with 
Alesis Microverbs, Lexicon LP half - 
space units, and other less- than -pricey 
hits. It's part of a pragmatic parsimony 
that Di Persia brings to the business of 
studio ownership, producing an inter- 

Today's world is digital! And beyond the 
established and accepted benefits of 
storage, manipulation and quality, come a 

range of new possibilities to embrace, 

- and complications to overcome. 

Our experience at The UK Office with 

complex wide area audio and data network 

design and specification, including ISDN & 

permanent circiuts, as well as studio signal 

routing and clocking, means we can help you 

with the practical implementation of most of 

your digital interconnect requirements. 

Make The UK Office Your Digital Connection 

Now on-line at helpitvww.Cleukolñce.eom 

DIALOG4 
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We do this with products from Aardvark, 

Dialog4, Glenayre, Intraplex and Z- Systems. 

With more digits flying around the studio Al 

the time Aardvark and Z- Systems provide 

the means to keep everything in perfect sync 

and under automated control. 

Then, from simple studio to transmitter links 

to complex distribution of network 

programmes the Intraplex multiplexers are 

the gateway to telecoms El circuits, or 

Glenayre spread spectrum (licence free!) 

radios. While Dialog4 ISDN codecs offer 

some unique features for dial -up links. 
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'I could always 
keep them running,' 

Di Persia says proudly. 
'And I used to make 
bets with people that 
I could synch my four 
ADATs up in less than 

a second, and I used 
to prove it with 

a stopwatch' 

esting mix of high and low end. 'If 
you're only using certain expensive 
pieces of equipment occasionally, it 
makes more sense to rent them and 
invest the money in the studio in other 
ways,' he explains. 'Besides, the Micro - 
verb is cheap and gives you a cool dis- 
tortion that you can't get out of a high - 
end piece.' 

The high end is represented by the 
CS3000, that he chose mainly for its 
automation, though he also likes the 
sound and the way it looks in the room. 
'I like that I can automate everything, 
right down to the EQ,' he says. 'That's 
very practical for a one -room studio 
because you can switch between 
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It's easy to see why the 
Courier has won awards for 
it's design, being selected as 
a Millenium Product by the 
Design Council and winning 
the 'Pick Hit' award at last 
years' NAB show. 

C O U R I E R 
The portable hard -disk recorder 

V1.0 now shipping 
Courier is the breakthrough in portable digital audio recording that journalists 

and sound recordists have been waiting for - V1.0 software is now in production. 

Recording as a standard 
Courier records to and plays back from PCMCIA hard -disk or flashcard. It 

records standard mpeg compressed, linear .wav, or broadcast .wav files which 

can be edited on the machine, or in your PC with your favourite editor. 

Editing is easy 
The Courier uses a scrub -wheel to make editing the easiest in the business - 

non-destructive and with an Undo facility. And, you can see the waveform on the 

graphical LCD. 

So much power and so light- weight 
Courier uses standard camcorder batteries or AA cells, and comes with a power 

supply /charger that can be used in any country. It's light in weight 1.5kg (31b), so 

it's not going to be a burden in daily use, and has professional XLR connectors.. 

Free software for life 
You also get free software upgrades, available from our website, for the Iretime 

of the product. So, you can upgrade your own machine to the latest versions of 

software which will include complex editing and transfer of audio data over 

telephone line and ISDN line (optional). 

See what all the fuss is about, call your nearest distributor .... 
Australia 
Austria 
Belgium 
Bulgaria 
Canada 
China A. Hong Kong 
Crnalia 

Cyprus 
Czech Republic 
Denmark: 
Finland 
F rance 

Germany. 
Greece 
Hungary 
India 

Indonesia 
Ireland 

Israel 

nary 
Japan 

Korea 

Maser Technology Group Ltd Tel +61 2 9970 7644 +Fax 61 2 9970 7621 
Audio Sales Tel +43 2236 26 123 Fax +43 2236 43 223 
Seri, Tel: +32 15 71 03 84 Fax: .32 15 71 47 78 

Sonotechnique )teÌe1.5i 4 332 6868 Faax:.514 33332 555337 959 
Hiroshi Systems Ltd Tel +852 2356 9268 Fax +852 2773 0811 
Rockoko Studios, Tel +385 1 177 421 Fax +385 1 177 445. 
ZI Lighting, TeVFax +385 1 568 048 
Chris Radiovision Ltd Tel: +357 2 466 121 Fax +357 2 365 177 
Mediatech, Tel +42 455 631 555 Fax +42 455 631888 
Interstage AS. Tel +45 39 460 000 Fax +45 39 460 040 
Studiotec KY, Tel +358 951 23530 Fax +358 951 235 355 
Canlord Audio Sarl Tel +33 3 8855 1313 Fax +33 3 88 55 13 14 
SAV, Tel. +33 1 53 38 22 00 Fax .33 1 42 40 47 80 
Sonor Video Son Tel: +33 3 20 06 20 09 Fax +33 3 20 51 92 59 
Sadie GmbH, Tel: +49 711 396 9380 Fax +49 711 396 9385 
KEM Electronics OE Tel .30 1 674 8514 Fax: +30 1 647 6384 
Audio Sales Tel: +361 156 9515 Fax: .361 156 9515 
Comcon Industries Tel +91 11 6311 606 Fax +91 11 6822 589 
Horizon Broadcast Electronics, Tel +91 11 462 9590 Fax .91 11 462 9599 
Catur Mitra Adhikara Tel: +62 21 548 5716 Fax .62 21 534 6692 
Broadcast Technical Services Tel: +353 1 453 0555 Fax: +353 1 454 4188 
C T I Ltd, Tel +353 1 454 5400 Fax : +353 1 454 5726 
Digital Systems Tel +972 3 516 4851 Fax +972 3 516 5899. 
I F T. & D. Co, Tel: +972 9 955 6356 Fax .972 9 954 0079 
Audio Equipment Srl. Tel: .39 39 212 221 Fax: +39 39 214 0011 
EVI Audio Japan Ltd. Tel +813 3325 7900 Fax +813 3325 7788 
Heavy Moon Inc. Tel +813 5489 3281 Fax .813 5489 3299 
Analog & Digital Engineering, Tel: +82 2 338 6631 Fax: +82 2 338 6632, 

Korea IConti 

Latvia 
Netherlands 

New Zealand 
Norway. 
Poland 

Portugal. 
Romania 
Russia 
Singapore 
Slovakia 
South Abia 
Spain 
Sweden 

Switzerland 
Taiwan. 

Thailand 

Turkey 
U.A.ET 

UK & Rest of the World 
USA 

SONIFE 

DongBan9 Tech, Tel 2 539 7954 Fax +82 2 508 8956. 
Saetong Corporation, Tel +82 2 783 6551 -5 Fax: +82 2 784 2788 
Vivateh Ltd. Tel: +371 728 4546 Fax: .371 782 1302 

Triple Audio,BTel 
Tel 
31 30 69325500 FFax:F 

Fax 
30 693 55 

0482, 

Tefequm meni Pacific Ltd, Tel +64 4 384 1927 Fax: +64 4 385 9892 
Sun in Benum AS. Tel: +47 2213 9900 Fax .47 2214 8259 
ED2. Tel +48 032 284 1400 Fax +48 032 284 1400 
Soundbits Software Tel: +44 181 905 5087 Fax: +44 181 201 8622 
Entelco Tel. +351 1352 4066 Fax +351 1352 8702 
Denis Tyler Ltd UK). Tel: 4-44 1494 866 262 Fax: +44 1494 864 951 
Twionica Video A Audio, Tel +7 095 365 0509 Fax +7 095 365 02B 
IPK Broadcast Systems, Tel: +65 259 9216 Fax: +65 258 7996 
Mediatech, Tel +42 17 542 4051 Fax: +42 17 542 2193 
8th Avenue Sound. Tel: +27 11 792 3892 Fax: +27 11 792 3895 
Auprosa Audio Professional. Tel: +34 3 351 77 62 Fax: +34 3 340 2. 66 
115 AB, Tel .46 31 525 150 Fax: +46 31 528 008 
Intersta e AS. Tel .45 39 620 026 Fax: +45 39 620 640 
Dr WA Gunther. Tel: +41 1 910 4141 Fax +41 1 910 3544 
Linfair Engineering & Trading, Tel: +886 2 321 4454 Fax: +886 2 39: 2914 
Mackarl 8 Company Tel .886 2 2753 5117 Fax: +886 2 2753 3287 
De 8 T Co Ltd Tel: +662 276 814148 Fax: +662 276 8149 
Shinawatra ITO Ltd Tel +662 299 6704 Fax: +662 299 6712 
Netan Trcaret Ltd Tel: +90 212 260 4514 Fax +90 212 260 2309 
EFT Multimedia, tel: +971 2 333 823 Fax +971 2 333 134 
Madar Audio Systems. Tel +971 4 960 880 Fax: +971 4 690 883 
Mercantile Inf m on & Tel, Tel +971 2 768 909 Fax +g71 2 768 107 
Senilex Ltd. T +(0)1933 650 700 Fax +44 (011933 0 726 
Independent di el. +1 207 773 2424 Fax .1 2077 1733 2422 

61, Station Road, Irthlingborough,Northants., NN9 50E. 
Tel: +44 (0)1933 650 700 Fax: +44 (0)1933 650 726 

E -Mail: sales @sonifex.co.uk Internet: http: / /www.sonifex.co.uk 
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The future hit Miami 
with a bang, only days 

before OceanVu's opening 
with the acquisition by The 

Hit Factory of Miami's 
famed Criteria Recording 

Studios, lock, stock and 
nicotine -stained barrel. 

< sessions quickly and still retain the 
information from interrupted sessions. 
Its also a great production tool, espe- 
cially for the way that Latin music is 
changing, mixing salsa and rock in the 
same song. You can switch between 
radically different EQs right on the 
downbeat and at the same time do 

mutes and other automation moves.' 
Like other engineers, Di Persia admits 

he was initially intimidated by the 
CS3000's learning curve. However, he 
says, he tackled it because he loved the 
idea of the challenge, and has come to 
prefer its multiple -layer design. 'The 
training was very good, and once you 
get used to the soft knobs, you realise 
that this is the way the future is going, 
so you better get used to it now.' 

The future hit Miami with a hang, only 
days before OceanVu's opening with the 
acquisition by The Hit Factory of Miami's 
famed Criteria Recording Studios, lock, 
stock and nicotine -stained barrel. The 
merging of the facilities, which between 
them cover over 65 years of American 
studio recording history comes amid a 
growing flurry of mergers and take -overs 
which has also seen Nashville's Emer- 
ald Recording acquiring the bankrupt 

A Dual Classic 
TUBE -TECH CL 2A 

The TUBE -TECH CL 2A is a dual opto 
compressor with the same features as two 
of the well renowned TUBE -TECH CL 1 B. 

but only taking up two units of rackspace. 

World wide representation: 
Austria: 1021 236 26 123 Australia: (02) 9975 1360 Relgium: (011) 23 23 55 Brazil: 10111 M)4 8339 
Uiech Republic: (4551622594Denmark: (43199 88 77 Finland: 190) 512 35311 France: (03) 87 74 8090 
Germany: 10891609 7670 Greece: (I) 82 38 200 Holland: (0101 414 7055 Hungary: (01) 214 9449 
Italy: (051) 7(16 648 Japan: 103) 5489 3281 Korea: 11121565 3565 Norway:1551951 975 Poland: (622) 446699 
Portugal: (I) 353 8331 Russia: (045) 9.56 1826 Slovak Republic: 1071214 051 Singapore: (2251 5115 
Spain: 131 319 5358 Sweden: ( 046) 32 03 70 Switzerland: 1011 840 OI44 Taiwan: (2) 719 2388 
Thailand: (226) 2301 5 UK: (1691) 6585 50 LISA: ($051373 1828 

LYDKRAFT 
Lydkraft Aps Ved Damhussoen 38 

DK 2770 Vanlese DENMARK 
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OceanVu Studios. 5825 South West 
8th Street, 2nd Floor, Miami, Florida 
33144, US. Tel: +I 315 266 1 96I,í' 

laslerlunacs Mid Sc p enleen grand buy- 
ing Love Shack Studios, with loth 
acquisitors openly acknowledging that 
they are on the prowl for more. Lon- 
don's Metropolis Mastering purchased 
New York's Sterling Mastering last year 
was a transatlantic tie -up, but the Hit 
Factory- Criteria deal is the first multi -city 
US proposition. It has engendered some 
initial concern among Miami area stu- 
dios, some which see The Hit Factory's 
arrival as a veritable invasion of Yankees 
with enough firepower to conquer 
regional market share. Most, though, 
including Di Persia, see the upside of 
the move as something that will raise the 
bar in Miami for all studios, and bring 
in a lot of work that otherwise would 
have stayed in New York or elsewhere. 

'The Latin market didn't really exist 
on anything near this level 10 years ago,' 
Di Persia says. 'This sale of Criteria is 
going to make Miami even more of a 
major music centre. If your studio is 
good and your service level is high, then 
the Hit Factory's arrival is actually going 
to help.' 
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T he 106th Convention of the Audio Engineering Society will be held 
on May 8 -11 1999 at the M.O.C. Congress Center in Munich. 

The AES Convention offers the most effective opportunity in Europe 
for an exhaustive survey of new audio technologies as well as for meeting top 

people, with a programme including a wide variety of presentations 
(papers, seminars, workshops, technical tours). 

Suppliers of equipment and services from all sectors of the industry will be in 
Munich, along with the foremost authoritative speakers. 

Planyoccr journey scour! 

1r cONVEIMOIi MUNICH Ar3b111/11 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION : 

106" AES Convention 
60 East 42 Street - New York, NY 10165 -2520, USA 

Phone : +1- 212- 661.8528 - Fax : +1- 212 -682.0477 - Website : http: / /www.aes.org 
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A Broadway is leading the way 

BROADWAY 
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Live sound designers are increasingly being asked for the impossible. 

Thankfully, the Soundcraft Broadway delivers. 

Already working hard from Seoul to Scandinavia, eaOAOWA. j 
Broadway combines an advanced implementation 

of digitally controlled analogue technology with a 

flexible, modular system design to take the largest 

and most complex productions in its stride, 

effortlessly providing exceptional sound quality 

and perfect repeatability, night after night. 

What's more, it does it from a fast, intuitive and compact control 

surface that doesn't eat into valuable seating space. 

Soundcraft is delivering the future of live sound mixing. 

You'll find it all on Broadway. 

Soundcraft +44 (0)1707 665000 

Soundcraft US 1-615-360-0471 

www.soundcraft.com 

H A Harman International Company 
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FESSIONAL AUDIO MAGAZINE 
OSTPRODUCTION AND BROADCAST 

with...EMI Neve custom console... 

...Abbey Road PenthDuse 1999 with AMS Neve 
Capricorn digital console and 5.1 monitoring 
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COMMENTARY FROM EDITORS PAST AND PRESENT 

TRACKING THE WORLD'S LEADING AUDIO TITLE 

unimmior THE INDUSTRY'S TAKE ON STUDIO SOUND 
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All speakers great and small 
The purest sound 

If you are searching for aural enlightenment 

then your quest is over. There is now a 

source of the purest sound that will exceed 

your highest expectations and fit into your studio. 

The Quested Range goes from the massive HM415 to 

the diminutive F 1 l with 18 speakers in between, one 

of which is sure to meet your requirements. 

The awesome HM415 is the top of the range 

4 -way active system weighing 268kg (5901bs). 

The cabinet houses four 380mm (151 bass drivers, a 

unique 170mm (7 ") rigid PVC foam domed low mid 

and custom soft dome high mid and tweeter. 

The power is provided by 5 Quested AP700 

amplifiers which are capable of producing over 

5,000 watts rms. The result is a system that produces 

an SPl of well over 130dB, capable of stunning 

transients, is flat down to 25Hz and is suitable for the 

largest control rooms. 

But, in our wisdom we offer Quested pure sound 

right across the range, all the way down to the F 1 1. 

Whilst the F 1 1 may seem meagre alongside the 

HM415, compare it with other similar sized powered 

speakers then you will see its 1] kgs (24lbs) starts to 

look impressive as does its 150 watts rms, then go 

further, listen, and really be impressed. 

So clear your mind, meditate no longer. 

Call us now on +44 (0) 181 566 2488 and 

you will be fulfilled. c 
QUESTED 

pure sound 
Quested Monitoring Systems Ltd., Unit 2a, West Ealing Business Centre, 

Alexandria Road, London, W13 ONO, United Kingdom. Tel: +44(0) 181 566 2488 Fax: +44(0) 181 566 2484 
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A Paper Empire 
STIIDIO SOUND was 

born. not inappropriately, 
above a London violin 

emporium a few hundred yards 
from BBC Broadcasting House 
-if you need a new string, 
you can still get one on the 
ground floor of 99 Mortimer 
Street. A gent's barber occu- 
pied a rear basement, from 
whence mixed essences of 
hair -cream and aftershave 
evaporated up the staircase to 
the offices of Miles Henslow 
Publications. Mr Henslow him- 
self, a former journalist on The 
Drapers' Record, was the 
founder and principal benefi- 
ciary of the monthly journal Hi- 
FiNeus. A rival publisher(Dou- 
glas Brown, late of the Netts 
Chronicle) had the temerity to 
set up a monthly called Tape 
Recording & Hi -Fi, Henslow 
expressed his irritation at this 
transgression into his territory 
by starting The Tape Recorder. I 
joined Henslow's staff in July 
1963 and threw myself into a 

world of manual typewriters, 
Cow Gum, galleys, black -and- 
white pictures, litho plates and 
the company dogs (also black 
and white). 

One year on, Henslow sold 
Hi -Fi . \errs and 

7ü¡&e Recorder ('The' was 
dropped about that time) to 
Link House Publications. Along 
with two colleagues, Christine 
Walker and John Crabbe. 
I exchanged London for the 
slightly cleaner air of Croydon 
and found an environment 
agreeable enough to sustain my 

enthusiasm for the next 21 

years. The idea of convert- 
ing Tape Recorder from a 

consumer hobby magazine 
into a journal for the 

sound recording indus- 
try arose from casual 
conversation at Leev- 

ers -Rich in south London. 
The essence of this discussion 
was that sound engineers had 
little choice of specialised read- 
ing short of the excellent, but 
highly theoretical Audio Engi- 
neering Society journal. Link's 
management 
warmed to the 
idea and encour- 
aged a gradual 
transition to the 
new title in 1970 
with yours truly 
as editor. 

Outstanding 
contributors in 
that period were 
Keith Wicks (who- 
se column 'The 
Sound Studio' 
was our first reg- 
ular platform 
covering the act- 
ivities of the studio facilities 
business). Hugh Ford (whose 
equipment reviews were out- 
standingly thorough) and the 
golden -eared Angus McKenzie. 
Ad manager Tony Newman had 
the task of persuading manu- 
facturers that the sound record- 
ing industry could and would 
expand if promoted through 
c )ur pages. The technical issue 
that dominated our thoughts in 
the early seventies was the 
attempted transition from 
stereo to quadraphony: the best 
system i ever heard was 
Granville Coopers tetrahedral 
ambiophony which used three 
channels of a 4- channel system 
to create a 360` horizontal sur- 
round field and the fourth to 
teed an overhead loudspeaker 
to handle verticality. It worked 
well but was. and remains. 
ahead of its time. Digital audio 
technology had been written off 
as merely exchanging one set 
of technical problems for an- 
other. Dolby A had filtered most 

Front cover:The Penthouse Studio at 

Abbey Road features a 120 -inputAMS 
Neve Capricorn digital mixing console. 

Designed by Acoustic Design Group's 

Sam Toyoshima and John Flynn, the room 

is equipped for S. I surround sound 

mixing. Inset: Abbey Road's first 
EMI /Neve custom console was ordered 

in 1974 and designed with a distinctive 

L- shaped layout.Abbey Road is a long 

time user of B &W monitors,The 
Penthouse features B&W Nautilus 801 

monitors.These are a development of 

the Matrix 801 monitors which are used 

by the majority of the world's classical 

music studios. 

he TAPE 
RECORDER 

^ IS 
1959 -1964 

of the 
steatti out of analogue tape. 
compact cassettes put most of 
it back in again. less the HF, and 
rudimentary solid -state power 
amplifiers were doing their hest 
to simulate the distortion levels 
of 78rpm discs. Integrated -cir- 
cuit electronics had vet to work 
the miracles that would lead. 
more quickly than I could ever 
have imagined. to the magnifi- 
cence of the compact disc. 

Celebrating forty years of Studio Sound March 1999 

Studio Sounds success 
encouraged us to start a sister 
journal in 1974. initially pro- 
jected as t'i(leo. but actually 
emerging as t 'Wee & Audio 
Visual Review. I left Studio 
Sound in the capable hands of 
Mike Thorne (poached from 
Iii -Fi . ins) to concentrate on 
editing the new organ. Leaving 
Studio 501111(1 was. at the time, 
definitely a hael career move: 
l;fl'R flew low and slow for 
eight years before being inte- 
grated with another .SS offshoot. 
Broadcast Solt lid. and re- 
launched as Broadcast .Systems 

Dtgineerin,Ç. This title took oft 
like a rocket and, two years later 
in 1986, won me the editorship 
of its rival. International 
Broadcast Fi,j irleer( horn 1964 

and still going strong). 
So, happy 40th birthday. it 

was a pleasure and a privilege 
to work with you. 

David Kirk continues 
service as captain of IBE. 
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OCTA ÇON 

IF YOU ARE SERIOUS ABOUT SURROUND, YOU CANNOT IGNORE THIS... 

Ili IiI IIÍI 

.11. . . . 
.=.s.;..3. 

This is the Octagon. An automated, digitally controlled console specifically designed for 
recording and mixing in stereo, 1_CRS, 5.1, SDDS - indeed all current and projected surround 
formats up to 
8 -way. Whether you work in Film or TV Post Production, or in Music recording and 
remixing, the Octagon offers you a truly viable surround solution. 

These are just some of the Octagon's features: 
Designed for ,ill surround formats up to 8 -way. 
Two 4 -band s% cpt E(2 sections, with fully 
parametric midranges per module. 
Auto Reset of all input module switches. 
Full recall of all input rotary controls. 

72 mix busses, 8 way main, 48 group, 16 aux. 
Optional external Stems Summing Matrix. 
Duplicate master modules for 2 -, 3- or 4 -man use. 
Integrated matrix for interfacing with surround 
processors and instant format comparison. 

For more information, please contact: D&R Electronica, Rijnkadc ISR, I.382 (.S Weesp, The Netherlands 
Phone: +31 294 418014, Fax: +31 294 416987, E- nrail: info(a'd -r.nl, Website: http: / /www.d -r.nl 
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Session Notes 
YES, I REMEMBER Vol- 
ume 1, Issue 1. 1 used to 
await eagerly the 

appearance of the Tape Re- 
corder on the newsstands with 
its exciting promise of quality 
recording via the Gramdec or 
the mechanical excellence of 
the Truvox. First there was 
Grundig, then later there 
was Simon and Vortex - 
ion, with Revox setting I/' 
standards of quality that us 70 
poor amateurs with our ISO,l 
home- builds could only 
dream about. 

In common with a few 
other enthusiasts, I eventually 
became a professional and 
was able to indulge those 
early fantasies, only to find 
that professionalism did- 
n't bring contentment; ! 
only a slightly better view 
of the awful imperfections in the 
art of sound recording and 
reproduction. With the benefit 
of hindsight, I can see that my 
attitude has always been a com- 
bination of both rebellious and 
reactionary. I refuse to accept 
'new' as being always better and 
have a considerable penchant 
for searching out earlier solu- 
tions to problems that we have 
today and re- evaluating both 
the premise and the solution. 

The Tape Recorder, and lat- 
terly Studio Sound, were always 
important publications to our 
earlier efforts in professional 
mixer manufacture (remember 
the Alice 8:28 ?) and my own 
contributions to Studio Sound 
started in 1973. These were 
mostly factual and hopefully 
interesting morsels of technical 
development mixed with opin- 
ion. By the early eighties my 
style had moved firmly towards 
the controversial and was enter- 
ing realms of conjecture and 
experimentation. The opinions 

expressed were far from ortho- 
dox (all equalisers should he 
banned). An understanding of 
the physics of the velocity of 
sound in varying conditions of 
humidity, temperature and 
pressure is fundamental to 
good monitoring and mixing, 
and nobody knows anything 
about stereo (except me of 
course). Together with my good 
friend Steve Dove (now a con- 
sultant in Philadelphia), we 
had an occasional rant at most 
of the technology available at 
the time. It was good fun and 
intentionally stimulating, 

and in hindsight, a reflection 
of the restlessness that we felt 
in a world that we were impa- 
tient to improve. 

I can clearly remember ll e 17 years ago conducting 
some experiments on the 

importance of differential vol- 
ume and time delays on stereo 
imaging using my son Danny 
(then five years old) as a guinea- 

< MI vVol,dr..rd 
;^.dl,r: 7..e ... r n1 

ptj t,,,JC1 ; I iut r . 

1- _, nerr,'.rir, rno.lgt ,;t ,r 

Even 
then, gone were the days when 
everything was built to last, 
there were the beginnings of 
production engineering in mix- 
ers, outboard equipment and 
especially recorders, but the 
music business was still an 
expensive pastime and the 
home studio was only for the 
rich and successful. Quadra- 
phonic and Tetrahedral exper- 
iments and systems were well 
established thanks to super- 
lative work at the BBC and at 

,1'': clroor, 1rr Sale l:e 
up .111 trose odd engtr,s t.tp, 
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the BBC 9 b^,es Oct o` 10 

'Agfa tape .s ove, loadable. 

BASF yr^bul of auther'tc 
sou^d', and Phips grve ha- 

t- E Type yo, ca'. 

If you C,I'-t gwe PnJips Ttpe. 

1965-1969 
A, .r,e .. 1Lr chr . .rr. 

I ,",.I,.r Ci r,,., ,.,..,. 
,ncotr!r`ci b, .I 4Jr)lt 

on Agta' The GI amp.an 

reverberat.on reviewed 

avoids the sc "thet.c ouality 
of ,311 but the very best de,ace' 

ems BRJ Plu ,-,tree The se,es 

'Now you can use professional tape, even if you're not in the business' 

pig. I played simple mono music 
samples to him via a pan pot and 
a delay line on one side and got 
him to point to the apparent 
sound source. I wondered then 
where all this was leading and 
how we would look hack on 
such primitive experiments 
from the year 2000. 

In the seventies we lived in a 
world where analogue ruled. 
Where digital control of ana- 
logue was possible, but difficult 
(we built the first digitally con- 
trolled mixer, with fully 
balanced analogue throughout) 
and when a good stereo 
tape machine cost about 
three months average wages. 
All things electronic were 
expcmi\ c. 

Celebrating forty years of Studio Sound ''larch 1999 

Crawley Court (the IBA) and the 
ghastly Philips compact cassette 
sounded had. 

I remember clearly a 1970 
demo session in my London 
studio with a small band of ses- 
sion musicians. I went into the 
control room and switched on 
the valve 12- channel 2 -group 
mixer and the two 50W power 
amplifiers. I was fortunate to 
possess a couple of Neumann 
microphones so I switched 
them on to warm up. 

The mixer had simple chan- 
nel equalisers, pan pots and 
auxiliary outputs but not much 
else; the recorders were ' /, -inch 
2 -track machines with home - 
built sync switching on one of 
them for mono overdubbing; > 
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evolution 
of a 

ARAI 

A 

Akai Professional is the future of sampling. We established 
the standard for professional digital sampling in 1986 with 
the S900 and every important advance in the years since 
then has had our big red logo on its box, now with the 
launch of the radical 55000 and S6000, the cutting edge of 
progress has got even sharper. Our pedigree speaks for itself. 

Species 
6000 Launched 1998 

OODDÇJOD 

Q 
ease ti ry-p vooq 

F^ n n7 Li: booò s 

` al" 
aaaaana r. . . o00 0 oaa n 

_ .. 
1000 Launched 1988 

3000 Launched 1992 

. 

'W_ ---- Ist tn!,. ï 
9OO Launched 1986 

5000 Launched 1998 

858 , 
iOU[.l. 
ÓÓÓÚÜCl,11 8 :. 

700 Launched 1986 

512 Launched 1985 

AKAI 
professional 

Akai (UK) Ltd., EMI Division, Haslemere Heathrow Estate, The Parkway, Hounslow, Middlesex TW4 6N0 Tel 0181 897 6388 Fax 0181 759 8268 
http: / /www.akai.com /akaipro 
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Many years before 
the memorable Baywatch 
cover of 1 997 

<outboard 
consisted of a couple of Altec 
compressors, graphic equaliser, 
spring revert unit, 4- channel 
submixer and a fairly substan- 
tial jackfield. The monitor loud- 
speakers were Tannoy Reds 
and the only thing 'digital' was 
my finger. 

The song was 'I Was Kaiser 
Bill's Batman'. I mixed three 
drum mies and the bass mic into 
the submixer and compressed it, 
then mixed that mono signal 
hack into the main mixer with 
piano and guitar. I recorded it 
down direct to one track of a 

2 -track Teat- copy of an Ampex 
machine. Then we put the voice 
on the second track in sync 
thanks to the home wiring under 
the head block, and at the same 
time added a few odd effects. 
The voice was processed 
directly through the equaliser 
and a compressor, the pre -com- 
pressed signal drove the revert 
unit and the echo return was 
after the revert. All that was a 

trick learned from Jox Meek. 
The recording was then mixed 

to the second- generation half- 
track; there was no margin for 

error. Backing vocals and any- 
thing else were synced on. The 
final 'master' was a further 
processed (heavily compressed) 
mix of the second 2- track. 

The resulting recording was 
vaguely reminiscent of 304 Hol- 
loway Road and I listened to it 
with the usual disappointments 
and regrets that the studio own- 
ers didn't yet want to invest in 
an Ampex 4 -track machine. 

Today, when I go into my 
Newton Abbot studio for the 
start of a session with a small 
hand, I fire up the desk, the rack 
of outloard and the computer. 
My two sets of monitor speak- 
ers are driven by experimental 
power amplifiers, and some of 
the microphones are decid- 
edly 'prototype'. The desk is 
40 -input digital job with every- 
thing. The outboard is a selec- 
tion of both valve and solid -state 
mic amps, compressors and 
even a couple 
equalisers(!). 
There's a 

stack of MIDI 
gear with key - 
boards and lc 
experimental 
The computer nas just ',cell up- 
graded with a 17Gó hard drive, 
but the processor is still only a 

Pentium 2 266MHz. It is running 
Cubase VST while another 
machine nuns Creamware 
TripleDat for CD mastering. 

The song sounds a bit tricky 
on the first run through so 
I decide to revert to a little -used 
ADAT machine for the founda- 
tion hacking track (to save stor- 
age space). I make a dummy 
Cubase song and lock the clock 
to the ADAT. Forty minutes of 
8-track running -time later, and 
using a wall of gear, we have a 

hacking that is good enough to 
work on so 1 

dump the ADAT 
backing across to 
the computer may - 
Ix reducing (mix- 
ing) it to 5 tracks 
to save time. Lim- 
ited only by the 
musicians and 
singers 1 can re- 
cord, cut, paste, 
copy, cheat, stre- 
tch and fix any- 
thing (it says in 
the instruction 
b(x)k). 

At the end of 
the session -or 
more likely sev- 
eral sessions - 
I'm left with a 

screenful of pre- 

tty coloured rectangles and it is 
mixdown time. I try not to think 
about the frustrations in the 
hours of assembling: organising 
the subgroups out of the com- 
puter into the desk because it 
sounds better that way, trying 
to make the plug -ins work; and 
then trying even harder to make 
them sound musical. 

After an eternity of program- 
ming runs, it is sweet and 
acceptable and we can press the 
buttons on the two computers 
for the automation to produce 
a master CD-- through an ana- 
logue compressor of course. 

So what's changed? Every- 
thing and nothing. No-one fore- 
cast such a fantastic drop in 
cost of good electronics -all 
because (idle computer. Com- 
puter technology and thinking 
has rearranged all our brains 
and we've got to learn to love 
them (if we don't already). 

given us the 
freedom in 
cording tech- 

nology, 
together 

with extrem- 
of excel- 

lence in fidelity. 
All those functions I had in 1970 
have been improved out of all 
recognition except... 

There are still huge acres of 
the sound recording business 
where blind application of even 
the finest digital techniques is 
arguably counterproductive to 
'quality'. These are areas that 
directly affect the human ear 
and are mainly on the creative 
side of recording or sound 
reproduction. I mean loud- 
speakers, equalisers, compres- 
sors, preamplifiers and micro- 
phones. These are the subjects 
of my work nowadays, and the 
more things improve, the more 
work there is to do; new (reac- 
tionary?) ideas jump up and the 
list of researches and develop- 
ments rolls on, never ending. 
I predict that in another 30 years 
our technology will be just as 
unrecognisable to us now as the 
DVD would have been to Joe 
Meek. But it is equally evident 
that musos will still be the same 
and it will take just as long to 
overdub the guitar. 

Each day really does bring 
new and exciting challenges; 
I can't wait for tomorrow. 

Celebrating forty years of Studio Sound March 1999 

Ted Fletcher keeps a word 
processor to hand for the odd 
moments when he is not 
taunting the recording industry 
with Joemeek outboard. 

. ...t .. ... i._.;,. S.-.el 

rr. R,,2 5,....:n 
.. .,1e. a c Ar,. 

1970 - 1975 

In the early seventies. 

Newsweek magazine estimates 

that osier $200m worth of 
illegally manufactured records 

and cassettes are sold annually 

PoisGram forms n 1972 a th 
merger of Philips Phonographic 

Industries. Polydor Internat onal 

and Phonogram Fifty Years of 

Broadcasting. a double alu m 

issued br the BBC to > 
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It's our birthday, so have one on ús!! 

ANALOG 
AUDIO 
CASSETTE 

DIGITAL TAPE 
RECORDING SYSTEM 

This offer is subject to availability during 

Participating Distributors: London - CCK 0171 495 7005, Transco 0171 544 5400, 
Protape 0171 323 0277, Studio Spares 0171 485 4908, Midlands and North Canford 
Audio 0 19 1 418 1000, SIB 0150 961 0333, SVS 0161 491 6660, Carousel 0145 383 5500 
Dublin - CTI (1) 454 5400, Scotland PF AV 0141 951 1811. 

The oldest new name in the business, Quantegy has been delivering Professional Media Products 
for forty years. We invite you to join in our celebration. When you buy 10 of any of our small 
format audio products from any participating distributor, you only pay for 9. 

For forty years, the name for all formats 
Quantegy Europa Ltd Theale Berkshire . Tel. 0118 930 2208 

QUANTEGY 
Professional Media 
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We Should Stay SoYoung 
I IE OLDEN DAYS were 
tun, even when you 
were there, and even if 

you Can remember them now. 
Steam trains were in the scrap - 
yard, but the economics of an 
118 ($36) per -hour studio in 
London's West End 
(De Lane Lea Music. 'j , 

underneath the Mid- 
land Bank at the cor- 
ner of High Holborn 
and Kingsway) meant 
that a party was an 
accepted part of 
music -making roi- - 

tine rather than slid- 1-- "' a. 

ing in as an off- the -hocks cel- 
ebration. At the time, this was 
one of the most expensive stu- 
dios. Three clays after starting 
my first studio job as a tape 
op/tea-boy, I was playing bar 
football with Fleetwood Mac at 
tam. That was in 1970. A few 
years ago, I was doing the same 
with Blur, but even averaging 
their daily studio rate over 24 
hours you won't come close to 
118. No -one can now overlook k 
the pressures of the expensive 
business that top -shelf record- 
ing has become. Conveniently, 
Blur recorded quickly and con- 
fidently, dealing with pub 
sports the sane way. 

Economics were unavoidable 
in my first 1979 New York Cite 
productions. Since real estate 
was so expensive, Media Sound 
would charge $175 (1110) an 
hour for the tracking room, and 
rely on turning over at least two 
sessions per room per clay. For 
a Brit lulled by meal breaks and 
nice cups of tea, the discipline 
of streamlining music- making 
to fit session time constraints 
was invigorating. However, as 
equipment finance payments 
began to surpass the rent, stu- 
dios worldwide would lose 

their innocence. 
Thirty years ago, innocence 

was endemic to recording. 
Thanks to the revolution of the 
early sixties, where artists cast 
off the old business chains 
of Tin Pan Alley and took con- 
trol (at least of their working 

environments), 
studios were de- 
cidedly unintel- 
lectual and even 
anti -intellectual 
places. You were 
under suspicion 

- if you thought outside 
the factory and made remarks. 
It took Martin Birch and Louie 
Austin three months to find out 
that 1 had a physics degree, after 
which I was only referred to as 
The Don. A magazine dealing 
with professional music record- 
ing was either inconceivable or, 
in the few pioneer cases. from 

Celebrating forty years 

For me, 
editing Studio Sound (1974 and 
1976) was a no- brainer: get 
your mates to write their first - 
ever article and stage a raiding 
party on the American AES 
shows to establish yourself as 
the first international studio 
publication. Studio Sound now 
serves :t business fund:nmet - 
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our perspective out of touch 
with down- and -dirty daily 
issues. Theory was not essen- 
tial in 1970; knowing which 
panel on the Ampex tube stereo 
tape machine to bang to stop 
its playback crackling was. 
Brute force delivered where 
abstract analysis didn't; I learn- 
ed a solid lesson. Pragmatism. 

History is, by definition, ret- 
rospective. Commentary always 
trails innovation. However, 
although we know that those 
who don't understand the mis- 
takes of history are doomed to 
repeat them, too) much analysis 
will cramp the action. 
There's a balance of terror 
between analysing what we do 
and working creatively and 
instinctively. 

of Studio Sound March 1999 

tally different from that of 1976. 
It is a dynamic, and therefore 
confusing time; we are leaving 
a settled era of music produc- 
tion and dissemination for one 
in which provocative new tech- 
nologies imply and facilitate 
better future communication 
between the artist and the audi- 
ence. They have broadened our 
consciousness; living in the 
music studio cultural ghetto of 
1970 is impossible. We aren't 
isolated from the big wide 
world any more. 

There's a lot to write about. 
Good luck, and happy birthday. 

Mike Thorn's career as musician 
and producer is now balanced by 
an intellectually challenging foray 
into the Internet. 

< _ mmemor-ate ha :' ce ̂ b.n'v 

of relaying sounds. 

Snagge calling the .v. 

London. In the studio. 16 tracks 

replace 8 which in turn is 

superseded by 24 Apart from 

the occasional documentary or 
other special issue and for the 
re-issue of archive material the 
long reign of the mono disc s 

over by the mid -seventies. Irntai 

quadraphonic LP disc is issued 

n 1972. The first video audio 

discs are demonstrated by 

Teldec at the AEG Telefunken 

building in Berlin in June 1970. 

The Philips -Sony laser -read TV 

disc appears in 1975. Pink 

Floyds Dark Side of the Moon 

is recorded between June 

1972 and January 1973 at 

Abbey Road Studios. 

'Pop stuff costs so much to 
produce and is a huge financia 

gamble. In the end. the middle 

market is the strongest area 

because it provides the 

everyday bread and butter and 

pays the rent. lighting and 

heating bills: says EMI producer 
Walter Ridley interviewed on 

the company's 75th anniversary. 

Wings record Venus and Mors in 

New Orleans at Allen 

Toussaints Sea -Saint Studio. 

The emergence of a number of 
new 'independent' studios is a 

key development in the early 

seventies. prompting Studio 

Sound editor Richard Elen 

observe 'The day of the 

designed by common sense .0 

rudimentary acoustics is 

drawing to a close. as special's, 

studio designers appear with 

answers to such questions as 

separato- .. " ' 
lkeThe - 

turn the p oc em , t >t i. 

Some rooms seem so dead tr 
you can hardly hear some 

The Thames TV Neve 

e ño' nk ' cer kev e a, 
- 

ea,x.r ,t, 
1976 -1930 
The second hall of the seventies 

sees serious developments in 

computer 'nixing, Necam. 

synthesisers and punk rock -The 

old established order changes in 

several respects. The Sex Pistols 

make their famed 9-letter TV > 
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1422 knobs 

Digital technology 

doesn't just mean 

brilliant automation and 

unimpeachable quality - with 

Axiom -MT it means creativity 

without operational constraints, 

instant effortless accuracy for 

remixes and overdubs, and the 

freedom to concentrate on artistic 

results without wondering how. 

At Solid State Logic, we've spent over 20 years 

at the heart of the multitrack music recording 

process. Our consoles have come to define a world 

class recording facility and their operation is second 

nature to just about every producer and engineer on 

the face of the planet. 

So it makes sense that our new Axiom -MT looks, feels and 

operates just like any other SSL console. 

Los Angeles Tokyo 

4 1 11112 .I 403 4444 +81 (013 5474 1144 
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Axiom -MT. 

. 

64 channel 
console shown. Solid State Logic 

International Headquarters: Begbroke, Oxford, 0X5 I RU, England 

Tel: +44 (0)1865 842300 Fax: +44 (0)1865 842118 E -mail: ,.Ilesssolid- state- Iogic.com http :llwww.solid- state- logic.com 

Paris 

+33 1011 .3460 4666 
Milan 

+39 02 2622 4956 

Toronto 
+1 ,1 4164;14)131 

Singapore 
+65 101438 2272 
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C 4000 B 
PERFECT IN THE MIX 

For recording studios, project studios, radio stations, 
and musicians, the C 4000B has got what it takes: versatility, 

outstanding price /performance, and a classic large- diaphragm 
condenser capsule. Also, the microphone uses advanced 

solid -state technology to support the typical sound of a 

large- diaphragm condenser microphone AND an unpreceden- 
ted price /performance ratio. Thanks to its selectable cardioid, 

omnidirectional, and hypercardioid polar patterns, the C 4000B 
is the perfect choice for just about every studio and live sound 

application. A transformerless output stage ensures 
outstandingly accurate low- frequency response. 

In short, the C 4000B provides rock solid performance 
at an unprecedented price. 

EXPERIENCE THE 
WARMTH OF THE AKG 

SOLID TUBE FOR YOUR 
RECORDINGS. 
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LEGENDARY STUDIO QUALITY BY 
ARBITER PRO AUDIO, Wilberforce Road, London NW9 6AX, United Kingdom 
Tel: 181 202 1199 Fax: 181 202 7076, e -mail: maxlj@arbitergroup.com 

AKG Acoustics GmbH, Lemböckgasse 21 -25, P.O.B. 158, A - 1230 Vienna /AUSTRIA 
Tel: (43 1) 86654 -0 Fax: (43 1) 86654 -516, Internet: http: / /www.akg- acoustics.com H A Harman International Company 
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Courting Controversy 
Af tER FORTY YEARS. I 

found myself coughing 
over a box file of dusty 

clippings to see when I started 
contributing to Studio Sound. 
It seems to have been in 1972 
when I was keeping a watch 
on new patents for inventions 
that might he of interest to stu- 
dio engineers. Decca was still 
patenting the Teldec video disc, 
a flimsy grooved recording that 
was tracked by a stylus. Leonard 
Kahn was patenting AM stereo. 
The industry was stumbling into 
the absurd battle between at 
least four incompatible sur- 
round -sound systems. Leeds 
council was busy banning 
sound levels above 96dBA. 
I was writing about Amhison- 
ics and being told by Professor 
Peter Fellgett not to call it 

quadraphonics. Although supe- 
rior. the system had no chance 
under the 1 K's National Re- 
search Development Corpora- 
tion (now BTG) which saw no 
need to do as I kept suggesting 
and strike a deal with Dolby. 

None of this early writing 
appeared under my ( iwn name. 
I had been forced to cook up a 
pen -name -Adrian Hope - 
because i was still working as 
a patent agent and the hide - 
hound old lutes club that then 
ran the profession were decid- 
edly sniffy about the idea of a 
patent agent dabbling in the 
dirty world of journalism. 

By 1980 I had packed up 
patenting, and Adrian Hope 
was put to rest. When AH was 
replaced overnight by Barry 
Fox. not a single reader or radio 
listener noticed. (Why Adrian 
Hope? Back in Oxford tini days 
we ran a hand that played for 
'dehhie' upper crust balls. We 

needed a name that sounded 
respectable. so came up with 
Adrian Hope and had a pile 
of notepaper printed. When 
the band folded I inherited 
the paper.) 

Occasionally someone with a 
grievance likes to discover the 
secret of what I did at univer- 
sity. There is no secret. I was 
the world's worst botanist, 
unable to distinguish fungal 
mycelium from cotton wool in 
the final exams. Fortunately 
i had already learned electron- 
ics in the RAF. The 9 -month 
course was worth more than 
three years at any university. 

The idea of a regular column 
came up just as Philips was 
demonstrating the first proto- 
types of an optical digital audio 
disc that later became CD. Our 
idea was. and as far as I am con- 
cerned. still remains, to try and 
bridge the gap between pro- 
fessional and consumer life. 

As demonstrated by Philips in 

1978. CD was a 

I-+ -bit system 
with a smaller 
disc and limited 
playing time 
I wrote man 
articles saying it 

was not go(x.l 
enough. 'Evety- 
one seems happy 
with CD except 
Barry Fox'. sne- 
ered one ex- 
BBC magazine 
editor at a press 
conference. Fortunately Sony. around', she told nie. 
who upped it to 16 hits, had more We have tracked the scandal 
sense. of analogue recording tape. 

I have never worked in a stu- mainly Ampex and Agfa. that 
dk). but I know that those who goes sticky in storage. The cul- 
do are far too busy to keep up grits said nothing until we 
on consumer innovation. And exposed the issue in Studio 
studio fortunes rest on what the Sound. The PRS tore itself apart 
consumer buys, not what sonie and wasted millions on the 
naive marketing manager wants dopey PROMS computer sys- 
people to buy. You just can't tens. And some people got 
separate the professional and really hot under the collar when 
consumer worlds. Botanists I researched the story that U'in- 
would call it cross -pollination. ttiethePooh actor Normal Shel- 
The Finial turntable played LP ley had made sortie of the Win- 
records with a CD laser, thereby ston Churchill recordings that 
causing no wear. But the ask- are still on sale under his name. 
ing price was so high (tens of i learned long ago the simple 
thousands of dollars) that rule that for a quiet life in the 
nobody could afford it. and the audio business you don't rock 
designers had overlooked a the boat. My rule remains equally 
fatal flaw. A stylus shovels dirt simple. Stuff the quiet life. 

from the groove: a laser bean 
just tracks it as noise. 

We have seen the failure of 
FMX, a CBS system to improve 
FM radio cover, and before 

it the fail- 
ure of I)olbv's FM system. 
Another CBS system. CX. was 
supposed to let LPs compete 
with CD. The biggest nonsense 
of all was CopyCode, the CBS 
system that was supposed to 
stop home copying. It took a LIS 

Government enquiry to per- 
suade CBS. the IFPI. BPI and 
RIAA that journalists were not 
just inventing the problem that 
CopyCode was fatally flawed. 
i still treasure the compliment 
unintentionally paid me by an 
IFPI lawyer- 'Everyone was 
quite happy with CopyCode 
until vim started trampling 

Early Stereo Recording 

L -- 
From the archive: Barry Fox on Alan Blumlein 

Celebrating forty years of Studio Sound March 1999 

Barry Fox maintains his 

fearsome reputation through 
various scientific magazines 
and radio comment. 
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Building For The Future 
IMUST CONFESS to having 

forgotten about the series on 
building an audio mixer that 

I wrote for Studio Sound in 
1991, though apparently others 
have not. 

If I were writing the series 
today, however, it would be 
very different because of the 
advances in technology that 
have taken place since. I would 
begin by stating what I believe 
to be a fundamental difference 
between now and then -in 
those days, creative engineers, 
whether amateur or profes- 
sional, got their satisfaction 
from making the equipment 
and today they get their kicks 
from using it. I think that the 
reason for this is that nowadays, 
even very basic equipment is so 
much better and cheaper than 
it was, that it is simply not worth 
even trying to compete. For 
example, you can now huy a 

complete, good performance, 
digital multirange meter for 
under .010.00 -30 years ago, 
you couldn't huy a decent mov- 
ing- coil movement for the same 
money and as for close- toler- 
ance resistors, they were sim- 
ply not available except at very 
high prices. I well remember fil- 
ing carbon composition resis- 
tors up to value -not because 
we were rugged traditionalists 
but because there was no other 
way of getting what we wanted. 

In another area of life, i find 
it both amusing and irritating 
when I hear someone say that 
music is going to the clogs 
'because of all these synthesis- 
ers'. I am willing to bet that if 
they had been available to 
iS Bach. he would have used 
them. Great composers have 
always been pushing at the 
boundaries of technology and 
it is well- 

V' STUDIO 

known that Beethoven was 
quite capable of breaking the 
strings of a piano while 
attempting to get more volume 
out of it. 

I had lost the original type- 
scripts and diagrams of my 
mixer series and had only a 

hazy memory of what they 
contained. What surprised me 
when I reread them was the 
amount of technical detail that 
I went into -I must have done 
this because I thought read- 
ers would be interested in 
how and why things worked. 
And I must have been right, to 
judge from the response at the 
time and this drew me to look 
at the readership of that time. 

The amateur magazines of 
the time illustrate the practical 
nature of the readership at the 
time- Practical Wireless and 
Radio Constructor were full of 
circuit designs. complete with 
drawings of how to drill the 
metal chassis and how to wire 
the parts together. These mag- 
azines had been around for 
many years but about this time, 
a new breed began to appear 
such as Studio Sound and Hi- 
ji Neus, the titles of which did 
not reflect the DiY tendencies 
of the readership, their appeal 
being broader. Nevertheless, 
there was still a readership who 
expected to build what they 
needed from a hag of bits and 
both the newcomers catered for 
it. The only publication that 
continues to keep this tradition 
of technical discussic ni with the 
opportunity for DIY assembly 
is, as far as I know. Electronics 
World (previously Wireless 
World). The wonderful thing is 

that heated discussion about the 
merits or otherwise of this or 
that power amplifier circuit con- 
tinues today. All the old fire is 

there, the only difference being 
that quite a few extra zeros have 
appeared after the decimal 
point when distortion figures 
are presented and I suspect that 
this is because the combatants 
have access to much better dis- 
tortion analysers than we did. 
wonder how many of today's 
readers will remember the Leak 
Point One amplifier. Imagine - 
an amplifier with a distortion 
of 0.1% was thought remark- 
able enough to announce it in 
the name and it was pretty 
good, using valves and an out- 
put transformer. There are still 
those around today who claim 

Celebrating forty years of Studio Sound March 1999 

that valves 
give a better sound than tran- 
sistors do, often described as 

'warmer'. 
What about using it though? 

Power amplifiers are destined 
to be connected to loudspeak- 
ers for the purpose of repro- 
ducing sound, and, although 
I am not an acoustics expert, 
I believe it is true to say that 
loudspeakers and the rooms 
they are used in, can make a 

nonsense of the most impres- 
sive amplifier measured per- 
formance. Today. you would 
need to he something of a 

genius to make an amplifier that 
sounded so bad that you could 
not enjoy your favourite record- 
ings which is the whole pur- 
pose of the exercise -isn't it? 

There may be an identifiable 
disease called Hi -fi Syndrome 
which shows itself as an insa- 
tiable appetite for better and 
better sound reproduction 
without much attendant inter- 
est in the programme material 
and I freely confess to having 
suffered from a mild ti>rm. But 
I used to work for a man who 
would demonstrate the prodi- 
gious fidelity and power of his 
Westrex sound system by pla\ 
ing a recording of Bela Bark k 

Music for Strings. Percussion 
and Celesta. which he disliked 
but, because I was forced to lis- 
ten to it so often. much to his 
surprise. I grew to love: he even 
gave me his copy later and I still 
have it. We owe a debt of grat- 
itude to those pioneers who 
have brought the sound repro- 
duction industry to where it is 

today and with digital record- 
ing. I think that we really have 
got close enough to the origi- 
nal sound; so why not sit hack 
and enjoy it. 

Peter Levesley remains true to 
constructors' ideals as an audio 
consultant. 

1981 -1985 
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The Technology Of Change 
IT ALL STARTED at the APRS 

Engineers Course closing 
party in 1976. when I was 

approached by a trendy look - 
inggentlemcn in a fur coat. 'Thu 
must be the chap front Switzer- 
land.' he said as 1 specu- 
lated that the previous 
owner of the coat was a 

grizzly hear. 'Fancy 
doing some writing 
for Studio Sound( 
The gentlemen was. 
of course. Mike Thorne, 
editor of J7ttdio Swntd. 

My first article appeared in 
early Ic)- -. ;1 StudioFile' on 
Mountain Studios in \lontreux. 
Twenty-two years and five edi- 
tors later. I an glad still to be 
part of what is probably the 
most respected pro -audio mag- 
azine in the wodd ( at least, 
that's what people tell me when 
1 meet them). Quite a reputa- 
tion to live up to. 

1 first came across 
Studio Sound in the 
waiting room of the 
Shure distributors in 
London, just after it 
ceased to be Tape 
Recorder, and have 
been a reader ever 
since. To say that things 
have changed would 
he to put it mildly. 
though in many ways. 
not as much that you 
night think. 

Technology has al- 
ways been an integral 
part of working with 
sound. there is just 
more of it now. and 
once the initial love 
affair cools down. peo- I 

pie get hack to the seri- 
ous business of mil, ing 
records t )r 

whatever. But it is interesting 
to note an alternative applica- 
tion of Newton's First Law: For 
every action, there is an equal 
and opposite reaction. 

Not so long ago. the number 
of stand -alone preamps at a 

trade show could he counted 
on one hand. Now. with 

the plethora of dig- 
ital nultielfects 

processors et al. 
you could virtually 

fill an exhibition 
hall with the stacks of 

vale e t tube) and class - 
A discrete equipment. all 
designed to do less. yet to do it 
superbly well. Surely this means 
that people must still he using 
their ears or there would be no 
such market. 

One of the most marked 
changes that Studio .Sound has 
overseen has to he the lower- 

to several 
or all. The mighty micro (pro- 
cessor) is naturally at the bot- 
tom of all this. 

It will be nice to be writing a 

similar piece in another 32 
years and have the luxury of 
knowing \\ here technology has 
taken us in the meantime. 
Regardless of whether I'm here 

1986 -1990 

LL r'JDec"r, , r., Cris XL ,.rige 

C:7-5e,es aes. ah.:e Ne.e go 

...à. "ne .'-se,Les. Mea^ nnde 

.;n : naooen,^g nr, the 41,g ta, 

ingot the cm) Itt tint tlowhere 
common mortals can access 
equipment that is capable of 
producing professional results 
-and at ridiculously low 
prices. For the previous cost 
of a Studer 1 -inch H -track 
recorder, you can now set up 
.1 digital studio. 

Another obvious change is 

the fragmentation of the 
industry. Perhaps surpris- 
ingly. though. these are con- 
verging because the tech- 
nology involved is common 
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to talk about it or neat. the ev - 

dence of the last AO yearn sug- 
gests people will still regari 
technology as a tool not an en.' 
in itself. And the sanie evidence 
suggests you'll he reading it it 
this magazine. 

Thanks Studio Boutre., fer 
22 vets interesting years. 

Terry Nelson continues to 
manage his interests in studio 
consultation and equipment hire 
from a picturesque alpy location 
in Switzerland. 
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A Different Future 
As THE EDITOR of this 

august organ on its 25th 
Anniversary edition, 

I am very pleased to have been 
asked to contribute to the 40th. 
My first thought was to dive into 
the archives and locate what 
I wrote back in April 1984 
(along with the other editors to 
date) to see how right or wrong 
I had been in my predictions. 
I know I wrote a piece set 
25 years into the future (2009) 
with crystal recording media, 
enormous flat- screen displays, 
and control surfaces reminis- 
cent of a slimmed -down HUI. 
but when I went to look in the 
appropriate box it was nowhere 
to be found. So much for that 
idea. And everyone on Earth 
has by now written about all 
that stuff anyway. 

I do recall what was 
happening in 1984. 
though. I clearly remem- 
ber Apple's Macintosh 
launch advert isement dur- 
ing the Superbowl. and 
later playing with a 128k 
Mac in a computer store 
in Cambridge. MA. until 
they threw me out. 
Arguably that machine 
and its descendants have 
had more impact on the 
work of creative profes- 
sionals-from graphics to 
audio to video -than any 
single device. The pundits 
even then insisted that the 
company would fail... 

I alit ) remember 1984 as 
the year that saw the 
launch of the compact 
disc -in Europe. at least. 
We were treated to 
demonstrations of a little 
player on top of a table and a 
lot of machinery behind the 
drapes underneath. Commer- 
cial digital 

audio was probably ten years 
old or so at the time and it still 
sounded quite horrible some- 
times, thanks to such problems 
as jitter and brick -wall analogue 
filters. I remember there being 
two main camps: those who 
told us that they had taken away 
all the problems of analogue 
and replaced them with 'pure, 
perfect sound forever', and 
those who told us it was cold. 
hard and unnatural and would 
never catch on. Thankfully, a 
small third group -believing 
that we had replaced a set of 
known problems with a set of 
unknown ones, so we'd better 
work out how to fix them 
-won the day. 

I don't know about you, but 
along with Arthur C Clarke, 

it 

today than we were then. 
And once again, we have not 

learned the lesson of the past_ 
Arguably there would today be 
an open -reel digital recorder in 
every major studio, were it not 
for the battle between DASH 
and Pro -Digi. Now we are 
about to have a consumer for- 

Studio design at HMS. New York City, in 1991 

I find '2001' a lot more porten- 
tous than '1 "2k' -my worry is 
that concern about 1'2k will he 
worse than the real thing. But 
despite the imminence of 2000 
and the new Millennium that 
follows it. I think we are living 
in a time of relatively gradual 
change in the recording indus- 
try. Fifteen years ago. the digi- 
tal audio revolution came home 
to the living room. Now we are 
faced with not one, but two new 
distribution media. but they are 
not the revolution that took us 
from vinyl to Cl). they are 
developments -the same basic 
technology made better. \\ e t' 
even had surround sound at 
home before, a quarter of a cen- 
tury ago. and with a few notable 
exceptions we are no better at 
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neat war between DVD -Audio 
and Super Audio CD, both of 
which require expensive, 
incompatible systems it the 
studio. Making sure that all 
players play both types of disc 
would at least ensure that the 
consumer is not left in the lurch, 
but that's not enough. We need 
a single studio standard too, or 
at least one that is large enough 
to encompass both systems. 
That's what I hate about audio 
standards: there are just too 
many to chose from. The more 
things change, the more they 
remain the sane... 

Richard Elen has forsaken the 
rain of London for the sunshine 
of California at the pleasure of 
Apogee Electronics. 
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Ne:son Mande4t 

1991 -1995 
The long battle between 

MiniDisc and DCC continues 

and drifts towards stalemate. 

Philips' Jan Timmer:'The window 

of opportunity for the compact 

disc was the early eighties. For 

digital compact cassette a will 

be the early nineties. For CD -R 

and CD -E. I envisage the 

window of opportunity 
occurring from the mid nineties. 

In 1991. Abbey Road Studios 

celebrates its 60th anniversary 

A year later there are more 

glasses raised as Sgt Pepper's 

Lonely Hearts Club Bono notches 

up 25 years in the shops. Over 
12.000 vstors attend the first 

MIDI Music Show in London. 

After 30 years Studer split with 

FWO Bauch M tsubsh, quits 

pro- audio. saying 'The continuing 

downturn in business has 

endorsed earlier decisions to 
withhold development and 

introduction of new products 

'Townhouse Studios. London. 

install the 1.000th console built 

by Sold State Logic. 30 years 

after his death, Joe Meeks 

secret for music compression 

comes out with the launch of 

the Joemeek Stereo 

Compressor: built by 

Ted Fletcher 

Following the merger of EMI > 
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More features and more performance per pound than any other 
UHF Radio System on the market. 
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Establishing Expertise 
NINEI'tEN- EIGI-ffY -Fol R 

was a long time ago. 
and it is only as I write, 

tlhit I realise what a truly long 
time ago it was. If you're of the 
opinion the eighties were a 
musically dull period, the 
excuses are all here -blame it 
on the extraordinary 
changes in technol- 
ogy that we crawled 
through. 

And crawl we (lid. 
In the spring of my 
first year as editor 
(1984 -1991) of Strulio 
Sound. we were still carry- 
ing articles about vinyl disc -cut- 
ting and improved lacquer for- 
mulations -and so we should. 
CD had been launched the pre- 
vious year. but the availability 
of discs was so awful that there 
were serious doubts 
about it being the future. 
Digital recording was 
with us- multitrack for 
the very few and Sony Fl 
for the masses. We 
argued as to it, and 
the Cl). sounding better 
or worse. 

It seems odd now, but 
I still had to justify 
including creative-artis- 
tic stories even though 
my predecessor had 
started this some years 
before. Although we 
were all creative people. 
a publication like Studio 
Sound was not seen as 
the place for it. It was, 
however, changing as 
equipment costs fell to 
enable the more suc- 
cessful artists to buy 
their own and bring a 
different motivation to the mar- 
ket. The militant wing of the cre- 
ative division, in the form of the 
digital 

synth manufacturers, openly 
boasted their aim was the erad- 
ication of the recording engi- 
neer, so we felt compelled to 
look on warily as a parallel 
industry grew up with different 
beliefs. MIDI helped it grow. 
made it mass market and even- 

tually reintegrate it 

with the studio. hut 
that was sc ntte yeaI' 
away. So with 
major changes in 
hand, the task \\ as 

to inform our- 
selves and the read- 

ership. But where were 
the experts? 

The topics were many 
-CI) mastering, digital con- 
soles -the first in 1985. audio 
for video post, assignability. 
computers and hard -disk edi- 

great 
gear at low-low' prices. Sixteen 
bits was never enough and we'd 
made it to 20 in my time. We 
understood what made digital 
sound bad and a little of what 
made it g(xxl. At last could talk 
about technology from a cre- 
ative standpoint. And a previ- 

DATONTRM- 

Nonlinear ilecorüng 

Production S tond 

tors. Acoustic design was 
turned on its head by the use 
of computers. The Corporates 
fought over digital recorders. 
DAT was a lucky find. An 
increasingly international busi- 
ness suffered recessions, glob- 
ally. DSP began to do things we 
always wished for. We had to 
learn about software -what 
it's only software' really meant 
and how products could 
evolve. for better or worse and 
still look the same. We were 
wary of new media ( HD, CD -R, 
MO. MI)...) but when our old 
tapes got sticky we realised that 
the future slid not look so had. 
Home studios became a 'threat' 
till we understood about Moth - 
erships. We tried it. and .t ill the 
industry changed. fuelled by 
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ously B&W magazine was now 
largely colour. 

Highlights included Live Aid 
in 1985 for showing what we 
were capable of: Dolby's 1986 
launch of SR, making analogue 
more effective than we could 
have imagined: Direct Metal 
Mastering of CDs in 1988 on a 
converted lathe. for showing 
what ingenuity could squeeze 
from old technology. and CDS. 
the first of the digital film sound 
formats in 1991. for sight of 
what we always thought film 
could be. 

So Sirtdio Solt/u/ is O. Many 
happy returns. It was fun. 

Keith Spencer -Allen designs, 
tests, maintains, advises on 
and writes about'audio stuff'. 

1996 -1999 
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The Dialog4 MusicTAXI range is one of the most comprehensive code 
packages on the market today. It contains all the standard ISO/MPEC 
audio coding algorithms in common use today such as Layer 2 an 
Layer 3, as well as CCITT G.722 for high grade voice bandwidtl 
connections, and G.711 so it can talk to a plain old analogue telephon. 
line, too. Connectivity features include upto three ISDN termina 
adapters and X.21 port, for operation up to 384kbps. Dialing is quicl- 
and easy using the 96 entry directory. 

CE 

*too 4Ó _. 
The range of network protocols included means that it can be take! 
to virtually any part of the world. In the studio the audio i/o can bt 
analogue or digital (AES /EBU & S/PDIF interfaces are both provided) 
The aux data channel enables embedded control data to be sen 
alongside the audio, and the unit can be controlled remotely from 
PC or the external Remote Panel if desired. Most importantl; 
automatic sensing of the codec at the other end of the call mean 
that it sets itself up to communicate with the most commonly usec 
systems in use today, i.e. Telos Zephyr, CDQPRIMA, Glensound anc 

'WM irliii irrtiinÇ 
others without complicated manual programming. Operationally the 
buttons are large and straightforward to use, while the illuminatec 
LCD display gives a clear indication of what is going on at all times 
No noisy internal cooling fan to worry about in quiet studic 
conditions. The Remote Panel can control a MusicTAXI from over 
500m away via the RS422 interface. The online menu indicates 
online time, send -level, receive -level, adjusted headroom, R 

and Tx audit 
configuration 
SYNC flag o 

MusicTAXI at 

the other end. 
oil 41225939 

Tapeless recording and transmission on the spot is the answer to the 
enhanced requirements of correspondents. The CTAXI is the solution 
and is set to become the standard for mobile recording and - 
transmission, because it satisfies the users demand: stereo recording, 
editing, file -transmission to computers, realtime- transmission to all- 
well known codces. The CTAXI is, of course, child's play to operate. 
You can use it as telephone, walkman, audio recorder, mobile editing 
station, transmission device. The size is as small as today's cutting 

Choosing the right audio Codec. 

?im 
DuLLOO4 . . .. .. . _ma HuaCCfIma VP 

( Duwo4 

.c HuauCnu NEU 

DIALOG4 PM. 
PAM_ PAN ... . ..... . ..... . ..... . 

We are not American or British. We don't belong to a big industry 
corporation. So we have to work that little bit harder. We started 8 

years ago with advanced MPEG integration into Audio Codecs 
and have dedicated ourselves to making them as user -friendly as 
possible. Our product know -how covers ISDN and satellite 
transmission, recording, editing and storage. Add our experience, 
research capabilities and production expertise and you have the 
legendary German Quality that keeps us one step ahead. For more 
information, call our UK distributor Charlie Day at THE UK OFFICE, 
Tel. +44 (0) 1442 870103, or contact our headquarters in Germany. 

edge technology allows: 58 x 239 x 150 mm, the weight is 1150 g 
including 2 x Li -ION batteries. The charger is inbuilt and allows 
uninterrupted operation. PCMCIA flash cards or hard drives can be 
used for stereo recording. BWF format is supported. 

Meet us at the NAB in Las Vegas, April 19 - 22, 
Audiohall Booth L 11253 

DIAL0G4 
DIALOG4 GmbH, Monreposstr. 55, D -71634 Ludwigsburg, Tel. -49- 7141 -226( 

Fax -49 -7141 -22667 http: / /www.dialog4.com email: info @dialog4.co 
0, 

m. 
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Life Begins 
O YOl i THINK there's 
t place for it any 
more ?', i was asked of 

.stiulio Sound by a former col- 
league. I'd spent plenty of time 
thinking about it, and my 
accepting the position of Stu- 
dio .Sound editor really should 
have spoken for itself. But this 

At Forty 
technological advance, ques- 
tioning its inventors and users, 
and sharing its findings with 
readers all around the world. 
The emergence of new tech- 
nologies. the prospect of new 
delivery media and broad 
-cast formats. the requirement 
t w new technical standards, 

and an increasing- 
ly requirement for 
information, dis- 
cussion and edu- 
cation ensured that 
there remained an 
important role for 
a worthy magazine. 

I am not certain 
that he was con- 
vinced by my argu- 
ment. and the mag- 
azine's iuth ann- 
iversary is an ap- 
propriate opportu- 
nity to make a cou- 
ple of observations. 
The first lies in the 
steady succession 
of important events 

kept Studio Sound 
busy since 1992. Questions 
raised by the professional use 
of nodular digital multitrack 
machines and DAT 
recorders prompted 
Studio .Sound to run 
tests: inaugural explo- 
rations of 96kHz and 
19 2kHz recording tech- 
nology attracted ex- 
clusive invitations to 
attend: and breaking 
the story of the Beat- 
les Anthology ses- 
sions brought the 
magazine to the 
attention of the rest of 
the world's press. 
Europe's CE stan- 
dard. meanwhile. was 
an issue that needed 
an international title 
to address if it wanted 
to continue to do business with 
the States and beyond, and in 
a quieter moment. an explo- 
ration of Londons recording 
heritage showed us all where 
we had been born. 

The second observation is 
that now, as the second longest - 
serving editor of Studio Sound. 
I'm cursing the additional work 
that marking the magazine's 
40th anniversary entails. 

Of course. no magazine can 
remain healthy without regu- 
larly considering its place, and 
its place is intimately connect - 
eel to its industry. So just as the 

was 1992, and the challenge of 
the project studio was ringing 
loud in the ears of pro audio. 

At the time it was clear to all 
that the audio industry that 
entered the next millennium 
would be radically different 
from the one that explored its 
way through the sixties and 
experimented its way through 
the seventies and eighties. But 
it was equally clear to me that 
there was a wealth of opportu- 
nity in the developments that 
were to come -and that a title 
like Studio Sound would not 
only have a place in their his- 
tory, it would be an essential 
part in shaping it. 

Studio Sound itsel f had set the 
blueprint for the job over the 
proceeding 30 -odd years, doc- 
umenting 
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that have 

drummer 
learned to love the drum 
machine. the music recording 
industry is coming to terms 
with the project studio -and 
will gain significant ground 
over it through the take -up of 
surround formats. Audio -for- 
video postproduction. while 
having taken great strides in 
sophistication, is still on a fairly 
steep learning curve. And the 
ramifications of the changes in 
broadcasting are still to be 
properly felt. Throughout all of 
this, of course. the history of 
professional audio will con- 
tinue to grow. 

in occupying the historical 
and technical high ground over 

the project studio. 
we seem ready to 
sustain one major 
misconception. how- 
ever. The protes- 
sional aspects of 
audio evolved thro- 
ugh the enthusiasm 
and efforts of tal- 
ented people. they 
were not handed 
down complete like 
some facet of Plato's 
Theory of Ideas. 
There is no intellec- 
tual 'model' we can 
use to determine 
what's professional 
and what's not. and 
we should be care- 

ful how we make our judge- 
ments. It is not about cost, her- 
itage or aesthetics. it is about 
perfi>rmance. facility and func- 
tionality. Ultimately, if it does 
the job to a suitable standard. 
then it is professional. 

Looking back over 40 years. 
it is evident that Studio Sound 
contains many lessons. not the 
least of which it is that change 
is our way of life and a closed 
mind is a disability. 

Celebrating forty years of Studio Sound March 1999 

Tim Goodyer manages his 

insomnia by correlating his 

4I years with Studio Sound's 40. 

The World's First _ocation 
MiniDisc Recorder - May '96 
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24 -25 May 1999 

Working on DVD 
in Europe? 
Thinking about 
working on DVD 
in Europe? 
Need to know how 
DVD will affect 
your business? 

DVD Production Europe 99 
is the only European DVD conference to offer a concentrated two -day 
presentation schedule for decision - makers and technical personnel. 
DVD Production Europe 99 deals effectively with both the business and 
production issues surrounding European DVD. The programme is 
Iilored exactly to meet the needs of video, music and games content 
wners and those working within the DVD, CD and video production 

at's in it for you? 
A program of challenging and authoritative presentations by the leading 
exponents of DVD in Europe: 

DVD Basics and how to get a DVD made 
European Market analysis 

Choosing content and features for success 

Dealing with copyright and distribution 
DVD Projects explained, step by step 
Separate specialist presentation streams for: 

DVD- Video, DVD -Audio DVD- ROM /games 

'us: 
he Party at the world's most famous recording studio, Abbey Road for 

the presentation of the DVDPE Craft Awards with plenty of time for 
networking with delegates and speakers. 
A copy of One to One's specially prepared DVD Report III. 

DVD Production Europe 99 
will be held in the City 
of London's prestigious 
Conference Forum centre 

Presented by: 

in Miller Freeman 

Sponsored by: 

To Register for DVD Production Europe 99 or for more information: 
Log onto our web site at: www.prostudio.com /dvd 
Or contact us direct: 
Phone: Sam Achagra: +44 (0)1306 501 530 
Fax: +44 (0)1306 500 960 
ost: CCW, Communications House, Curtis Road, Dorking, Surrey, RH4 1EJ UK 

TOOLEX 
Nobody goes further 

or. 
SONIC SOIUTiOYS 

Solid State Logic 
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FortyYears and What 
Have We Done? 

WELL QUITE a lot 
really. We have seen 
the birth and devel- 

opment of an industry that has 
gone from the most incredibly 
humble roots to one that has 
extended out to touch every 
single aspect of modern life. 

So you think home recording 
is a modern phenomenon? Well 
witness instead the birth of a 
magazine that served the now 
seemingly incongruous func- 
tion of informing the public on 
the how and why of operating, 
choosing and getting, the best 
out of a plain old open -reel tape 
machine. Houses the world 
over were being invaded by 
futuristic looking slabs of hi- 
tech machinery with names that 
few had ever heard of and from 
places that few had ever been. 
You see a pattern developing. 

When it became apparent 
that a requirement existed to 
serve an altogether more select 
hand of recordists, which hap- 
pily coincided with a grass 
roots movement away from 
record company recording 
facilities to those of indepen- 
dents. exhibiting visionary far- 
sightedness the magazine was 
retargeted at a new breed of 
user. ßecause of this. the world 
was afforded the vehicle by 
which progress could he traced 
and documented. 

Mind you, the writers in those 
earlier years of Studio Soud 
had the best of it. They were not 
arguing the toss on 20/24 -hit or 
96/192kHz, their hearts were 
locked into far more funda- 
mental and palpable concepts 
such as increasing the meaning 
of 'multi' in multitrack. 

They were sitting in on the 
genesis of pro -audio, the origi- 
nal steps of true pioneers. names 
that would become facility hold 
names, and the very beginnings 
of democratisation of technol- 
ogy for the masses. I would trade 
nay time with theirs purely to 
have been able to experience 
the naivete that characterised 
those formative years. 

Those days were different on 
so many different counts and 
the expectations of the user 
were light -years behind what 
we now take for granted. You 
didn't just have to be able to use 
the gear, you had to be able to 
fix it and kick start it. 

Not surprisingly the maga- 

zinc's stance became one of 
detailed analysis and test 
because there were dramatic 
differences between equip- 
ment. Development and pro- 
gress were still clinging to the 
steep part of the technologi- 
cal cune and balancing them- 
selves against the capabilities 
of manufacture. You had to 
buy carefully and low price 
generally had a very good 
explanation and implication 
attached to it. 

These were days of giant 
strides and leaps, enormous 
conceptual revolutions and 
hard -won raising of the ante and 
expectation. Today, by com- 
parison, we are all about dot- 
ting 'I's and crossing 'T's, our 
progress seems rapid under the 
microscope with which we have 
grown accustomed to viewing 
it. but its far less dramatic with 
the naked eye and perhaps 
where it natters most, practi- 
cally imperceptible in the field. 

The point about the technol- 
ogy curve is that it is so unfor- 
giving and treats wrong deci- 
sions so cruelly. If history 
teaches us anything it tells us 
that the people have to be 
ready. There are no successful 
instances of technology that has 
been forced on the end -user, 
such examples are filed under 
'ahead of their time and 'too 
smart for their own good'. 

I may hanker for the naivete 
of old yet in my time i have wit- 
nessed other revolutions. SR.D 
as the first real grown -up mul- 
tichannel format. the introduc- 
tion of the first large -scale dig- 
ital desks, the revolution of 
postproduction through hard - 
disk editors and their incorpo- 
ration with complimentary dig- 
ital desks, the mass adoption of 
the MDM, and the first real 
affordable digital desks and 
affordable hard -disk systems. 
These and associated develop- 
ments have macle more differ- 
ence to more people than all the 
other major progressions 
before because the end -user 
industry has grown signifi- 
cantly. Audio now has a dignity 
which transcends this maga- 
zine's initial brief of music 
recording to the areas of film, 
post and the everyday mass 
market reach out and touch 
someone world of broadcast TV 
and radio. 

Celebrating forty years of Studio Sound March 1999 

When this 
magazine started, music record- 
ing epitomised the leading edge 
of creativity and technology: 
broadcast and film was done 
against the odds. Today the bal- 
ance has shifted because the 
role of audio developed and the 
creative and technological ini- 
tiative has shifted to post, 
broadcast and film because it 

can be argued that these areas 
have been under exploited. 

Party to this. and it happened 
everywhere. is that the media 
spread ideas and die word. 
Whether you want to hear this 
or not. everybody has to 
acknowledge the role that Stu- 
dio Sound played in changing 
the professional audio world as 
it alone disseminated the infor- 
mation that everyb ody was des- 
perate to grasp. In that most crit- 
ical of times there was no other 
medium. And it was as pert inent 
to those in Tokyo as it was to 
those in Edinburgh and LA. It 
helped shape pro audio. Accept 
thaf and live with it. 

What heartens nee is that all 
former editors have an obvious 
affection for the title and respect 
for what it has achieved and 
continues to achieve. Yet the 
achievement is one of a line of 
quite remarkable people who 
have taken charge of what has 
become the means of recording 
and monitoring the develop- 
ment of an industry. 

When you buy a house, you 
never really own it. You are sim- 
ply a custodian until someone 
else takes charge of it because 
the house was there before you 
cane along and will still be 
there when you're gone. So it 
is with Studio Sound, we are 
only ever caretakers for what is 
the singularly most important 
title in this industry, the maga- 
zine has a heart of its own. 

Zenon Schoepe, is presently 
Studio Sound's executive editor 
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The pro -audio industry 

joins Studio Sound in a 

celebration of the last 

40 years' events and 

achievements 
The long and winding 
Abbey Road 
Its 68 years this year since we 
opened our doors for recording 
with Sir Edward Elgar conducting his 

own Pomp and Circumstance. The 
good news is we're still in business 
and still evolving.We've always used 
the best gear for the job (originally 
made by EMI of course) and worked 
with some of the best people in the 
business. I suppose one of the keys 

to our success has been our 
diversity, recording artists from the 
Manics to Menuhin, also our large 
postproduction department and 
most recently the formation of 
Abbey Road Interactive who get 
involved with all the new media stuff 
such as Web -site design, enhanced 
CDs, and DVD. 

We're always a bit torn between 
serving the needs of our pro- 
fessional clients and the distraction 
of the thousands of tourists that 
appear at the front of the building 
to visit the 'shrine' and leave their 
marks on the wall. Of course every 
year there seems to be an 

anniversary of something to do with 
the lads from Liverpool and this year 
is no exception being 30 years since 
the release of the Abbey Road album. 

These days it's not just the 
technical side of things that have to 
be right but also the complete 
service.You're only as good as the 
weakest link in the chain, so when 
we recruit we're looking for that 
rare all round mix of technical, 
musical and personal skills. So, we 
look forward to the next Millennium 
with anticipation of surround 
(again), high -resolution recording 
and DVD- Audio. After that, who 
knows? But we'll be there. 
Chris Buchanan,Abbey Road. 

Historical precendents 
Studio Sound's first year: In 1 959, 
AKG launches the world's first 
supra -aural, open -back, lightweight 
headphones (K50); designs and 
manufactures forTelefunken the ELA 

M250 and ELA M251; and reads the 
new UK magazine The Tape 

Recorder... 

The 1st Decade: The rapid 
spreading of TV kills many movie 
theatres. AKG responds by 

discontinuing optical equipment and 

concentrating exclusively on 
designing and manufacturing audio 
transducers. AKG establishes a 

British subsidiary, AKG London.The 
C26 and C30 capacitor micro- 
phones are developed further into 
the C60 with Nuvistor miniature 

tube (the name is derived from 
'nueva vista' a new vision);the C I 2A 
Nuvistor condenser microphone is 

developed as a predecessor to 
today's C414. AKG delivers the 
world's first 2 -way cardioid micro- 
phone.the D202.The'CMS' modular 
capacitor microphone system be- 
comes famous all over the world. 
After initial problems have been 
solved, it strengthens AKG's mono- 
poly with the BBC.AKG is a faithful 
subscriber to Studio Sound... 

The 2nd Decade: Studio Sound 

reviews AKG's BX20, the world's 
first truly portable studio reverb- 
erator.A special stamp issued by the 
British Post Office commemorating 
the 50th anniversary of the BBC 
shows historical microphones 
along with models from the AKG 
catalogue. The first AKG dummy 
head microphone is used for 
binaural recording. The first AKG 
endorsement contracts are con- 
cluded with Frank Zappa, Jon 

Hiseman, Roger Whittaker, and 
other artists. AKG steps into the 
lion's den by founding a subsidiary 
in Japan. World firsts include the 
AKG TDU7000 modular digital 
time delay unit. 

The 3rd Decade: Studio Sound 

reviews theAKGTube. Black market 
prices for C 12 microphones sky- 
rocket. Responding to the market 
situation,AKG makes the first rerun 
of a large- diaphragm tube micro - 
phone.A Golden Microphone (AKG 
C535) is presented to Frank Sinatra. 
AKG Acquires Boston -based Ursa 
Major,which is transformed into the 
Digital Products Division of AKG 
Acoustics. The first fruit is the 
ADR68K. The DSP 610M Delta 
Processor for the 'Delta Stereo - 
phony' sound systems is launched by 

AKG along with the MicroMic Series 
miniature clip -on microphones. 
AKG's DSE7000 Digital Sound 
Editor is a surprisingly simple 
solution to the problem of quickly 
editing short radio news items 
and jingles. 

The 4th Decade: Studio Sound 
reviews theAKGWMS900Wireless 
Microphone System. AKG acquires 
the UK -based Edge Technology 
Group with its subsidiaries BSS 

Audio, Turbosound, and Precision 
Devices. AKG takes to the stars 
-the Audimir space project uses 

AKG products for room simulation 
in outer space. Harman International 
Industries Inc becomes the new 
majority owner of AKG GesmbH. 
AKG founder Dr Rudolf Goerike 
dies. Studio Sound congratulates on 
the 50th anniversary of AKG 
1999: Happy Birthday to you, 
Studio Sound! 

Christina Burkhardt,AKG. 

Growing together 
AMS and Neve began life as separate 
companies in 1977 and 1962 re- 
spectively. Each company had its own 

areas of expertise. Neve began by 

building a reputation for the 
excellence of its analogue designs. 

The first Neve- designed console 
made use of valves and was built for 
Recorded Sound in London's 
Bond Street. 

This was followed in 1964 by 

transistor consoles, the first of 
which went to Philips Recording 
Studios in London. In 1978, while 
Neve was forming its DSP design 
team to look into digital console 
development, AMS launched the 
DMX 15 -80 digital delay line. AMS 
was the first of a new breed of 
digital -only audio enterprise. Over 
the following two years it changed 
the sound of records forever with 
the addition of a 16 -bit micro- 
processor- controlled pitch- changer, 
a full- bandwidth reverb and a full 
bandwidth loop editor- sampler. 

1 984 was a landmark year for both 
companies: Neve delivered the first 
digital console -the Neve DSP -to 
Tape One in London, while AMS 
introduced the world's first com- 
mercially viable hard -disk editor, 
AudioFile.Their success led to the 
acquisition of Neve in 1986 by 

SiemensAustria.The industrial giant 
went on to buy AMS in 1990 and 

subsequently merged the opera- 
tions. AMS Neve was later returned 
to private hands in 1996 when AMS 
founder Mark Crabtree acquired the 
company from Siemens.Today AMS 
Neve is widely regarded as the 
leader in digital mixing technology. 
Its flagship DFC (Digital Film 
Console) is the world's largest digital 
mixing console,capable of providing 
over 500 audio paths. 
Colin Pringle, AMS Neve 

Extending the family 
Congratulations for being a part of 
the history of studio coverage in 

your 40th anniversary. Although I 

cannot look back 40 years (because 
I was not even a sperm 40 years ago), 
I feel very much related to the audio 
industry of the time because every- 
body was working with tube equip- 
ment of extraordinary high quality. 
Companies spent their effort on de- 
veloping gear with the best possible 
performance and robustness, rather 
than making it ever cheaper in order 
to compete in overcrowded mar- 
kets as is too often the case today. 

I fear that we are in danger of losing 
part of our engineering culture as 

well as our musical culture when we 
move on like this.So few companies, 
so few idealists hang on to their 
ideals without compromise, cre- 
atively combining the valuable 
results of the achievements of the 
past with today's possibilities with- 
out loss in quality. Today, when the 
cost of tape and production time are 
the main issues in a commercial 
studio's survival,the ability to deliver 
a high quality production envir- 
onment has becomes a niche market 

for a few high -end studios. On the 
other hand,there is the mass market 
with its cheap and fast production 
facilities mainly based around cost - 
effective digital production environ- 
ments.There is no doubt that these 
environments -with their previous- 
ly unimagined possibilities to control 
audio material -also offer new 
musical opportunities. But again, 
who will take time to explore these 
possibilities and who can afford 
to do it? 

Here's hoping that the next 
40 years will see audio culture rise 
to new heights. 
Dirk Brauner, 
Brauner Microphones 

The information station 
When I started reading Studio Sound 

it was 1973.1 remember being mainly 
interested in Studio Sound because 
of all the schematics and technical 
information on electronic parts they 
were printing in those days.The only 
alternative I had in those days was 

Wireless World. I remember that 
Studio Sound slowly moved away 
from the technical side of products 
towards the user's side of equip - 
ment,which was a pity to me initially. 
But up to today Studio Sound always 
has been the main source of 
information for us at D &R.Today I am 

glad we are getting more copies than 
in the early days when I regularly 
missed some issues because of the 
popularity of the magazine in 

the company. 
I hope that Studio Sound will 

continue to give us manufacturers 
all the information we need from 
the market and from our corn - 
petitors of course. I know I will not 
be present for the whole next 
40 years but I hope that Studio Sound 

will continue to be the leading 
international magazine to present 
our products our company and 
I hope it will continue to be a well 
respected platform for new ideas. 

Congratulations for providing us 

with 40 years of serious information. 
Duco de Rijk, D &R Electronics 

Setting standards 
Genelec may not have been around 
as long as Studio Sound, though we, 
too, celebrated a key anniversary 
very recently -our 20th. Since 
Genelec came into being, way back 
in 1978, we have focused on the 
design and manufacture of active 
monitors at a time when the dom- 
inant format was passive. 

However, the dedication, devotion 
and commitment Genelec has put 
into its belief in active monitoring 
through the years has paid off 
because, this format has become the 
pro -audio gold standard.We are very 
proud to have contributed to that as 

we see the acceptance of active 
monitoring as the most important 
development in monitoring in the last 

40 years. lt did not happen overnight, 
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it seemed at times a slow process.We 
were very much helped along the way 

when Studio Sound asked Genelec 
founder Ilpo Martikainen to write an 

article on the active versus passive 
debate that was then raging, (Studio 
Sound, April 1 983). The feature gen- 
erated a lot of feedback and con- 
structive comments that lead to 
further advances in the active concept. 

So what is next? Interestingly we 
believe there is a great deal of work 
to be done educating users about the 
interaction of the loudspeaker and 
the control room. As we all know, 
but tend to overlook, the 
performance of a loudspeaker is 

hugely affected by its environment. 
When we visit clients and measure 
the systems in their rooms, as part of 
our after -sales service,we find,far too 
often, that their monitors are not 
giving optimal performance because 
of the environment they are in. Our 
clients are always amazed how by 

making small changes to the room,we 
can make huge improvements to 
performance of their monitors. 

We look forward to more coverage 
from Studio Sound on this subject in 

the years to come. 
Lars -Olof Janflod, Genelec 

The oldest new company 
in the business 
This year Quantegy celebrates its 
40th anniversary in the magnetic 
media manufacturing industry.Through 
the many changes we have seen,there 
has been one constant factor -our 
enthusiasm and commitment to 
the industry. 

Quantegy is the major supplier in 

the audio business with a claim that 
more hit records are mastered on 
their product than all other analogue 
tapes combined. The company is a 

significant force in the video industry 
manufacturing high -quality products 
for use by professionals in these 
industries. The Instrumentation 
recording business for aerospace 
development and space exploration 
also relies on our products. 

Even at this time when more 
established analogue formats are 
being challenged by smaller digital 
formats,we are well aware that there 
is still significant investment by the 
recording studios in 2 -inch and half - 
inch analogue formats. For this reason 
we are still willing to commit R &D 
money into supporting this require- 
ment with the recent introduction of 
GP9 -a high output analogue tape 
designed to give virtual shed -free 
durability and vastly improved 
archival stability. 

During our 40 years in the business 
our state -of- the -art factory in 

Opelika, Alabama has evolved but 
retained one consistent factor 
-many of the employees have over 
20 years experience in the manu- 
facturing of recording media and all 

are dedicated to output of the highest 
quality of product. 

Celebrating forty years 

We probably have the widest range 
of products across our chosen 
industries than any other manu- 
facturer, and pride ourselves on 
excellent after sales service provided 
by on site engineers. We were here 
for the first 40, and will be here for 
the next 40 years. 
Peter Goldsmith, Quantegy 

A dance step? 
Small, big, small... Not a reference to 
the vagaries in peoples' tastes in 

studio monitors, but an aside on the 
changes of manufacturing companies 
within the Audio Business over the 
last 40 years. From many small 
beginnings in the 1960s and 1970s 

some of the most famous analogue 
companies evolved. Companies 
whose founders were often as 

interesting, entertaining and memo- 
rable as the products that bore their 
names.The Klondyke gave way to the 
corporate high -life of the late 
seventies and eighties. Old hippies 
cashed in their chips to follow the 
country good -life or became 
consultants to the civil servants who 
were now running their companies. 
The mid to late nineties saw some 
new and interesting products and 

companies, often created by dis- 
enchanted eighties staff . 

One hopes for a period which will 
be as creative as the last 40 years and 
where the cost of a product is not 
more important than what it sounds 
like.Where people listen to things and 

not just measure them. Finally there 
is a rumour that Studio Sound is 

thinking about giving free space to 
advertisers who have still got all their 
copies from the last 40 years. Has 

anybody got the April 1961 article 
entitled: 'Will 4 tracks make 
a difference ?' 

Steve Revill, 
Quested Monitoring Systems 

Forty years together 
There'll not be many companies who 
can claim to share Studio Sound's 
40 -year history. but Solid State Logic 
comes close,as we're celebrating our 
30th birthday this year -so Happy 
Birthday to both of us! In 1969, the 
company began by making control 
systems for pipe organs; the first 
audio console, the SL4000B, 
appeared in 1977. An early photo- 
graph shows an SL4000 on booth 
56 -57 of the APRS Show in 1979, at 
the Connaught Rooms in London. 

198 I was a noteworthy year for SSL. 

The SL4000E was awarded the 
prestigious UK Design CouncilAward, 
having revolutionised studio manage- 

ment withTotal Recall. Later that same 

year, SSL received its first Queen's 
Award for ExportAchievementAt the 
end of a decade of analogue expan- 
sion, which saw the SL4000 series 
become the world's most widely used 

multitrack console, SSL entered the 
digital era in 1989 with ScreenSound. 
which pioneered nonlinear audio 
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for video. 

The success of the 'ultimate 
analogue console' -the SL9000j, 

introduced in 1994- showed that 
analogue technology still had a lot of 
life in it, while SSL's expanding digital 

product range provided additional 
pioneering choices. 

Studio Sound has always been one of 
Solid State Logic's first choices for 
advertising, and in 1998 a fruitful 
collaboration between SSL and the 

Studio Sound advertising department 
resulted in the highly successful 'Cat 
in the Bag' launch at AES 98 in 

Amsterdam of the company's latest 

digital product, the MT digital 
multitrack console. Here's to the next 

40 years! 

John L Andrews, 
Solid State Logic 

Past 25 years 
Over these past 25 years much has 

changed in an Industry which not so 

long ago could not agree on how to 
wire an XLR. Since 1973, Soundtracs 
has been actively designing and 

manufacturing audio mixing consoles 
in one form or another.The function 
of a console being very much dictated 
by the equipment with which it is to 
be interfaced and the technology 
available to be encompassed, we at 

Soundtracs simply strive to anticipate 

these extraneous developments. 

The earliest and most significant of 
these was for us in the early- eighties 
with the advent of multitrack record- 
ers and then the broad acceptance of 
MIDI, both of which increased 
demands for line level inputs and 

hence the introduction of 'in -line' 
configurations.By the mid eighties we 

pioneered MIDI -based digital route - 
ing and muting with the natural 
progression to SMPTE -based fader 
automation utilising the, then, cost - 
effective PC. As the nineties wit- 
nessed high -speed audio processing 

becoming more readily accessible we 

added assignable 'onboard' signal 

processing, then in 1996 we 

introduced the first fully digital 
SHARC -based console. 

Few, if any, of these developments 
would have occurred without the 
liaison of others not directly involved 

in the mixing console business, 

neither would the now accepted 
format standards have been universal- 

ly adopted without the appraisal and 

support, of trade journals, most 
specifically Studio Sound. So as we 

reflect on the past 25 years we would 
take this opportunity to thank all the 
talented individuals who have enabled 

Soundtracs to remain innovative, 

independent and most importantly, 
in audio. 

John Carrol, Soundtracs 
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PRODUCT & BROCHURE SHOWCASE 

Microphone University 
Do you want to learn more 
about microphones? 

Visit the Microphone University on the In*nel at: 

www.dpamicrophones.com 

The Microphone University features: 

General Microphone Techniques 

Application Guide 
Technical Corner 

The Microphone University is offered to you by 
DPA Microphones - Manufacturer of the 

famous Series 4000 Microphones. 

DPA 
Heirevang 11 

3450 Allered Denmork 
Tel .45 4814 2828 

Fon. -45 4814 2700 

audio- 
technica 

PROFESSIONAL 
AUDIO 
PRODUCTS 

Technica House, 
Royal London Industrial Estate, 
Old Lane, Leeds, 
West Yorkshire LS11 8AG 

Tel: +44 (0)113 277 1441 
Fax: +44 (0)113 270 4836 
E -mail: sales o audio- technica.co.uk 

The tools of the trade! 

Palmer 0 Adam Hall Ltd 
3 The Cordrramers, Temple Farm Industrial Estate 

Southend on Sea, Essen SS2 RL 
le1:0102011022 Fat: 01702o171r$ e- mil:nwlu áadamhail.com 

For an immediate response 
Iteither FAXBACK 
directly or mail to 

tudio Sound, 4th Floor, 
8 Montague Close, 
London SE1 SUR. 

Fax: +44 171 407 7102 

Prism Sound 
produces the DSA -1 

hand -held AES /EBU 
analyzer, the Dscope 
FFT analyzer and 
high -quality A/D and 
D/ A converters. 

The DSA -1 is the only 
hand -held tool that 
measures carrier 
parameters and data 
content. With 
programmable 

go /no-go limits and Watchdog or Channel 
Check modes it solve. interface problems fast. 

For more information. on Prism Sound range 
of products, call: 

Tel: +44 (0) 1223 424988 
Fax: +44 (0) 1223 425023 
William James House, Cowley Road, 
Cambridge CB4 4WX 

Analogue Perfection 
For Information or John Oram s stunning 
range of Consoles and Rack equipment, 

return details or visit our Web site. 

http://www.oram.co.uk 
E-mail: sales@oram co.uk 

GRAM PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 
Tel: +44 (0)1474 815300 
Fax: +44 (0) 1474 815400 

urce 
ow featuring 

14,000 + 

audio and 

video related 

products! 

CANFORD Tel: +44 (0) 191 418 1000 
E -mail: ss@canford.co.uk 

www.canford.co.uk 

13 co you 
Cable.. -3 

(Ala you want better quality? 
more choices? zings 

gen 
r -e 

better pricing? 
Call today for your 

FREE catalogue! 
Tel: .44 (0)1444 258258 
tmaió salesObeyerdynamic.co.uk 

beyerdynamicn 

DK -AUDIO Marielurdvej 37D 
DK -2730 Herlev Denmark 
Phone: +45 44 53 02 55 
Fax: +45 44 53 03 67 
e -mail: dk- audioedk- audio.dk 
Internet: www.dk- audio.dk 
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sound classifie 
741111 --Mi 

To place an advertisement contact: Studio Sound (Classified), 
Miller Freeman Entertainment Ltd.. 

8 Montague Close. London SE1 9UR. UK 

Tel: +44(0)171 940 8518 Fax: +44(0)171 407 7102 
All box numbers reply to the above address 

RATES: Recruitment £38 per single column centimetre. All other sections £33 (minimum 2cm x 1) Box number £10 extra per insertion. Published monthly. 

situations vacant 
UK SALES MANAGER 

(SOUTH) - SPIRIT e Soundcraft 
Spirit is the UK market leader in creative low cost mixing with an 

unrivalled record for innovation and technology development. Part of the 
Soundcraft Group, Spirit is now looking for a committed, self motivated 
sales manager who is keen to develop their career as part of one of the 

foremost audio companies in the world. 

A background in audio is essential and a keen interest in music related 
activities is desirable. The successful candidate should also be able to 

demonstrate a good understanding of the MI mixer market and possess the 
drive and enthusiasm to manage and develop the Spirit dealer network in 

the South of England. The potential for promotion into a more senior role in 

sales management in the Soundcraft Group is an additional attraction of 
this new position. 

If you are looking for a challenging role where you can fulfil your career 
ambitions and combine your enthusiasm for audio with a natural flair for 

sales, then please write immediately, enclosing your CV to: 

Helen Thomas, 
Soundcraft, Cranborne House, Cranborne Road, Potters Bar, 

Herts EN6 3JN 
01707 668257 

Helen.Thomas(rr Harmanpro.com 
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We are looking for a young, powerful and enthusiastic person to manage the 

BEHRINGER dealership channel in the UK. 

Interested candidates should have excellent communication and organisational 
skills, alongside experience in our business area as well as a good knowledge 

of studio equipment. A good working knowledge of Microsoft Office and 

administrative procedures is required, knowledge of administrative software 
(Exact) would be a plus. 

The National Soles Manager is responsible for turnover, profit and loss in the UK 

and must be capable of working individually as well being an important link in the 

team. The main task is operating as the Behringer presence in the local market, 

the dealer channel must be controlled and the successful applicant can expect 
to be "on the road" about 80 °-ó of their time. 

Interested applicants should send their CVs including 
their salary requirements to: 

BEHRINGER International GmbH 

Human Resources 

Hanns -Martin -Schleyer -Str. 36 -38 
D -47877 Willich- Münchheide II Germany 

FOR ALL YOUR RECORDING NEEDS 
AMPEXBASF -MAXELL -3M- SONY -KAO 

AUTHORISED NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR 
Spools. boxes. blades. splicing and leader tape 

Custom wound cassettes C1 120. labels. library cases. inlay cards 
Bulk audio C -Os. cases. pancake. Broadcast cartndges. 

SOUND & VIDEO SERVICES 
Shentonlield Road, Sharston Industrial Estate. 

Manchester M22 4RW. Tel: 0161 491 6660 
FOR QUALITY PRICE AND SERVICE 

HEAD TECHNOLOGY 
NEW TAPE HEADS 
Supplied for most makes. 

Tape Head Re- Lapping /Re- Profiling 
Same day turn round. 

HEAD TECHNOLOGY 
11 Brittania Way. Stanwell. Staines. 

Middx TW19 7HJ 
TEL: 01784 256046 

Film Application 
Engineers 
We wish to recruit two engineers to 
join our busy Film Sound department, 
one based in London and one based in 

Wiltshire. Their mission is to provide 
technical assistance at every stage of a 

film's soundtrack in order to maintain 
the high standards associated with our 
services and trademarks. 

Responsibilities include aligning and 
maintaining specialised studio recording 
and monitoring equipment, checkouts 
for special screenings, quality control of 
optical transfer and laboratory facilities 
and attending the final film mix to assist 
in producing the soundtrack master. 

Successful candidates will be engineers 
(probably graduates) willing to travel, 
with a good practical knowledge of 
analogue and digital electronics, coupled 
with the communication skills necessary 
to deal with a wide variety of interna- 
tional clients. In return we offer a 

competitive salary, excellent working 
conditions and the opportunity of 
working for the acknowledged world 
leaders in film sound. 

For further details and an application 
form please write to: 

Bruce Nottage 
Dolby Laboratories Inc 

Wootton Bassett 
Wiltshire SN4 8Qj 
jobs @dolby.co.uk 

DO Dolby' 
SOUND 

ENGINEER 
One of Barcelona's major studios 

doing post -production work. requires 
a Sound Engineer. Our candidate 

should have at least three years of 
experience in the world of advertising 
as a Sound Engineer. A knowledge of 

the Spanish language preferred. 
PLEASE CALL +34- 934188822 AND 

ASK FOR QL I1f OR IGOR 

STOCK LABELS FOR COMPACT DISK 
VHS VIDEO & AUDIO CASSETTE 
On A4 sheets for computer printing by laser printer. 
As continuous roll with holes for dot -matrix printers. 
Supplied blank white with next day delivery from stock. 
48 hour delivery on a wide range of coloured labels. 
Custom printed labels supplied to client specification. 
Telephone for overnight delivery of FREE samples. 

unit 15. Church Road Business Centre el 
Sittingbourne. Kent ME10 3RO England 

jr (01 7951 42842 5 Fax 10t 795) 422365 = 
Wo,id W,d. Wep nnp Mr+-e. ale Netl co ua lapel ta 
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1 

contact Alan Meech, Service Manager: 

0171 388 5392 0171 388 1953 

www.musidah.co.uk 

service©musiclah.co.uk 

GENERAI SERVID :ll,.,t:ríc _ J QQ INFORMATNXI 

TASCAM SONY DA W ANDfßEERYEIPI 

products and services 
AUSIt UI L¡i o I+ i I IL 

N _LIIII\ 

tir :. the 
digital 

service 

centre 

Officially Authorized Central London service agents for ADAT, DA88 and most professional DAT recorders 

NATIONWIDE COLLECTION AND DELIVERY AVAILABLE FAST TURNAROUND MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS AVAILABLE 

Professional movers of studio equipment within the UK and Europe Experienced, reliable, fully insured and always on time. 

Call Graham Cook on 0181 450 9127 (mobile: 0385 290754) 

134 Cricklewood lane, London NW2 2DP Fax 0181 208 1979 Storage facilities also available 

AM BELGIUM 

REPLACEMENT HEADS 

FOR TAPE AND FILM 

PROFESSIONAL 

HEAD REFURBISHMENT 

HEADS FOR 
EUROPE 

SUMMERTONE LTD 
98 SCATTERDELLS LANE 

CHIPPERFIELD 
HERTS WD 4 9EZ, UK 

TEL: (44) 01923 263220 
FAX: (44) 01923 260606 

Lockwood Audio 
THE 

Seecu a. Aurhonsed TAMMY 

SPARES AND REPAIRS 

SPEAKER BARGAINS GALORE 

Phone: +44 (0) 181 - 207 4472 
Fax: +44 (0) 181 - 207 5283 

.' I N1 W MOUNT ST MANCHESTER M4 4t)E 

1 \r. r burr,,/ R 
a h.a-aca the ..dc .d pn.)ca . . 

"d n n benefit (nun the dr.,gn principle, 
I the E.url 

room 
and Scattering room 

hr.ed Sol relying o, creating a reflet,tm tree /one. 
tht. t ntllgo,. "ter t the unwanted reflection, urn 
trot. 1the trout o1 the room. allowing c i.tentl a 

, '' c.ronoe and imaging throughout the r "n, regardless. of 
equipment lay ut 

Th. AMNIA, th at set) different r ow can he made 
whlecbv identical. pin aline the clo. thing yet to 
ahulute reference nthnutg. 

If you're serious about yaw' new control ru., 
you should be talking to 

ANDREW J PARRY 
434 ill..'nn - .YN.jJo 

ELECTROACOUSTIC SPECIALISTS 

Europe Audio Rent BV 
prulrsernrtu/ uudlu und ru!rn equipment rental, 

18 years of experience. Very sensible rates. 
Package deals? Of course! Deliveries possible 

DA 88 /ADAT /Betacam /AVID /ProTools /Sony DASH 
Studer / Lexicon /B &K/Neumann /Manley /Akai/ 

Genelec /Focusrite /DDA/SON 
Ask for our brochure! 

phone(31)30- 6775911 or fax (31)30-6775912 

The DI_ . Village 
Macintosh and Outboard Specialists 

New G3 in stock. 
Call Gavin Beckwith - 

London's leading Mac guru. 

Avalon - Focusrite - Lexicon - Summit - 

TC Electronic - TLA - Eventide - 

Massenberg - Alan Smart - 

AKG Solid tube in stock 

Mackie Main Dealer 

Call Nick Melville- Rogers 
0181 440 3440 

AIR CONDITIONING & 
VENTILATION TO SOUND 

STUDIOS IS OUR SPECIALITY 

We provide design only or design and 
installation for many well known clients. 

Whether it be for displacement free cooling, 
V.A.V., V.R.V., split, unitary or centralised 

-a11 Mike Hardy of 

Ambthair Services Ltd of 

01403 250306 or Fax 01403 211269 

Web:http://www.ambthair.com 
Email: cool @ambthair.com 

FINANCE SOLUTIONS 
FOR BUYING 

AUDIO EQUIPMENT & SOFTWARE 
All products (new and used) from 
Soundscape to Scenaria 
Payments tailored to your budget, eg: 
Nothing to pay for 3 months atter 
installation 
Or matched to your contracted income 
Raise cash by refinancing your 
existing kit 
Sales aid packages for equipment 
suppliers 
10 years in the industry. APRS & 
PLASA members 

Call: Mike Reading 
APT Finance, 25 Queen Street, 

Maidenhead SL6 1NB 
Tel: 01628 789769 Fax: 01628 771257 

E -Mail: aptfinanceemsn.com 

Mark Griffin Furniture 
CUSTOM STUDIO FURNITURE 

Design and instcdlatirm of racking. 
storage uncí accessories 

Please call for a brochure 
Contact: MARK GRIFFIN 

Byrebrook Studios, Lower Farm, 
Northmoor, Oxford OX8 1AU, UK. 

Tel: 01865 300171 Fax: 01865 303071 

Cuttcnceads ? 

1)111. 10 Dynamic bass limiter 
i rntc,t. prufesiinil .i and recordings (runs 

csce..iat audio peaks in freq. range tl SiX1 I1z and 
protects equipment Such as cuttenc:ads and . \'1) 
converters from std and damage. 
2 channels bass filtering. Separate attack. release 
and level selectors cuntnII each channel It) in 
nualule. . \Ise av:lilablc is treble limiter. 

0 

.U.n Ortufon cutting equipment ...nice and repair 
F:IV i"r rare ntfnnn:uinn +45 36 45 09 25 

e tee etecvnnic rtrlmical enginccring and cnn.t ruet inn 

. \alholnlvej 3. 2 sal, 25(11 \'alhv. Denmark 

mastering & duplication 

I[TO 
Tel: 0181 521 2424 
Fax: 0181 521 4343 
Email: info( '.grove.demon.co.uk 

u'llr'l'r' s/lnall advice l'allJ It 

The Hiltongrove Business Centre, 
Hatherley Mews, Walthamstow, 
London E17 40P 
3 Mins welk fron Walthamstow Centred 
(Victoria Underground/ BR Mein Line), 

mans from M25 

Compact Discs 
Pro Mastering 

5 Studios 
32 Bit Technology 

Cedar 
Sound Restoration 

Video Production 
Digital Video Editing 

Enhanced CDs 
Oneoff CDs 

In House Design/Print 
Oiy,bin Cassettes 
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masterin duplica ion and 

CD Mastering £50ph 

CDR Duplication £3 each 

Copy Masters and Editing 

Real Time Cassette Copying 

Free Glassmaster: 1000 CDs c.£650 

CD -audio & CD -ROM 
Printed labels & inlays 

Every copy individually checked 
Excellent quality & presentation 
Best prices, ultra fast turnaround 

RP 
Repeat Performance 

Mastering 

6 Grand Union Centre 
West Row 

London W10 5AS 

Tel. 0181 960 7222 
Fax. 0181 968 1378 

www.repeat-performance.co.uk 

equipment for sale 

equipment for sale 
Pre -Owned RADARs 

Due to the phenomenal success of RADAR II, we 

have a number of RADAR Mk 1 trade -ins available 

All 24 -track systems, with remote control and 

Exabyte back -up - from £8,000 (exd VAT) 

Call Garry Robson for full details 

Tel: 0171 624 6000 std. 

STUDIO, RECORDING & PA EQUIPMENT 
+ all musical instruments 8 technology 

STUDIO CLEARANCES UNDERTAKEN 

MUSIC EXCHANGE 
S6 Notting Hill Gate, London W11 0171 229 480 

VI\ i\111,1.0 < 
'OLD NEVE 

CONSOLES' 
any condition... 

we will purchase 
worldwide 

CtO.I= 
PRO AUDIO 

A UNITED KINGDOM BASED COMPANY 

THE'VINTAGE NENE SPECIAUSTI! 

Telephone: 01932 872672 Fax: 01932 874364 Telephone International: 44 1932 872672 
Fax: International: 44 1932 874364 www.aesproaudio.com 

505 -507 LIVERPOOL ROAD, 
LONDON N7 8NS 
Tel: 44 (0) 171 609 5479 
Fax: 44 (0) 171 609 5483 
e -mail: sales@funky- junk.co.uk 

THE MILLENIUM BUG ATE MY GIRLFRIEND 

Mark Thompson 
Helen Rider 
Steve Lane 

Clive Richards 

A cautionary tale from the old country ... 
"I had toyed with the idea of going digital for a decade, more or less, so when the world stopped still for the Festival of Impeachment, it seemed a good 

way to fill the endless tedium of life, the universe and everything. AND SO ... out when my faithful, outdated and obsolete analogue recording 

equipment, and in came a truck -load of cardboard boxes: computers, converters, hardware, software, overwear, underwear, cables, tables and 

vegetables (or at least a fruity Apple or two). Beam me up Spock, if it didn't look like the Starship Enterprise about to enter warp drive. 

So I turned on, tuned in and ... crashed. After a day or two on the sotware helpline, I got through to a very helpful voicemail message guiding me to a 

website of adverts and a starting point of a learning curve that has been moving in a gradual downwards direction ever since. So now I'm three months 

in. Clinton's still there, and I'm still here; desperately fiddling with digits, powering -up, backing -up and cracking up. I've learned more than I ever wanted 

to know about computers, and forgotten most of what I ever knew about music (and certainly about soul ...) BUT I do have two full minutes recorded (if 

I cut, paste and loop that should fill my first CD). AND I have a room full of digital equipment worth fully 10% of what it cost three months ago. SO, - If 

you want to be a REAL COOL DUDE, follow me into the digital domain. If you want to be an analogue square, then call those sad, sad limeys at Funky 

Junk and they'll take care of you They even offer SERVICE and ADVICE, - that's how old fashioned and out of date they are! Mr. D. Git. Hipsville USA. 
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e q u i p m e n t 
IFIRE111 BMW" 

for sale 
"Nick Ryan is the first person I call when I want quality 

used equipment" 

OTHER SATISFIED CUSTOMERS 
STING. TREVOR HORN. ROGER TAYLOR. CHRIS REA. PHIL COLLINS. OCEAN 
COLOUR SCENE. THE COCTEAU TWINS. PETER GABRIEL. ALAN PARSONS. 
JEAN MICHEL JARRE. VANGELIS. CHRIS DIFFORD. SARM STUDIOS. 
METROPOLIS. FISHER LANE FARM. EDEN STUDIOS. JACOBS STUDIOS. 
PARKGATES. STRONGROOM. REAL WCRLD. BRIT ROW. SONY MUSIC. 
WARNER CHAPPELL. GREAT LINFORD MANOR. MCA. KONK STUDIOS. 
STUDIO MULINETTI. HIT & RUN. MAYFAIR STUDIO< !'C \I.TP \CK< 

Terry Britten, Producer - Song Writer 

25 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE CuMIINED WI EH FIRST 
CLASS KNOWLEDGE AND PERSONAL ATTENTION 
NICK RY. \N IS THE FIRST PERSON YOU SHOULD CALL 

TEL +44 1892 861099 
FA X + 44 1892 863485 
WEß http: / /www.soundsinc.co.uk 

TONY LARKING 
PROFESSIONAL SALES LIMITED 

CALL OR FAX FOR OUR LATEST LIST OF USED EQUIPMENT OR VISIT OUR WEB SITE 

ITel: +44 (0)1462 680888 
Fax: +44 (0)1462 680999 
http : / /www.tlaudio.co.uklused.htm 

N EVE SSL OTARI STUDER (WEB SITE IS UPDATED ON 1ST OF EACH MONTH) 

5.1 MONITORING 

Adgil Surround Sound 
Monitor System 

5.1 or 7.1 From Your Stereo Console 

200+ Inputs By Up To 8 Outputs 

Fully Programmable 

Mute, Dim, Mono, Solo g Cut Controls 

Pec / Direct Switching 

Use As Mixer For Stems 8. Sub -mixes 

Insert For Encoding / Decoding Matrixe' 

Modular, Expandable Design 

Noise -96dBu @ 22Hz to 22kHz 

24 In by 6 Out System Under S6k 

WWW. sascom .cOm 

Ph 905.469.8080 Fax 905.469 1 129 
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The world's first 
independent market analysis of the 
International Pro Audio Industry 

The Pro Audio 
World Report 
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by .l hl/Nì' Freeman Entertaillllic'll(. 

publishers of Stu(liO Sound and Pro Sound News Europe. 
i11 IISSOCi(ltion 11'ltl) 

Market Tracking International 

For further enquiries contact I,ianne Davey: 

Tel: +(44) 171 940 8598 
Fax: +(44) 171 407 7102 
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Need a New Point of Reference? 
If you've ever wondered why, for nearly 

30 years, so many hits have been mixed 

on Westlake Monitors - now is the time 

to fin3 out. Go straight to your dealer 

and demand a demonstration. 

Westlake Audio Speakers are designed as 

reference tools for the most demanding of audio 

engineers and golden -eared audiophiles. The 

no- compromise manufacturing process includes 

extensive internal cabinet bracing, hand built 

crossovers with precision matched components. 

and drivers that are meticulously selected, test- 

ed, measured and matched. Cabinets, drivers 

and crossovers are also thoroughly dampened 

to eliminate any resonance or vibrations. You 

have to listen for yourself. We know you'll 

be impressed! 

MANUFACTURING GROUP 
/(m, I. v ry C xut. Unit 18. Ncwtwry Park. CA 91320 USA 805-4 

SIf. you already own a pair of BBSM- 

1 Os and want to extend the bottom 

end. or it you're looking for a full 

ranee speaker system- you ha% e to 

listen to the BBSM -10s with Inc 

BB10 -SWP subwoofer system. 

Awesome!!! 

Lc_ w l0 The 10" 3 -way mooi 

done the Westlake way. Pe 

the higher end project studios 

demand a little more. 

fd 
Lc265.1 Multi -user 

for dedicated cente 

L /C'R or 5 channel configura- 

tion,. Dual 6.5" 3 -way. 

http://www.westlakeaudio.com 

Westlake 
Audio 

FERAV -1 ACTIVE MONITOR 
www far- audio corn fax + 32 42 59 74 10 

Ideal for 5.1 

Surround Sound 
"Jelly- Fish" Surround 
Indicator 
2 to 8- channel In- & 
Output capability 
Phasemeter, Audio 
Oscilloscope and 
Multichannel PPM 

Analogue and d gital 
operation 
VGA output 
Spectrum analyser 
option 

...see what you hear! 

1111111. 

AM NM 
Otis- AUOtio 

DK -AUDIO Marielundvel 37D DK -2730 Herlev Denmark 

Phone +45 44 85 02 55 Fax: +45 44 85 02 50 e-mail: dk- audio @dk -audio dk. 

Internet: www.dk -audio dk 
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US: Here, there and everywhere 

Rewriting the geography of business is at the cost of the most 
enduring aspects of musical development writes Dan Daley 

BACK IN 1991, I did a sort of reverse 
Beverly Hillbillies, loading up the 
truck with brie and brandy and tak- 

ing up a residence in Nashville. Okay, so 
I maintained a residence in Manhattan 
(1 couldn't carry that much brie ) but Nashville 
appeared to be the next major centre of 
music recording in the US. It was not just 
that country music was hot again 
-Nashville's studio base. along with its non- 
pareil community of musicians and other 
music entities. was shaping up into what 
could have been a powerful force for not 
just recording music but changing it, as well. 

In addition to being close to the news, 
I felt a palpable excitement. one that had 
not seemed so real in this industry in a 
long, long time. And the studios gave 
Nashville a sense of permanence that 
eluded such previous pretenders to the title 
as Minneapolis and Seattle. Nashville did 
indeed have its moment, and to its credit it 
did change music to a degree (though the 
city itself was also changed in the process). 
But in this fluid, global culture, everything 
is momentary, and now that entertainment 

is inextricably enmeshed with corporate 
culture. it is as vulnerable to the changes 
of big business as the technology of music 
has become sensitive to changes in the 
computer industry. 

As a result there was the sense that the 
focus would shift elsewhere, that the peri- 
patetic centre of the American recording 
industry would move on to another phys- 
ical place as it had before, accompanied by 
the usual retinue of paparazzi, disorderly 
conduct arrests and discos du moment. At 
first, I thought it would be Atlanta, where 
several new studios had recently opened 
with more on the way. Having Elton John 
living there was a plus in several ways, 
I thought, not only musically but as an 
eccentric whose plumage would destabilise 
the crust that had grown around the music 
business there. Alas, as happens to us all 
in middle age. Sir Reginald's headgear and 
music have grown conservative. 

My head was spun next by Miami. Here 
the certainty of that pastel- coloured city's 
pre -eminence as the global centre of Latino 
music was shuddered by the acquisition, 

last January, of Criteria Studios by New 
York's Hit Factory, a centre -stage event sup- 
ported by the rapid -fire opening of several 
new studios such as OceanVu and Elysian 
Fields. Would Miami now get Whitney and 
Mariah as well as Gloria and Julio. 

But I could not shake the notion that 
North Carolina might just pull off a come - 
from- behind move and make a play for the 
big time. The Carolinas area has been a 
musical hotbed for a few years now, with 
acts like Hootie & The Blowfish and 

As a result there was the 

sense that the focus would 

shift, that the centre of 
American recording would 

move on to another place 

others, and it was beginning to get some 
serious studio construction that could pro- 
vide an infrastructure. 

It was in the middle of this geographical 
head twirling that I realised that, 'where' no 
longer matters. The days of music having a 
physical residence are likely over. From New 
York's Brill Building to the Beach Boys' har- 
monious homilies to Southern California to 
Jerry Jeff Walker's inscrutable Luchenbach, 
Texas, to the two sides of the down -home 
Deep South coin presented by John Denver 

Europe: Digital dupes 

Digital television is rekindling copy 
as proving that hi -tech operations 
high -tech operators writes Barry 

SINCE THE DAYS of the Beatles, Apple 
and Magic Alex' LP spoiler system 
(a high- pitched tone on an LP that 

was supposed to beat with a tape recorder's 
bias signal) the audio industry has been 
dreaming of a system to put a stop to home 
copying. The best it has produced to date 
is SCMS -the Serial Copy Management 
System that stops a digital recorder mak- 
ing a digital copy of a digital copy. 

But Philips' new 765 CD recorder con- 
firms that SCMS was always a broken reed. 
If someone wants to make multiple digi- 
tal copies of a CD, they simply make a 
series of first -generation copies from a sin- 
gle original. The 765 makes this easy 
because it is a dual -well deck with dou- 
ble -speed dubbing. And. when SCMS 
blocks digital copying, if the user wants to 
copy a CD -RW compilation disc onto CD -R 
for playback on an ordinary CD player, 
the 765 switches to hardwired analogue 
dubbing with negligible loss of quality. 
A home audio recorder with tighter copy 
control than SCMS would be unsaleable 
-no-one buys a CD-R deck to record bird- 
song or dictation. 

Video recorders are different. Their pri- 
mary purpose is to time -shift TV broad- 

right concerns as well 
do not necessarily use 

Fox 
casts, or play pre- recorded tapes. Con- 
sumers accept that the movie studios use 
Macrovision on their prerecorded tapes to 
stop people copying them. 

Few people yet realise how the coming 
of digital TV has changed the rules of the 

Few people yet realise 

how the coming of digital TV 

has changed the rules of the 

game.We are moving into 

a new age when VCRs will 

no longer be able to do 

the job for which their 

owners bought them 
game. We are moving into a new age when 
VCRs will no longer be able to do the job 
for which their owners bought them. The 
Macrovision system relies on spurious pulses 
inserted near the picture sync pulses when 
a prerecorded tape is made. A television set 
ignores the extra pulses, but they fool the 
AGC in a VCR into making too-weak a 

recording. The same system will not work 
with digital video, so the digital TV receiver 
(or DVD player) has a built -in encoder. This 
adds anti-copy pulses to the analogue out- 
put. The TV displays the pictures normally, 
but a VCR makes an unplayable copy. The 
encoder is switched on by trigger signals 
that the broadcasters transmit along with 
programmes that are not to be taped. The 
broadcasters pay a royalty to Macrovision 
for transmitting triggers. 

Macrovision says 'the majority' of digital 
TV receivers now being sold in North 
America, South America, Europe and Asia, 
incorporate encoders. Over 15 million 
homes around the world are now equipped 
with dormant circuitry that can be remotely 
switched to stop home taping. 

Hollywood studios are already insisting 
on analogue copy protection on all pay - 
per -view movies broadcast on Sky's digi- 
tal satellite Box Office. The UK is pio- 
neering digital terrestrial TV, and so far 
there is no PPV and no use of copy pro- 
tection -but the encoder chips are in the 
receivers. Who knows what happens 
tomorrow, next year or the next? 

D IGITAL TERRESTRIAL reception is 
looking good. Existing aerials and 
set -top boxes are pulling in clear 

pictures. Sometimes a simple booster amp 
will tip the threshold from snowy analogue 
into error -free digital decoding. A CD-ROM 
database predicts reception at locations 
across the country. The BBC's Publicity 
Department has been giving out these 
'Digital CD- ROMs'. 
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( representing the bucolic Norman Rockwell 
aspect land Lynrd Skynrd ( representing the 
Charles Bukowski side of the South), a 

sense of place has been an integral com- 
ponent of American popular music, just as 

Manchester and Liverpc)oI once vied with 
London. In the age of the Internet, that need 
is diminishing as music truly comes from 
here, there and everywhere. Technical 
developments have enabled anyone to test 
their creativity in basement and bedroom, 
while the virtual nature of business makes 
a central location record companies and 
computer giants alike immaterial as they 
interface with the corporeal world as dis- 
embodied voices at the other end of a toll - 
free number. ( Usually after a long, long wait 
listening to had music, probably made in a 

home studio, somewhere.) The real head- 
quarters of music now will be where the 
bean- counters at Seagram and Sony decide 
it should he. 

Like other aspects of progress, this de- 
emphasis of place is neither implicitly 
good nor bad -it just is -hut we should 
allow ourselves a moment to mourn its 
passing. The sense of place in music, 
though fleeting as a Hollywood mar- 
riage, gave us the hooks from which to 
hang a lot of good music, and it told us 
where to build our studios. It gave us a 

Mecca at which to point and a goal at 
which to shoot. 

If anyone needs me, I'll he somewhere. 
Just email me. 

When I finally got round to trying 
mine, I found that there were no instruc- 
tions on how to use it. Being reasonably 
computer -literate, I searched the disc for 
an .EXE file, to 'install'. I looked for HTML 
pages for Internet -style access with a Web 
Browser. I looked for plain ordinary text 
files. There were none. The BBC 
'thought' the PC would need to be loaded 
with Quark Illustrator or Adobe 
Photoshop. 

The disc, a write -once CD -R, was full 
of data but had No ISO Primary Volume 
Descriptor'. Presumably whoever did the 
work for the BBC's Publicity Department 
had burned the disc without fixing it for 
standard CD -ROM access. I tried another 
of the same discs, given to me at a dif- 
ferent time. It, too, was full but useless. 
I've crashed my PC several times when 
trying to check the contents with 
Windows Explorer -and you know how 
much time that wastes, because 
Windows insists on running Scandisk 
before it will start again. And Scandisk 
will often only run if the PC is first run 
in Safe mode. 

Each year the BBC gets £2bn in pub- 
lic funds, from the license fees which all 
TV viewers must pay. A hefty chunk of 
this money is being spent on taking 
Britain into the digital age, with digital 
TV, DAB and an Internet service. Head 
man John Birt likes to employ consul- 
tants who tell him how to do it right. 
Perhaps the consultants could now tell 
Birt to try a BBC Digital CD -ROM on his 
PC and see what happens. 
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DTV: fortune or failure 

With enthusiasm for digital television floundering in the UK, 

what are the prospects for DVD asks Kevin Hilton 
MAYBE IT'S JUST ME but doesn't 

DVD seem at once both high 
tech, of this moment, and just that 

little bit out of date? Perhaps it is because, 
as people are fond of saying about me, 
I'm a cynic. But as our spiritual leader, 
Ambrose Bierce, said, 'a cynic is simply a 

blackguard whose faulty vision sees things 
as they are, not as they ought to be.' 

There is a very good case for saying 
that DVD is the ultimate in cut -and -paste 
technology: the CD family has made us 
familiar with the small silver disc from 
which we could enjoy digital audio and 
even images (for all the people who did 
not blink while CDi was around), while 
LaserDisc offered all the added value bits 
that the serious home movie -collector 
craves (extra scenes, a commentary by 
the director explaining why a particular 
sequence was shot from a pigeon's point 
of view). 

Sure, it is digital, with 
all the accompanying 
promises of better qual- 
ity that digits bring with 
them. But there is the 
feeling that we have all 
been here before, a sense 
that has not been eased 
by the fact that manufac- 
turers and technology 
magazines had been talk- 
ing about DVD long 
before it appeared on the 
market. Of course, the 
strength of DVD is not 
that it is a new format, but that it can do 
more than its similar forebears. Its prob- 
lem is how it is marketed; more specifi- 
cally, there is a degree of education 
attached to emerging technologies that it 
appears was not associated with what 
went before. 

This applies to consumers and profes- 
sionals alike. Each new development 
offers something for both groups as tech- 
nology is developed that can be used as 

much in the home as in broadcast cen- 
tres. Which is why there are nearly as many 
seminars about DVD as there are jokes 
about Bill Clinton, cigars and deposits 
made at the dress shop. During January, 
the BKSTS Moving Image Society staged 
what was claimed to be the first confer- 
ence to look at the subject from the film 
and television industry angle. In his intro- 
duction to 'DVD - Assets for the Future'. 
Ben Keen, executive editor of Screen 
Digest, called the versatile disc the 'ulti- 
mate convergence device-the packaged 
format for the future.' 

Which it is. But how far DVD will take 
all markets to a converged future depends 
on its acceptance and rate of take -up. The 
format's status as a universal standard 
should aid this, although Hollywood 
movie titles are coded at 525 lines, as 

opposed to 625 for everywhere else. In 
the US, DVD has been hailed as the fastest 
selling packaged consumer medium ever, 
with all the major studios firmly behind it. 
Regardless of this, film and video review- 
ers have correctly pointed out that such 
initial success depends on the titles that 
are released: recent blockbusters are all 
very well but, as the VHS market found 
after its first rush of success began to fade, 
what the seriously acquisitive tube freaks 
need are classics, oldies, cult and special 
interest releases. 

Europe is nowhere near the 20% of the 
sell- through market, the 'one million 
homes with DVD players' situation in 
America. It is also lagging in terms of pro- 
fessional authoring and replication. 
France, Germany (both big LD markets in 
earlier days) and the UK are the DVD lead- 
ers in Europe, but, in the case of Britain, 

Keen observed that the 
take -up of disc was being 
stifled by the growth of 
digital television, the 
reverse of the situation in 
the US. 

This analysis sounds 
plausible, but it has been 
undermined by the find- 
ings of a Mintel survey 
that shows widespread 
apathy towards digital TV 
in the UK and general 
confusion over multime- 
dia technology. If one 
group of consumers con- 

sider that new multichannel services have 
little to offer, what are they, and the mar- 
ket in general, going to make of DVD? 

In the professional sphere, facilities are 
being drawn towards it, some because 
they believe in the format, others because 
they feel they have to be. One owner said 
to me last year that it could be 'the answer 
to people's dreams', while another 
observed, 'Nobody knows how they're 
going to make money out of it.' 

Broadcasters view DVD more as a tool 
than a potential revenue maker, with much 
discussion of the format as an archiving 
device. However, as doubts linger about 
its suitability, there is the view that it would 
serve best as a preview medium, leaving 
the archive itself on tape. 

Such issues are still to be resolved, par- 
ticularly as DVD -Recordable is a way off 
yet, although this year sees the final rati- 
fication of DVD -Audio. And lots of semi- 
nars. Prepare for Summit 2 in Dublin from 
29th March to 1st April and DVD Pro- 
duction Europe 99 from 24th to 25th May 
in London. Let's hope that they do not 
live up to the definition of another cynic, 
humourist Fred Allen, that conferences are 
gatherings of important people who singly 
can do nothing but together decide that 
nothing can be done. 

Europe is nowhere 

near the 20% of the 

sell- through market, the 

'one million homes with 

DVD players' situation in 

America. It is also lagging in 

terms of professional 

authoring and replication 
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inspired 
TASCAM 

again again... 
affordable, professional CD recording & dubbing 
We saw the CD- RW5000 at the SBES show and ordered seven. We decided it would meet 

our requirement for a professional digital recording format that would interface with our 

system. It's very straight forward to use in a broadcast production environment." 

Mark Thom, Engineering Manager, Classic FM on the CD- RW5000s purchased 

for Classic FM's new digital broadcast studios. 
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CD-iiW5000 

® 
- 
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Professional dl O 

CD- RW5000 
Fully professional cost effective CD -R / CD -RW recorder 

Write and re -write to all currently available media: 

CD -R, CD -RW, CD -R -DA, CD -RW -DA 

Balanced XLR and unbalanced phono analogue I /0s 
AES /EBU digital input: SPDIF coaxial and optical digital I /0s 

On -board sample rate convertor; 32kHz or 48kHz to 44.1 kHz 

Sync Star 
15 -pin Parallel Control PI 

Auto and Manual Track Incremer 

CD -D4000 
Dual deck CD Duplicator for cost effective CD -R / CD -ROM dubbing 

Simple intuitive menu based user interface, with all operational functions via two buttons on front panel 

Duplication of all CD -R and CD -ROM disc formats 
Duplication of Audio and Data CDs at 1 x, 2x and 4x speeds 

Discs can be checked pre and post duplication 
CD -Audio replay via headphone sockets on both Master and Slave 

L L 

10 TDK 

Studio' blank 
included with 

5 Marlin House, The Croxley Centre, Watford, Hertfordshire. WD1 8'r. Brechure Hotline 01223 $12238 every 
CD- RW5000 until 

March 3' s' 1999 
Check out www.taseam.cs.ek for information on all our new products 
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Feedback and feedforward 

This month's study of the operational amplifier exposes John Watkinson 
contrasting the feedback and feedforward techniques used to optimise them 

Ft:EDBACK AND FEEDFOR\\ARD 
have been around for a long time. 
but they are still not widely under - 

stood in audio circles. One of the great 
myths is that you have to choose which 
one to use. whereas in reality the best 
results are obtained by combining them. 

In an ideal world neither would he nec- 
essary, if we could get ideal components 
we would be able to make. for example. 
ideal distortionless amplifiers with fixed, 
frequency independent gain. Unfortu- 
nately these ideal puts elude us. Some 

components like resistors and capacitors 
can be extremely linear. whereas others 
such as transformers :uxl amplifying 
devices including valves. bipolar and 
field effect transistors are not linear. Their 
transfer function is not straight and so 
the result is harmonic distortion. 

Feedback and feedforward are both 
techniques. which have been devel- 
oped to reduce the effect of deficien- 
cies in real components. These can 
include linear and non -I i near distortion 
and non -ideal frequent response. In a 
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Fig. I: Power amp contrasts 
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Class A valve amplifier. the main sources 
of distortion will he the output tubes 
and the transformer. In a Class B tran- 
sistor amplifier the main problem will 
be crossover distortion. 

Fig.1 contrasts them in the simple 
application of a power amplifier. Feed- 
forward shown at Fig. la is a system 
where a model of the deficiencies of the 
amplifier proper is used to create a feed- 
forward processor. having the same defi- 
ciencies. but in the opposite sense. The 
effect of the two devices in series is that 
when the model is accurate the defi- 
ciencies cancel out. In theory if the 
model is precise. the cancellation is per- 
fect and the result is ideal. 

Fig. lb shows that if the deficiency is 
in frequency response. the feedforward 
processor may contain an opposite 
response: in effect an equaliser. Fig.lc 
shows that if the transfer function is dis- 
torted, the feedforward processor may 
have an opposing transfer function. This 
technique can be used with loudspeak- 
ers as well as amplifiers. 

Feedforward only works well if the 
deficiencies to be corrected are stable 
and repeatable so that the correct 
degree of opposition is always applied. 
Where the deficiencies are not stable. 
for example if they change with tem- 
perature or supply voltage. a simple 
feedforward process will not produce 
such accurate results. 

Fig.ld shows feedback. Here the out- 
put is measured and compared with the 
input. If the output is not simply a larger 
version of the input, the comparison will 
reveal the error. The error is used to drive 
the amplifier proper in such a way that 
the error is reduced. From a simplistic 
standpoint. the actual mechanism 
responsible for the error is not impor- 
tant. If the output voltage is not high 
enough. it does not matter why: it just 
needs to be increased. 

Clearly there is almost always going 
to he an error in a feedback system, 
because without an error there is no 
drive to the load. The degree of improve- 
ment achieved with feedback is a func- 
tion of the open -loop gain available. The 
more gain that can be used. the smaller 
the residual error will he. The natural 
conclusion is that the ideal gain is infi- 
nite, as in the operational amplifier. 

When the loop gain is high, the out- 
put is determined primarily by the feed- 
back and so it is not so important if the 
transfer characteristics change. In other 
words feedback has an advantage 
over feedforward in the case where the 
deficiency in the forward path varies. > 
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Fig.2: Feedback only increases bandwidth at low signal 
levels. It cannot increase full power bandwidth 
< Unf rtunately this ideal feedback 
system with infinite gain can not he 
implemented in practice because real 
gain stages have a sub- optimal phase 
response. Negative feedback xvill fail in 
the presence of phase shifts within the 
loop, because these can result in posi- 
tive feedback if the kx>p gain is atxwe 
unity when 180 of shift has occurred. 
The amplifier has become unstable and 
turns into an oscillator. Now feedforward 
has the advantage because a feedforward 
system can never become unstable. 

The way to deal with frequency 
dependent phase shifts in the forward 
amplifier path is to introduce opposing 
phase shifts in the feedback path so that 
the phase response around the loop 
remains constant enough for stability. 
This is called compensating the loop. 
The more accurately the feedback path 
models the inverse of the phase char- 
acteristics of the forward path. the more 
gain that can be used. As we have seen 
this accurate model can only exist if the 
forward characteristics are constant. 

In this sense, feedback and feedfor- 
ward are similar in that they both 
depend upon being able to model the 
problem in order to compensate for it. 
The main difference is that feedforward 
models the problem in order to oppose 
it whereas feedback models the prob- 
lem in order to allow high loop gain 
while retaining stability. 

It may seem obvious, but the benefits 
of negative feedback are only obtained 

when the feedback determines what 
happens. This is defined as the error 
being negligibly small. In fact th_s is a 

general truth that applies to all uses of 
negative feedback including autopilots, 
senos and not just audio amplifiers. If 
the system ever gets into a state where 
the error is large. then the feedback has 
lost control and the system is said to be 
working 'open loop'. 

One of the greatest myths about the 
use of negative feedback is that it 
increases the bandwidth of a system. 
Fig.2a shows the full power frequency 
response of a real amplifier. 

Fig. 2b shows the same system after 
the application of some ideal negative 
feedback. which. of course. reduces the 
gain. Note that. although bandwidth has 
been increased. this has been done by 
reducing the power output over the 
whole band clown to the highest level, 
which was possible at the band edge 
witlu feedback. Thus. although the 
small signal bandwidth has increased, 
the power bandwidth has not increased 
:tall. 

Negative feedback only increases 
bandwidth at the expense of output 
power. If we have the naive view that 
feedback just increases bandwidth, we 
might simply add a gain stage to coun- 
teract the gain loss clue to the feedback. 
The result is in Fig.2r: in the shaded 
area the system goes open loop' and 
the output is heavily distorted. This is 
the origin of the hi -fi pseudoscience > 
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ACP88 
In just two rack spaces. the ACP88 has eight of 
the most musical compressors and transparent 
gates you will ever hear. 

Total Dynamics Control. 2 to 8 Channel Linking Capability 

Compressor parameters include: attack, release, ratio, Side chain and gate key send /return on every channel 

threshold, hard /soft knee, auto /manual attack/release curves Balanced /Unbalanced TRS Inputs and Outputs 

Gate parameters include: attack, release, threshold, and Clean up vocals and drums 

two position gate range (- 60db -20db) Fatten acoustic instruments 

Full metering: Compression Gain Reduction, threshold Crystal clear compression 

above /below and gate open /close LED's on every channel Made in the USA 

PreSonus 
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< that negative feedback is a had thing. 
The truth is that the full -power 
frequency response of :t feedback sys- 
tem can never he better than the open 
loop response. It does not matter how 
accurately the error signal has been 
derived. or how much gain has been 
applied to it if the power source deliv- 
ered through a saturated transistor sim- 
ply cannot slew the load fast enough. 

Before World War L the designers 
of steam -powered gun turrets had 
discovered the phenomenon of the 
slew rate limit. It took another 50- 
odd years for audio amplifier design- 
ers to reinvent the same wheel under 
a new title of Transient InterModula- 
tion distortion (TIM). 

\What feedback can do. when prop- 
erly applied. is to reduce distortion. 
However. distortion is the process of 
creating harmonics. If the open -loop 
response of a system is not good 
enough. the system cannot respond 
fast enough to cancel the distortion 
products. In order to apply negative 
feedback well. we need lots of loop 
gain and a .vide bandwidth to avoid 
phase shifts. 

A pure feedback system can only 
reduce the error by increasing the gain. 
If the gain, that can he used. is limited 
by stability requirements. the error can 
only be reduced so far. However. Fig.3 
shows that using feedfi)rward inside the 
feedback Imp may reduce the error Iur- 

)IV(vT FerLDF6,-(4vAp-o 
ego 

NOV --t O eA1_ 

41"49L1 Ft EJZ.. 

Fig. 3: Feedforward can minimise the error in feedback loop, improving performance 

SUPERIOR 24 TRACK STUDIO 
EQUIPMENT 

ADT 5MT 24 TRACK 32 CHANNEL IN -LINE CONSOLE 
& PATCH WITH SMPTE GENERATED SNAP SHOT 
AUTOMATION (BASED ON SSL 4000E SERIES), VCA 
GROUPING AND HIGH & LOW PASS FILTERS. 
TASCAM ATM 24 TRACK 2 INCH 
PC WITH UPRIGHT KEYBOARD MOUSE 
AKAI S1100 SAMPLER 
DENON DCD 624 CD PLAYER 
YAMAHA TX 802 SOUND MODULE 
YAMAHA SPX - 90/11 EFFECTS PROCESSOR 
ORBAN DE ESSER 424 
BSS MIDI NOISE GATE 
SPL SYCHO DYNAMIC PROCESSOR 
BBE 822 SONIC MAXIMISER 
BEHRINGER -DE- NOISER 
GLOCKENGLANG NOISEGATE X 3 

GEMINI EASY RIDER 
TL ELECTRONICS TC 2240 HS EQ/PRE AMP X 2 

ALESIS MIDI - VERB VGRB 
DYNACORD DRP 90 REVERB 
YAMAHA TX 812 
ROLAND RSP 1550 DIG EFFECTS X 2 

DENON DN 720R CASSETTE PLAYER 
DBX 900 8 CH NOISE REDUCTION 
SADIE DISC EDITOR 
STEINBERG SMP 24 CONVERTOR 
MOTU MIDI EXPRESS PC NOTE BOOK 
DBX NOISE REDUCTION UNITS X 10 

VARIOUS CABLES. LOOMS AND CONNECTORS. 

BEST OFFERS SOUGHT FOR THE LOT OR FOR 
INDIVIDUAL PIECES 
PLEASE CONTACT MR HARRY MAGUIRE BY PHONE 
(0)171- 723 -9216 OR BY FAX (0)171- 723 -3412 FOR 
VIEWING AND ANY FURTHER PARTICULARS. 
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they. The feedforward processor com- 
bined with the forward path is more 
accurate than the forward path alone, 
so the error will be smaller. The avail- 
able feedback can then make the error 
smaller still. Thus the hest results will 
he obtained when feedback and feed- 
forward are combined. 

A moment's consideration of Fig.3 
will reveal that if the feedforward 
processor is ideal. the error will he zero. 
The \\( )rse the accuracy of the feedfor- 
ward. the larger the error. This can be 
used to advantage ntage in adaptive systems. 
In an adaptive system. the error in the 
feedback system is monitored as the 
parameters in the feedforward proces- 
sor are varied. Any variation. that results 
in a smaller error. will be adopted, 
whereas any variation. that increases the 
error. will be rejected. In this way the 
feedforward system can 'learn' the char- 
acteristics of the forward path and can 
track them to compensate for changes. 

For a simple analogy. consider a rally 
car. The driver uses feedback to stay on 
the road. He compares the position of 
the car on the road with what it ought 
to be and cancels the error by operat- 
ing the controls. The navigator uses 
feedforward. He has recorded every 
detail of the course during practice and 
constantly tells the driver how fast each 
bend can be taken. With the driver and 
navigator working together. the car goes 
faster than with the driver alone. 

The new STELLADAT I 

7 and 4 Backs on`fäpe 

44,1/48/96kHz sampling rate 

True 4 channels audio mixer 

Only 4 kg (8,8lbs) with battery 

2 to 3 hours with Lithium Ion battery 

The most advanced Time Code DAT portable recorder 

SONOSAX AUDIO SYSTEMS SAS SA CH -1162 St -Prex SWITZERLAND 
Tel: +41 21 806 02 02 Fax: +41 21 806 02 99 E -mail; sonosax @sonosax.ch 
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44° RICHMOND 
FILM 
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Tel: +44 (0)181 940 6077 Fax: +44 (0)181 948 8326 

THE HIRE COMPANY 
OTHER HIRE COMPANIES HIRE FROM I 

Only 
£60 

per day 

NAGRA-D 

£240 per 
uL) week 
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96 kHZ SAMPLING FREQUENCY 
NOW AVAILABLE! 
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spenes. Century -old lirntabors JUST ACTIVE? 
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panacea, r our pursua of perfection. Analog tecnnolog, 
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aesthetic result 

Rock -ngid cabinet construct o- 

'Massively bullt long throw woofer' a 

powerful tweeters. 

Abundant ampl (cation for each drner 

free operator arc -arge 

Only the truth and nothing but the truth! 
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OPEN YOUR DOORS 
TO MORE BUSINESS 

OPPORTUNITIES... 

8 - 10 JULY 
1999 

New 
Venue: 
Singapore 

International 
Convention & 

Exhibition 
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(SICEC) 

PALA '99 Business Reply Coupon 
Fax: (65) 227 0913 

Yes! Please send me more information about PALA '99 
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Audio _ 

._ 

Broadcast Tech Music 

Lighting Visual Comm 
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Company 
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Product/Service: 
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IIR EXHIBITIONS PTE LTD 
101 Cecil Street #09- 03,Tong Eng Building. Singapore 069533 
Tel: (65) 227 0688 Fax: (65) 227 0913 
Ann Tan - Sales Manager (email: ann@iirx.com.sg) 
Rosalind Ng -Seah - Project Director (email: rosalind ©iirx.com.sg) 
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High frequency confusion ahead 

If you had been claimed by developments following the initial frenzy of high 

sample rate systems, prepare to be challenged again writes Ben Duncan 
ArMONG OTHER apparently solid 

benefits, it has been regularly 
eported that new media such 

as DVD offer an HF response to 96kHz 
and beyond. But no -one seems to have 
thought through the situations when 
such a capability will he of benefit, and 
if so, whether it will be useable. 

Since the beginning, audio textbooks 
have taught that human hearing ceases 
to perceive sound above between about 
14kHz and 20kHz. This is easy for audio 
engineers (more than anyone else) to 
test. But take heed -the limit may 
depend as much on the signal used, and 
crucially on which speaker system, as 
well as the level. Equally, tests by Drew 
Daniels' have demonstrated the wide 
variability of the aural canal sensitivi- 
ties among 100 audio colleagues, with 
some ears having 'gains' of more than 
10dB above 18kHz. Yet, the adjective 
'ultrasonic' unambiguously indicates 
sounds 'higher in frequency than the 
audible'. As with the onset of infrasonic 
sound, it may he better to see the 'edge' 
of audible sound not as where sensi- 
tivity stops dead, but where the nature 
of perception of the vibrational energy 
changes rapidly. 

That humans are sensitive to stuff 
above the 16kHz -20kHz area at which 
most listeners' conscious perception 
stops (with steady test signals), has been 
individually established in disparate 
studies by respected authorities. For 
example, they have been carried out 
by Philip Newell, Rupert Neve and by 
Japanese researchers who used ECG 
equipment to demonstrate that music 
with its ultrasonic content intact, gave 
rise to brain patterns that were the same 
ones seen exclusively when people 

were very happy or ecstatic. Vie 
keynote is that for this to happen, it was 
not necessary for the listener to have 
conscious awareness of the ultrasonic 
content. As a measure of the commer- 
cial reality, at least to oriental ears, 
Japanese speaker makers have been 
making 'super tweeter' drivers for many 
years, some with responses that start 
above 20kHz. 

In the West, meanwhile, the rare pres- 
ence of frequencies above 20kHz on a 
recording is recognised by both pro- 
fessional and domestic listeners. Other 
than offering pleasure, the ultrasonic 
parts are frequently described as adding 
to music's air, texture, edges, timbre, 
and 'palpably live' sense of presence. 

The ability of audio engineers to learn 
about frequencies above 20kHz has been 
held hack by an 80- year -old industry 
feedback loop. In the beginnings, 5kHz 
was the limit. Each 1kHz above that has 
had to be hard -won over years, at an 
affordable cost, right through the record - 
replay chain -particularly from mies, 
tape heads, record cutters, cartridges and 
speakers. Also, in an analogue system, 
extra bandwidth above 20kHz lets in 
extra noise; while in most of mainstream 
audio, the simplest possible engineer- 
ing and hence maximised profitability 
inevitably precede any sensitivity to such 
ethereal subtlety as raising the hairs on 
the back of a billion necks. 

The outcome is that much audio 
equipment -while made for an ana- 
logue path, and is potentially capable 
of extending far beyond the 
16kHz -20kHz wall imposed by 1980 
digital standards, is organised to pro- 
gressively remove -in varying degrees 
-all life above 20kHz. In the best audio- 

phile and complementary monitoring 
setups, the bandwidth for handling 
48kHz or 96kHz already exists between 
the DA convertor and the speaker end. 
Even down to the low inductance 
speaker cables and ultrasonic drivers. 
But in the remainder of the audio 
recording path, getting signal extend- 
ing out to 96kHz from the booth. and 
ultimately to the DVD mastering suite 
(when appropriate) will take some 
equipment revisions or changes. 

For a start, most of the mature audio 
industry's power amplifiers and speak- 
ers will be damaged or shut down if full 
level ultrasonic signals are applied to 
them. Since redesign for ultrasonic han- 
dling may not be solvable on existing 
designs, some form of optionally 
Flagged, level -envelope -limitation will 
need specifying -'Response above 
20kHz to be sloped off at -6dB /octave, 
and compressed to keep rms levels to 
a maximum of -12dBr'. Meanwhile, the 
prognosis for much analogue audio is 
frankly, 'not at all DVD- ready'. 

Although there are some skeletons in 
the cupboard, at least low noise, clean 
analogue electronics with a bandwidth 
comfortably above 200kHz is established 
technology. A more crucial step-cap- 
turing higher frequency stuff at the front 
of the chain, has been taken by David 
Blackmer, whose Earthworks mies are 
some of the first to have a flat response 
to 40kHz'. A start has been made. 

I Daniels.A See Black Box. HFN &RR. Mar 1998 

2 Duncan, B. Chapters I & 8, High performance Audio 

Power Amph fiers, Newnes. 1 996. 

ISBN 0- 7506- 2629 -I 

3 Blackmer, D'20kHz and beyond'. Studio Sound. 

January 1999 
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The most powerful, intuitive, 
creative digital console ever 

offered at any price. Twenty- 
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interface that Mackie's famous 
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De- everything 
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range of tools for noise 
removal and audio 
restoration 
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